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Executive Summary 

Aims of this research 
This research aimed to assess the ‘adaptive capacity’ of eight UK sectors and industries – that is, the 

extent to which it is likely that effective adaptation strategies can be designed and implemented 

within those sectors to enable the UK to address the risks, cope with the consequences and take 

advantage of the opportunities that climate change presents. It used a novel approach previously 

untried in the UK with a view to incorporating adaptive capacity as a component of future climate 

risk research and identifying some practical barriers and enablers of capacity. 

Method 

The research was undertaken between mid-2010 and early-2011 and looked at capacity to respond 

to a sample of 23 of the ‘top 100’ climate-related risks assessed by the 2012 UK Climate Change Risk 

Assessment (CCRA), which was laid before Parliament in January 2012.1  

The 23 risks included risks to:  

 Biodiversity. 

 Built environment (housing stock). 

 Business and services (banking). 

 Business and services (insurance). 

 Health. 

 Transport (rail). 

 Transport (road). 

 Water.  

 

In-depth interviews were carried out with an average of 10 experts and other decision-makers in 

each of these 8 areas. In some sectors, a review of the organisational practices to identify and 

respond to climate risks was undertaken. This was supplemented by reviews of policy, research and 

other literature relevant to the different risks and sectors. In some cases, national statistical data 

and other industry statistics were used to identify possible structural barriers that might be expected 

to affect the ability to adapt. 

Strength of evidence 

The sheer breadth of sectors covered, the relatively small number of interviews in each sector and 

limited project resources mean that conclusions at a sector level would benefit from further 

research before coming to actionable conclusions. Assessment of government policy was also 

challenging because of a recent change of Government and this reflects a more general limitation 

that the research represents a snapshot in time. However, in some sectors the evidence collected 

triangulated to such an extent that the confidence in findings is increased. Pooling the findings 

across all sectors also helps to characterise practical actions that could raise capacity in these and 

other areas. 

                                                           
1
 See https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/adapting-to-climate-change  

https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/adapting-to-climate-change
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Capacity outside the 8 selected sectors and industries was reviewed in less depth through interviews 

with fewer industry experts and by restricted literature and policy reviews and should be considered 

more exploratory.  

Findings 

 
Sector 

 

 
Adaptive capacity (i.e. ability to adapt to climate change) 

identified from the evidence collected in the sector 

 
Level of agreement 
across the evidence 

collected in the 
sector2 

Biodiversity 

Medium, with the high level of adaptive capacity among 

those working with natural systems counterbalanced by 

major structural barriers in the sector. 

Medium 

Built 

Environment           

(Housing 

Stock) 

Very low, with significant barriers (e.g. the complexity of 

the sector) making the implementation of appropriate 

adaptation activity very challenging. 

Medium 

Business & 

Services 

(Banking) 

Virtually non-existent among those we interviewed, with 

initiatives to boost capacity appearing unlikely to come 

autonomously from within the sector. 

Medium to high 

Business & 

Services 

(Insurance) 

Relatively high, with current initiatives potentially enabling 

the sector to move to a very high level of adaptive capacity 
Medium to high 

Health 

Very low, with some potentially serious consequences if 

unaddressed (e.g. in terms of ensuring that future capital 

projects are climate-resilient). 

High 

Transport 

(Rail) 

Medium to high, with relatively few barriers to effective 

adaptation and some strategic challenges beginning to be 

addressed. 

Medium to high 

Transport 

(Roads) 

High for the trunk-road network (including motorways); 

low to medium for other roads (i.e. those managed by local 

authorities). 

High (trunk roads) 

Low to medium     

(other roads) 

Water 

 

Relatively high, although further progress is needed to 

ensure longer-term resilience across the sector. 
High 

 

In the table above and throughout this report, judgments on each sector’s overall adaptive capacity 

are based on an assessment of two distinct components:  

 Organisational adaptive capacity (OAC):  a measure of the current ability of organisations within 

the sector to undertake effective adaptation actions in response to climate change.  

 Structural adaptive capacity (SAC):  a measure of the systemic factors currently at work within 

the sector that affect its ability to adapt to climate change; these include the sector’s 

                                                           
2
 This helps to inform a judgement of confidence in the findings. Due to the exploratory nature of this project, 

in no instance could a definitive  assessment of a single sector be undertaken. 
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complexity, typical decision lifetimes, and the extent of activity providing potential 

opportunities for undertaking adaptation actions.  

This was supported by an assessment of the broader ‘Framework’ for adaptation at a national level 

and within each of the sectors reviewed. 

In sectors where SAC is low (e.g. because the sector is highly complex or decision lifetimes are 

typically very long and limit the scope to implement adaptation actions), a correspondingly higher 

level of OAC will be needed to compensate and so enable the sector to adapt successfully to the 

impacts of climate change. 

Harnessing the expert knowledge and perspectives of those consulted in the course of the interview 

programme, this report also suggests a variety of potential opportunities and practical steps to 

enhance capacity to adapt to climate change. These are summarised in the following table: 

Sector Potential adaptation opportunities: examples 

 
 

 
 
 

Biodiversity 

 Initiatives/activities such as Local Biodiversity Action Plans, Spatial Planning, Agri-
Environment Schemes and EU Directives can continue to stimulate adaptation 
actions, but will themselves need to adapt/evolve in order to do so effectively. 

 Dissemination of detailed climate projections from projects such as MONARCH3 
and BRANCH4 can provide the in-depth understanding key to developing adaptive 
capacity and adaptation actions. 

 Partnership working (e.g. via initiatives such as the RSPB’s Futurescapes 
initiative5) can encourage development of the adaptive capacity necessary to 
address key issues such as species migration. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Built 
Environment           

(Housing 
Stock) 

 

 The Environment Agency is able to provide developers/builders with advice on 
the flood risk to proposed housing developments. 

 Research programmes such as ARCC6 can provide a secure evidence base for 
future adaptation strategies developed by the sector. 

 Building Regulations, if amended appropriately, could be an effective vehicle for 
stimulating adaptation to UK houses. 

 Non-Governmental Standards now being developed could be framed to 
encourage developers to take greater account of climate risks. 

 Approval decisions on Development Plan Documents could potentially encourage 
adaptation by requiring that higher adaptation criteria are met. 

 Mortgage and reinsurance decisions could be used to stimulate adaptation 
measures.  

 
Business & 

Services 
(Banking) 

 For public sector investments, the Treasury Green Book provides specific 
guidance on accounting for climate risks, helping to enable adaptation actions 
and assisting appropriate decision-making. 

 Inviting banks to report as ‘reporting authorities’ under the Climate Change Act 
2008 would raise the profile of climate change as a risk to the sector and 
stimulate development of an adaptation agenda. 

 
 
 

 Carefully considering home insurance regimes and incentives could increase 
opportunities to address climate risk through pricing or by requiring adaptive 
measures by builders/home-owners. 

                                                           
3
 See http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/biodiversity/monarch.php 

4
 See http://3b.nweurope.eu/page/projet.php?p=&id=587 

5
 See http://www.rspb.org.uk/futurescapes/ 

6
 See http://www.arcc-cn.org.uk/ 

http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/biodiversity/monarch.php
http://3b.nweurope.eu/page/projet.php?p=&id=587
http://www.rspb.org.uk/futurescapes/
http://www.arcc-cn.org.uk/
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Business & 

Services 
(Insurance) 

 

 Industry bodies (e.g. the Association of British Insurers) and the sector’s 
ClimateWise initiative7 are sources of information, support and advice for 
companies entering the adaptation arena. 

 With a long track record of action on climate change, reinsurance companies can 
provide others with data on climate-related losses. 

 Leading brokers and the Lloyd’s market could be natural hosts for innovation in 
property insurance (e.g. insuring ‘at-risk’ properties). 

 
 
 
 
 

Health 
 

 The Emergency Planning Process provides a framework for managing risks 
relating to the health impacts of climate change (e.g. changing disease patterns); 
plans in some areas are already being updated. 

 The De2RHECC research programme8 is generating improved operational 
practices that healthcare providers can learn from and is developing the basis for 
a strategic adaptation programme. 

 Effective regional-level work on adaptation has been undertaken that, if 
percolated down to operational units, could inform and encourage key 
adaptation decisions. 

 UK Climate Projections 2009 (UKCP09) scenarios9 can help to identify relevant 
climate impacts; Climate Change Partnerships and UKCIP10 tools/frameworks can 
support development of adaptation actions.  

 
 
 
 

Transport 
(Rail) 

 

 Significant strategic expenditure on the railways, announced in 2012, provides an 
opportunity for many cost-effective adaptation measures. 

 Rail systems (including drains) will generally require upgrading or replacement 
before 2050, providing ongoing opportunities for adaptation.  

 Extensive collaboration at national/international level is facilitating use of 
UKCP09 and other climate impact data in policy development. 

 
 
 
 
 

Transport 
(Roads) 

 Surface replacement on trunk roads will provide many opportunities for 
adaptation actions over the next 30-40 years. 

 Asset management planning can assist/encourage local authorities to apply 
adaptation actions to highways under their jurisdiction. 

 Emergency planning processes provide a potential forum for identifying and 
addressing climate risks to transport ‘hotspots’. 

 Leading local authorities are willing to share their experiences of taking 
adaptation actions with other authorities whose adaptive capacity is less 
developed. 

 
 
 
 

Water 

 The Environment Agency and industry bodies such as UK Water Industry Research 
can potentially help the sector to develop and implement adaptation 
initiatives/measures.  

 The EU Water Framework Directive provides companies with substantial 
opportunities to incorporate climate impacts into their analyses of water quality 
issues. 

 The sector’s pricing process, allowing companies to factor-in the cost of 
improving security of supply, could encourage longer-term adaptation initiatives 
if amended to take into account climate changes beyond the current 25-year time 
horizon. 

  Many lessons on advanced adaptation practice can be drawn from the Thames 

                                                           
7
 See http://www.climatewise.org.uk/ 

8
 See http://www-edc.eng.cam.ac.uk/robusthospitals/ 

9
 See http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/ 

10
 See www.ukcip.org.uk  

http://www.climatewise.org.uk/
http://www-edc.eng.cam.ac.uk/robusthospitals/
http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/
http://www.ukcip.org.uk/
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All Estuary 2100 project11 (e.g. on ‘decision pipelines’) and harnessed to inform 
adaptation practice in all sectors.  

 

Future research 

Measuring progress 

Since the programme of interviews took place, the process of creating the National Adaptation 

Programme has occurred and has stimulated considerable discussion on adaptation issues with 

stakeholders in the sectors above. It is possible that this has raised adaptation’s profile in some 

sectors/subsectors, while new actions introduced as part of the National Adaptation Programme 

could potentially help to address some of the shortfalls in adaptive capacity identified in 2010-11. 

Further research (such as the report on progress in adaptation by the Adaptation Sub Committee of 

the Committee on Climate Change scheduled for mid-2015) could assess the extent to which these 

kinds of opportunities have been taken.  

Incorporating adaptive capacity 

The methodology used was new in a number of respects.12 Learning from it has raised a number of  

questions for future research on this topic such as 

 How adaptive capacity might be best assessed in future - either at national scales or to 

provide more comprehensive sector level assessments 

 How it could analytically inform national assessments of risk or assumptions behind 

expected costs and benefits of adaptation interventions 

 How it could inform assessments of progress in climate adaptation, particularly where 

process rather than outcome measures are appropriate.   

Other reading 

The findings in this report formed the basis for further research into adaptive capacity; the 

subsequent PREPARE (Programme of Research on Preparedness, Adaptation and Risk) projects for 

instance looked in greater detail at a number of the questions that this research raised but on which 

it would have been premature to reach firm conclusions. The findings should therefore be read in 

conjunction with newer research such as the PREPARE programme, which builds on and enhances 

this report with more substantial evidence.13 

  

                                                           
11

 See http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/125045.aspx  
12

 It has since been successfully applied, with minor amendments, in a number of national-level 
projects outside the UK. 
13

 Accessible via http://randd.defra.gov.uk/  

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/125045.aspx
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/
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1. Introduction  

1.1 The context: the UK’s first Climate Change Risk Assessment, 2012 
Responses to the challenges posed by climate change may be divided into two categories: 

a. Mitigation, or taking action to slow and reverse the progress of climate change; 

b. Adaptation, which means preparing for the actual or likely impacts of climate change.  

 

The Climate Change Act of 2008 placed responsibilities upon the UK Government that cover both 

types of response. On the adaptation side, these responsibilities include reporting to Parliament 

periodically on the risks posed to the UK by Climate Change and then preparing a National 

Adaptation Plan that responds to these risks and placing it before Parliament. 

Accordingly, the Climate Change Risk Assessment (CCRA) was presented to Parliament on 25th 

January 2012, the first assessment of its kind for the UK and the first in a 5 year cycle. A report on 

the Economics of Climate Resilience (ECR) followed in early 2013.The first National Adaptation Plan 

(NAP) is scheduled to follow later in 2013. 

The CCRA used a consistent method and set of climate projections to look at current and future risks 

and opportunities that derive from climate impacts. It undertook detailed analysis of over 100 risks 

(prioritised from an initial list of over 700) from 11 key sectors based on their likelihood, the scale of 

their potential consequences and the urgency with which action may be needed to address them.  

This independent analysis was delivered through a consortium of organisations led by HR 

Wallingford, which included Alexander Ballard Ltd, the authors of this report. The work of the 

consortium involved a high degree of consultation and review. Our thanks are due to other members 

of the CCRA consortium for their support and assistance in producing this report. The outputs of the 

CCRA were extensively peer reviewed by scientific and economics experts, by an independent 

international peer review panel, and have also been scrutinised by the Adaptation Sub-Committee of 

the Committee on Climate Change. 

The CCRA project has provided an evidence base that can be used by central Government and 

Devolved Administrations, and by other public and private sector organisations, in identifying 

priorities for action and appropriate adaptation measures that will be required to minimise risks to 

our economy, environment and society. 

With the exception of population growth where relevant, the results of the CCRA did not take 

account of non-climate factors such as economic growth or developments in new technologies. Nor 

did they take account of future responses to climate risks such as future or planned Government 

policies or private adaptation investment plans. These factors were excluded so as to provide a 

robust ‘baseline’ against which the effects of different plans and policies can be assessed.  

1.2 The purpose of this report 
This report follows on from and builds on the CCRA by considering how likely it is that appropriate 

adaptation actions will be taken in response to the risks and opportunities identified in the CCRA.  
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The primary purpose of the main CCRA report was to establish a robust ‘baseline’ of risks and 

opportunities prior to adaptation actions being taken. However, in very straightforward terms, a risk 

is reduced to the extent that strong actions are likely to be taken to avoid, mitigate or recover from 

its potential consequences and increased to the extent that any actions are ill-considered. This 

means that, as they consider where further action may be best directed or needed, it is also 

essential that policymakers take account of the likelihood of effective adaptation actions being 

taken, whether by Government or by other key organisations.   

Following on from the CCRA, the primary purpose of this research was to consider the extent to 

which sufficient ‘adaptive capacity’ exists to make it likely that effective adaptation strategies can be 

designed and implemented in order to: 

 Adjust to information about the climate risks to the UK that were identified within the wider 

CCRA project; 

 Moderate potential damages; 

 Take advantage of opportunities; or 

 Cope with the consequences.  

To the extent that this is not seen as likely, secondary objectives were to: 

 Identify the areas where interventions are likely to help (or hinder) adaptation responses; 

and 

 Provide insights into the particular types of intervention that may be appropriate. 

This report summarises an investigation into the current level of adaptive capacity as applied to a 

selection of climate risks, each of which was identified by the CCRA as applying to one or more UK 

sectors. Taking account of the hard work of many people and organisations in the UK to date, this 

report identifies examples of where substantial progress has already been made, as well as 

opportunities for action that could accelerate such progress.  While it has been beyond the scope of 

this research to analyse all barriers to adaptation in depth, it highlights a number of the ‘capacity-

related barriers’ which, unless addressed effectively, may constrain effective adaptation in the UK. 

1.3 How we have defined ‘adaptive capacity’ in this report 
In fulfilling this purpose, we have defined ‘adaptive capacity’ as follows:  

 Adaptive capacity – The ability of a system to design and implement adaptation strategies to 

adjust to information about actual or potential climate change (including climate variability 

and extremes) to moderate potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to 

cope with the consequences.14 

The words highlighted in red are new and are intended to emphasise the considerable challenge of 

dealing with future climate impacts that may be significant, that often have not yet been 

experienced, and as to which there is an inherent level of uncertainty. The emphasis on 

‘information’ is also a critical element of capacity, as the capacity to turn information into 

meaningful action is the essence of capacity development.  A high level of adaptive capacity, as 

                                                           
14

 This definition synthesises that of Brooks and Adger, 2005, with the IPCC Assessment Report 4, 
2007, building also on West and Gawith, 2005. It also benefited from a suggestion from peer reviewer 
Dr Emma Tompkins. 
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defined above, enables a decision-maker to design and implement climate change adaptation 

strategies that take due account of the type of information presented in the main CCRA report. 

1.4 Scope of the report 
The capacity to adapt is a function of many factors, including (for instance) the structure of an 

industry, the type of decisions taken in the industry, the capacity of organisations – businesses, 

partnerships, Government bodies, voluntary groups, etc. – that make decisions within a sector, the 

timing of such decisions, the specific laws and regulations that apply to decision makers, etc. All of 

these rest to some extent upon the underlying strength of a country’s ecosystems, of its economy 

and of its social systems. 

These factors can be seen at various scales – local (such as a particular site or project), regional, 

national (i.e. devolved administration), UK level, EU level, or industry or industrial sector level (many 

industries having very consistent approaches across national boundaries). The expected impacts of 

climate change also differ widely across different locations. It was necessary to choose the main 

focus of the research so as best to support the primary purpose above.  

We therefore focused primarily on the capacity to adapt to current and anticipated climate impacts 

within major UK-wide sectors used for the CCRA analysis. These were: biodiversity, built 

environment, business (focusing on insurance and banking), health, transport (focusing on road and 

rail) and water. Because of this sector focus, the findings included in this report relate to the UK as a 

whole, unless specifically stated otherwise. However, our research uncovered a number of 

interesting different approaches to adaptation within the devolved administrations and English 

regions. Although it would have been beyond the scope of this report to investigate all differences in 

depth, these approaches are therefore mentioned nonetheless. 

It is also important to note that the assessment of adaptive capacity in the current report formed 

part of a national risk assessment, not a detailed review of any particular sector. Time and budget 

constraints also necessitated selectivity in the research. Not only was the primary focus on a limited 

number of decisions from a subset of sectors; even here, investigation and analysis were rigorous 

but not exhaustive (see Appendix A: Sources of Evidence).  

We believe that this report constitutes a significant and valuable step forward in addressing a critical 

subject at the heart of the UK’s response to climate change. It is designed to support policy-makers 

in deciding where to focus further analysis of UK adaptive capacity as well as assist in prioritising 

where actions will lead to the biggest benefits. 

1.5 How this analysis relates to the adaptive capacity of ecosystems 
The term ‘adaptive capacity’ is also used within the biodiversity field to refer to the ability of natural 

ecosystems to adapt to external environmental changes (e.g. through the availability or otherwise of 

migration pathways to permit species to move – in the UK, typically northwards or uphill – as the 

climate changes). Indeed, this is a key aspect of ecosystem resilience. The ‘adaptive capacity’ of 

natural systems is clearly of major importance to the UK as a whole, since their health ultimately 

underpins all social and economic activities. While this review does not assess the natural adaptive 

capacity of ecosystems, it does review the human capacity to make climate resilient decisions that 

promote biodiversity and the natural adaptive capacity of ecosystems.     
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The capacity of ecosystems to adapt to climate change was, however, within the remit of the 

Biodiversity Sector Review within the CCRA project. That review was fortunate in being able to draw 

upon world-leading experts in assessing such issues. We did not seek to repeat this work and, in 

common with most social scientists, we would not have had the high level of expertise to do that 

well. However, very important adaptation challenges do arise from issues identified in the 

Biodiversity Sector Review, and therefore we gave special attention to the capacity of organisations 

(often voluntary groups or partnerships) taking important decisions in that sector.   

1.6 Implications of adopting the sector focus of the CCRA 
This report looks at the capacity of the UK to take appropriate actions in response to information 

about risks and opportunities such as those identified in the main CCRA report. Although publication 

naturally follows that of the CCRA itself, the research for this project was carried out in parallel with 

that of the CCRA, based on the same data, and the authors of this report were members of the 

consortium that completed that study. It should therefore be considered alongside the CCRA 

reports. 

In particular, the risks we examined were a sample of those reviewed in depth within the CCRA itself. 

The CCRA started from an initial list of over 700 risks across 11 sectors, going on to examine over 100 

of these in detail. For reasons of cost, for practical reasons, and because this project was also 

innovative in its approach, this research took a subset of these 100 risks to examine whether the 

capacity exists to respond effectively to them. 

Using the CCRA as a starting point also meant that we focused upon risks within sectors and 

industries (as defined by the CCRA itself). We found that considering capacity at a sector level made 

good sense as a way of considering the overall capacity of the UK to adapt to climate change. 

However, as with the main CCRA project, the sectoral focus sometimes made it harder to consider 

cross-industry and cross-sector issues. Nonetheless, as outlined in Section 4, which covers our 

research methodology, the choice of sectors to examine was partly made in order to provide 

different perspectives on certain key adaptation issues. Moreover, the focus on the capacity of 

organisations (whether public, private or voluntary, temporary or long-established) that are 

potentially taking adaptation decisions also helped to broaden the focus of our analysis, and we did 

this whenever we could. For instance: 

 In the built environment sector, we were able to bring in perspectives from the construction 

industry, from local authorities, from bankers and from insurance agencies. 

 In the health sector, we were able to take account of local authority capacity, as well as that 

of construction companies and of the financial sector. 

 In the water sector, we were able to investigate decision-makers’ capacity on a range of 

issues, including on water-related biodiversity risks. 

Despite the above, as with the main CCRA, further investigation of cross-sector capacity is an area 

for possible attention in future iterations of the CCRA. 

1.7 How this report links to other initiatives 
This report was produced to feed into two other initiatives currently being undertaken: 
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a. The Economics of Climate Resilience (ECR) Project. Although not a statutory requirement of 

the 2008 Climate Change Act, it is clearly important for effective cost-benefit calculations of 

adaptation efforts to be undertaken. This report can support that project by highlighting 

some of the necessary foundations of adaptation, which may require some investment to be 

put in place. It also helps identify where those costs might most usefully be incurred. 

Findings of this report have informed the ECR project.15 

b. The National Adaptation Plan (NAP). Another statutory requirement of the 2008 Act, 

alongside the CCRA itself, the NAP is scheduled to be presented to Parliament in 2013. This 

report feeds into it by highlighting gaps that need to be filled if adaptation is to take place, 

issues that need to be addressed and crucial enabling factors that will need to be considered 

for an effective response to climate impacts in the UK. Clearly the NAP will take account of 

other factors besides the CCRA itself and this report, including the ECR and extensive 

stakeholder dialogue, but this report is intended to provide useful information and 

recommendations to support those exercises. 

  

                                                           
15

 Ballard, Bond et al (2013). This report may be downloaded from: 
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=18016  

http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=18016
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2. The adaptation process and how it links to adaptive capacity 
In order to consider how to assess adaptive capacity, i.e. how best to consider the likelihood of 

adaptation taking place, we need to consider the process of adaptation and what is required to allow 

it to take place reliably. In this section, we introduce and briefly discuss some propositions about 

adaptation and what they mean for adaptive capacity: 

2.1 Adaptive capacity is needed beyond the adaptation community 
Adaptation does not only occur when undertaking adaptation-specific projects to protect people and 

places from a changing climate, e.g. when building flood defences. People involved in any potentially 

climate-impacted project with long-lasting outcomes need to identify and take account of potential 

future climate impacts that may threaten the project’s social, environmental and / or economic 

objectives. For instance: 

 When a hospital is built, its economic life from first design is normally at least 30 years (and 

the facilities may be used for much longer). It therefore needs to be designed for resilience 

to the climate of the 2040s and beyond – e.g. higher temperatures on the wards or flooding. 

 Forestry management plans need to take account not only of today’s climatic conditions, but 

also of those that may apply over the life of the species being planted – perhaps to the end 

of this century and beyond. 

 Drainage pipes – whether for an individual building or for a whole housing development – 

normally last many decades. They are often underground and hard to access. They therefore 

need to be sized appropriately (and linked to other appropriately-sized drainage systems) to 

cope with projected rainfall patterns. 

 Adaptive capacity is also required for many other types of decision beyond projects. For 

instance, it is required for good emergency planning, to devise appropriate care pathways 

for health delivery, for supply chain investment, for housing decisions and for technology 

investment choices. 

2.2 Adaptive capacity is most needed for decisions 
This means that adaptive capacity needs to be available to anyone who takes long-lasting potentially 

climate-impacted decisions, the majority of whom will not be adaptation specialists. 

To adapt means changing socio-technical systems (people and assets together) so that they may be 

better prepared for the climatic changes that are coming. Finding ways of persuading people to 

change their behaviour is already hard enough, particularly since those people will themselves often 

have to persuade others (e.g. suppliers, leadership teams, or customers) to change as well. However, 

it is not enough to focus solely upon changing the way people work together: the physical 

environment around them will also need to change: hospitals, homes, roads, sea defences, etc.  

However, these physical components are normally difficult to change, with opportunities to do so in 

a cost effective way occurring only rarely. In the case of the 30-plus year design-life of a hospital, 

while much can be changed during the design and construction process, once it has been built many 

of its design features become very hard and sometimes impossible to change [e.g. its physical 

location, its thermal properties, the deep systems such as drainage].This shows why change is such a 

challenge: the opportunities occur rarely: first there has to be at least some human change, and only 
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then does it become possible to change the artefacts. But the human change needs both to be 

significant and also rapid enough to seize the fleeting opportunity. 

This is why it is generally much easier, and cheaper, to adapt when decisions are first being taken 

rather than to correct them later. As the following example shows, it is relatively easy to include 

adaptation measures when a project is on the drawing board but adaptation is much harder – with 

poorly adapted designs often literally ‘set in stone’ – when the project has been completed.  

Managers in a construction company told us the story of a new theatre that they had built. It was 

designed with standard drainpipes, but the UK climate appears to be shifting towards a more 

continental pattern of very intense downpours, which need higher capacity drainage. A heavy 

rainstorm led to the theatre closing just before the opening night. The drainage systems needed to 

be removed and replaced. An adaptation action that would have been only fractionally more costly 

during construction became very costly once that opportunity had been missed. 

Opportunities to adapt at an affordable cost occur rarely; emphasising the need to develop the 

human and organisational capacity first to identify these opportunities, and then to make better 

decisions to take advantage of them once they have.  

This implies that if capacity is low, but important decisions are expected, then that is where efforts 

need to be focused to improve outcomes for maximum return on investment. On the other hand, 

where capacity is high, but no decisions are expected, then this provides a source of learning or 

skilled people that can potentially be used to support others to develop their own capacity. 

2.3 Climate futures are not certain, but adaptation is still required 
While the CCRA project has demonstrated that there is good information as to the likely risks from 

climate impacts, it has also demonstrated that there is considerable uncertainty concerning how 

quickly these risks will progress and as to what their impacts will be. This makes it hard to take 

strong and resilient decisions without risking significant maladaptation, i.e. adapting to something 

that does not later happen, or not adapting to something that does happen. Given this uncertainty, 

and the cost of undoing maladaptation, it would be easy not to act at all. However, current climate 

conditions may be the least likely of all options, and almost inconceivable in the context of a multi-

decade project. The purposes of the project (whether economic, social and/or environmental) will 

be more at risk if no adaptation actions are taken.  

This shows that adaptation is not merely an issue of ‘predict and provide’. Sophisticated approaches 

are required to take strong decisions in the face of unavoidable uncertainty. If long-lasting decisions 

need to be a central focus for adaptation, adaptive capacity cannot simply be about doing the simple 

things well (though this is also important): it also involves creating new approaches to managing risk 

and uncertainty. 

Of course, the inherent uncertainty means that although sufficient adaptive capacity is certainly 

necessary to be confident that well adapted decisions can potentially be made, it can by no means 

guarantee the outcome of any particular decision.  
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2.4 Adaptation as a creative process 
A recent study argued that short lifetime adaptation decisions (defined by the authors as those 

where the outcomes need to be resilient for periods of 10 years or less) are relatively unlikely to 

encounter such major climate changes that major changes to existing ‘custom and practice’ will be 

needed. However, longer lifetime decisions (from 10 years upwards) will often require changes that 

go beyond what ‘business as usual’ can provide.16 This implies that adaptation will need to be quite 

creative, going well beyond what people have learned to do previously. 

An example of creative working in a challenging UK project that needed to consider adaptation over 

several decades took place in the Thames Estuary 2100 project (TE2100). The specialist engineers 

who worked on the project were used to being able to use their considerable expertise to consider 

the evidence and to make appropriate decisions. But in this case, they came to realise that this was 

not possible, simply because, faced with an uncertain future climate, they could not know for sure 

what the best approach would be. But they could not ignore the changing climate either: the risks of 

doing so, or of making a best estimate but getting it wrong, were too great. They had to rethink their 

whole approach to projects of this type, developing the notion of ‘decision pathways’ and using an 

approach known as ‘real options analysis’, where future decision points – not necessarily in time but 

in terms, for instance, of sea-level rise – could be identified so that a decision could be taken now 

that maximised the opportunities that would be available in the future. In doing this, they managed 

to reduce the lifetime of the key decisions, making them more manageable without having to 

second-guess the progression of climate change. One of the participants described this project to 

one of our researchers as ‘one of the most creative experiences of my working life’.17 

 

2.5 Adaptation occurs within a wider system 
Although it is decision makers who do or do not adapt, the ease of their adaptation decision-making, 

will be significantly affected by the ‘system’ within which they operate, particularly when they need 

to consider creative new approaches. This has sometimes been called the ‘socio-technical regime’ or 

‘regime’.18 A regime includes currently dominant technology and operating procedures, fixed assets, 

skills bases, training programmes, contract specifications, regulations, taken-for-granted 

assumptions and ‘rules of thumb’, the ‘culture’ of decision-making, etc. As these develop, an 

industry or other social system tends to ‘lock-in’ to a set of behaviours and technologies as actors 

increasingly align their interests with each other.19  This brings economic and social benefits and 

leads to greater efficiency as people don’t waste time solving problems that have already been 

solved and as they learn how to cooperate to solve problems and improve processes.  

A ‘regime’ can potentially offer significant support to strong adaptation decisions, particularly over 

relatively short timescales, e.g. if regulations are well targeted, if there is suitable training available, 

if decision making is straightforward, if standard designs take good account of climate change, if 

                                                           
16

 Stafford-Smith, Horrocks  et al (2011). 
17

 See http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/media.jsp?mediaid=87898&filetype=pdf , e.g. p,90. 
18

 Geels, and  Schot. 2007. Geels and Schot’s ‘Transition Framework’ provides a powerful set of 
concepts for considering change in an industry. 
19

 Unruh (2000). While developed for mitigation purposes, Unruh’s concept of ‘lock-in’ clearly also 
applies to change of socio-technical systems in an adaptation context. 

http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/media.jsp?mediaid=87898&filetype=pdf
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industry contract specifications are well targeted and if a strong risk assessment such as the UK’s 

CCRA has been undertaken.  

However, a ‘regime’ can also potentially constrain adaptation actions very significantly, particularly 

for the more transformative changes that may be necessary to deal with longer term climate change 

when change to a regime’s taken-for-granted ‘custom and practice’ becomes necessary. The more 

‘locked-in’ the regime has become, the harder significant innovation becomes, since change is 

needed to a wider network of actors, which also makes the marginal economic benefits of 

innovative change much harder to realise. 

2.6 Adaptation may be needed within a system, but also to a system 
The fact that the wider ‘system’ around decision making may either assist or block adaptation efforts 

means that adaptation will not 

only take place within a system 

but that sometimes adaptation to 

the system itself will be required. 

On the left is a simple model of 

the adaptation process.  

To take an example from the 

agriculture sector, decision 

makers will often be farmers or 

groups of farmers. However the 

‘organisation’ around their 

decisions will often include their 

networks (for instance trade 

bodies, consultants or university researchers) and they may also be supported by official bodies.  

This diagram shows that decision outcomes may be of two types:  

 First, there are the direct outcomes – will the flood defence be effective over its design life 

and beyond? Will the chosen crop varieties flourish in today’s and tomorrow’s climate?  

 But there can also be feedback to the broader system: 

o Regulations and other external factors (here called ‘Framework Conditions’20) that 

affect decision makers, often but not always from Government, may be improved 

(or worsened); 

o ‘Sector characteristics’ may be changed, whether deliberately or by chance (for 

example, a way might be found to reduce complexity or to reduce decision 

lifetimes; maladaptation may be reduced – or might worsen – over time). 

In this way, the ‘regime’ can also adapt alongside improvements in outcomes, so as to provide 

further support for those in the regime. 

Unfortunately, however, significant change to the way a regime operates is normally much harder to 

achieve than incremental change within a regime: 

                                                           
20

 This is a term from the international development field that we first encountered after the end of 
fieldwork for this project and that we find extremely helpful in considering capacity. 
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 This is because (as demonstrated by Geels and Schott and by Unruh) regimes are inherently 

resistant to change. 

 Regimes are often ‘taken for granted’ and not brought into discursive consciousness, being 

hidden in taken-for-granted assumptions, lying outside what is known to economists as 

‘bounded rationality’. This can make it hard even to see alternatives and harder still to act 

on them. 

 Most decision-makers will be part of the ‘regime’, although they may not see it in those 

terms, preferring to see themselves as practical people who get things done efficiently. And 

this does make a lot of sense, because they become more efficient as they ‘learn’ how the 

system works and spend less time working on issues that have already been ‘solved’. 

Managers who work within an industry need to be able to perform well within the regime, 

or they won’t get things done. The same is true of other groups. For instance, government 

officials, suppliers, universities and regulators, although nominally outside an industry, often 

need to become very closely aligned with it, in order to be efficient. However, some people 

(new entrants, boundary-crossers such as some consultants, some academics, etc.) will be 

much less closely aligned with the regime. This presents two generic barriers to change to a 

regime: 

o The challenge for regime members is to see the boundaries of their own thinking so 

as to consider alternatives. 

o The challenge for non-regime members is to be taken seriously by members of the 

regime so that they can have their new approaches considered rather than 

dismissed out of hand as naïve and unrealistic. 

2.7 Adaptation as an organisational process 
Most decision-making relevant to adaptation takes place in organisations. These come in all shapes 

and sizes. For example: 

 These organisations may be single institutions – e.g. companies or public bodies, such as 

hospitals.  

 Sometimes they may be local groups, e.g. they may be members of a local biodiversity group 

working together to make changes to local woodland.  

 The relevant ‘organisation’ might be relatively short term and quite informal – e.g. a family 

building a house and their builder and architect.  

 For larger projects, there may be complex consortia, i.e. temporary organisations that span 

several institutions.  

 When change to the ‘system’ or ‘regime’ is being undertaken, the ‘organisation’ may be a 

network of industry bodies, possibly including customers.  

 For many decisions, there may also be contributions from a wider network (e.g. from 

regulators, experts, lobbyists, etc.), which means that the boundaries of the organisation are 

often somewhat ‘fuzzy’.  

Despite such a variety of forms of organisation, it is clear that the point of direct adaptation almost 

always remains with decision makers in some form of organisation. This means that any review of 

‘adaptive capacity’ must focus on how organisations, diverse though they might be, support 

decision-makers to make strong adaptation decisions. 
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2.8 Adaptation as a learning process 
Learning is crucial to climate adaptation for several reasons: 

 Adaptation involves adapting to likely future conditions and the future is inherently 

uncertain, for climate change but also more widely. Because of this, the concept of adaptive 

management has been increasingly seen as necessary within the field of adaptation. This is 

flexible, iterative adaptation, including along specific adaptation pathways.  It involves taking 

advantage of new information (more than just climate) and associated risks and 

opportunities. This puts learning at the centre of adaptation strategies. 

 Learning is a core component of every modern management system, including 

environmental management systems such as ISO 14001. Being prepared to review 

experience, whether successful or not, helps promote a culture of continual improvement, 

so that good outcomes can be repeated and so that each mistake is not repeated but rather 

is transformed into new learning to improve methods in the future. 

 Additionally to learning for continuous improvement, adaptation is a new discipline and 

completely new ways need to be found to deal with it. There is a need continually to test 

new approaches and to learn from doing so. 

 As described in Section 2.5, learning takes place within a wider ‘regime’ that has evolved to 

suit current ways of doing things. Sometimes that regime assists efforts to introduce change; 

however, it very often presents barriers to more transformative change. Such barriers are 

often invisible within ‘business as usual’ – precisely because the status quo of the regime has 

been implicitly learned by managers, regulators, educators and others who work within it. 

This means that there is a particular need to learn during attempts at more transformative 

change, with such learning being as much about the nature of the regime as about the 

particular approach being trialled. 

 

2.9 Adaptation takes place at multiple levels 
The discussion above shows that some adaptation challenges are more complex than others, which 

suggests that they are likely to need more capacity. For instance, the examples above suggest that 

the level of capacity will need to be higher: 

a) When adaptation seeks to take account of the needs of many stakeholders (even including 

future generations, those in different parts of the world, and the needs of the natural 

world), but needs to be (and almost invariably is) very much lower when only the interests 

of a very limited number of stakeholders are being considered; 

b) When long-lifetime decisions (e.g. decisions with lifetimes of over 10 years) are being taken 

(but it can usually be much lower for other decisions); 

c) When communications need to be structured between people with very high levels of 

specialist skills, such as engineers or climate modellers, and people who do not have those 

skills (but it can often be lower when working within either type of group); 

d) When a complex network of stakeholders and advisers needs to be co-ordinated (but it can 

be lower when changes are needed only at the organisational level); 

e) When significant creativity is required (because a decision-taker needs not only to 

understand what can be accomplished through normal processes, but also to conceive of, 

and find ways of executing, completely new ways of meeting challenges); 
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f) When significant change to a ‘regime’ or to other complex contextual factors is needed (but 

it does not need to be as high when changes are needed only at the project level or when no 

amendments to the regime are needed, or only fairly minor ones); 

g) In addition, capacity also clearly needs to be higher when adaptation of ecosystems might be 

needed: there is a well-known argument that ‘nature knows best’ and that it is not easy, 

perhaps even impossible, to intervene in natural systems without inadvertently making 

things worse.21  The same is very likely true, though arguably to a somewhat lesser extent, 

for any significant adaptation intervention in fundamental social or economic systems. 

2.10 Adaptation requires developing a set of complementary factors 
As well as working at different levels, it is not only a matter of deciding that it’s time to adapt, but 

then of doing a set of complementary things together in order to adapt. Much as a jazz musician 

cannot improve without improving his or her rhythm, harmonic skills, improvisation, repertoire of 

melodies, tone and other competences alongside each other, management researchers have 

demonstrated that any significant change needs to be enacted across a series of complementary 

factors in parallel. They have defined the ‘Complementarity principle’ as meaning that the benefits 

from doing one activity increase when additional activities are also undertaken. These researchers 

have demonstrated that unless change is enacted across a sufficient number of these factors, it is 

possible to disrupt a well-functioning system without establishing a new one, and therefore make 

things get worse and not better. Conversely, this also suggests that well thought-through, ambitious 

change across a set of factors together may actually be easier – cheaper and more effective by far – 

than half-hearted tinkering with a system without any sense of the scale of what is needed.22  

Since adaptation involves change, this is almost certain to be true for adaptation to climate change 

as well. To give a few examples of the factors that need to be managed together: 

 There needs to be sufficient understanding of how the climate may be changing in order to 

identify relevant decisions and support the decision-making process; 

 There needs to be a good understanding of the ‘business case’, which might require very 

strong strategic understanding; 

 There need to be ‘agents of change’ or ‘champions’, since people with passion and energy 

are needed to get the case for change across and support (and sometimes cajole) other 

people to change; 

 There need to be strong learning processes, for the reasons summarised in Section 2.8. 

 There need to be strong skills in working with other people, whether inside or (often) 

outside an organisation (including at ‘regime level’); 

 There needs to be technical expertise, to know how to interpret data and undertake 

complex tasks; 

 Operational procedures need to take account of ‘business as usual’ adaptation, but also the 

more challenging task of creating new approaches that may never have been tried before. 

In the next section, we will show how insights from these propositions are addressed through the 

conceptual frameworks that have helped to structure this research project. 
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 Commoner, 1971 
22

 Pettigrew, A., Whittington, R., (2003) 
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3. Conceptual frameworks used for this project 

3.1 Two approaches that we used for assessing capacity 
The conceptual framework that we used for this project fell into two main parts: 

 First, an ‘organisational capacity’ dimension, for which we used the PACT framework; 

 Second, we brought together a number of the contextual factors described above under the 

name ‘structural adaptive capacity’. 

This section briefly summarises these and goes on briefly to discuss some of the alternative 

approaches to capacity that we did not use, or that we used less explicitly, in this project. 

3.2 How we assessed ‘organisational capacity’: the PACT framework 
We used the PACT framework in this project to assess organisational capacity. 23  This is an approach 

to assessing and developing organisational capacity to respond to climate change. It was developed 

to address the issues discussed in the preceding section. While PACT can assess the capacity to take 

both adaptation and mitigation actions, it was the former that was addressed in this project.  

PACT was assessed by expert reviewers in 2010 as being the strongest organisational capacity 

framework available.24  

The PACT framework identifies increasing levels of capacity, known as ‘response levels’, from lower 

to higher as follows: 

 Response Level 1 (RL1 or Core business focused): Organisations working at this response 

level do not have a climate adaptation programme and do not plan to have one. Research 

carried out for Defra in 2012-13 showed that they are more likely to be private than public 

sector organisations, tend to be smaller, to take fewer long lifetime decisions and not to 

have experienced impacts. For these reasons, it is likely that some, perhaps many, of these 

organisations do not need high capacity.25 

 RL2 or Stakeholder responsive: Organisations working at this response level recognise that 

they need to act but are still at a very early stage. They include both private and public 

sector organisations (such as cities). While they do recognise that there may be some risks, 

they do not recognise many opportunities. They typically have little or no experience and do 

not understand the adaptation agenda very well. For instance, many confuse mitigation and 

adaptation. Managers are typically concerned to avoid mistakes and not to wish to draw 

attention to themselves: ‘common sense’ is more motivating than ‘best practice’. At this 

early stage, external pressure and support are crucial to getting started and maintaining 

progress.  

                                                           
23

 PACT was developed during the ESPACE project (European Spatial Planning: Adapting to Climate 
Events) between 2006 and 2008. Initial outputs may be downloaded from www.espace-project.org).  
24

 Lonsdale, Gawith et al. (2010). Further details on the PACT framework may be obtained by 
contacting doogie.black@alexanderballard.co.uk.  
25

 These descriptions summarise detailed research undertaken into different levels of capacity by the 
Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs between 2012 and 2013. This will be 
published later in 2013. They are extremely consistent with research underpinning PACT that was 
undertaken in Europe during the ESPACE project, 2006-08. 

http://www.espace-project.org/
mailto:doogie.black@alexanderballard.co.uk
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 RL3 or Efficient management: Organisations working at this response level have begun work 

to prepare for climate impacts; as they do so, some begin to recognise that there may also 

be some opportunities. Public sector bodies are currently more likely than private sector 

organisations to be found at this level of capacity. Their programmes have access to some 

resources (time and money) and have some support from leaders, but external pressure and 

support remain important. The process of internal change has begun, often with some 

resistance becoming apparent. Change agents begin to look outside their organisation for 

support and guidance and as they do so they begin to identify and take account of ‘good 

practice’. However, responses remain within a ‘business as usual’ context and focus on 

current weather impacts only: they have not yet begun to prepare for future climate change.  

 RL4 or Breakthrough projects: At this level of capacity, which is rare in both public and 

private sectors (but somewhat less rare in the former), organisations begin not only to look 

at future climate impacts but actually to find responses to them. Since step changes in 

impact are often possible when decision lifetimes last for decades rather than years, these 

organisations need to find responses that step beyond ‘business as usual’: they increasingly 

need to find ‘breakthroughs’ as well as pursue incremental change.26 They recognise the 

strategic dimension of the issue and have typically much more internal support from 

leaders. Their programmes depend much less on external support. However, reshaping 

processes requires collaboration with other organisations and so the focus of change 

increasingly moves outside the organisation itself and towards encouraging and supporting 

other organisations to engage with the agenda.  

 RL5 or Strategic resilience: This level of capacity is rare: it can be found in some far advanced 

climate programmes, typically in the public sector. Whereas RL4 capacity focuses on finding 

innovative solutions to particular adaptation challenges, the focus of RL5 capacity is to 

transform socio-technical systems such as an industry, a national economy or a city and its 

hinterland to prepare for longer-term climate change. This includes the stimulation and 

support of activity at all the lower response levels, for example taking learning from 

breakthrough projects to update professional standards and to stimulate new breakthrough 

projects.  

 

These five levels of capacity have been researched and observed in action. The need for a sixth and 

still higher response level to handle interactions between the natural world and socio-technical 

systems is also recognised, but examples of practice at this level are extremely rare.  

 

The PACT framework makes it possible to set measurable benchmarks for the level of capacity 

required by an organisation: 

 An organisation needing to adapt to some current impacts would need to reach RL3 or 

above.  

 An organisation that takes long-lasting decisions the outcomes of which might be influenced 

by future climate change (as many do) might regularly need to access RL4 in taking these 

decisions, whether directly or in partnership with other organisations.  

                                                           
26

 Stafford-Smith, Horrocks.  et al (2011).   
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 Organisations facing complex challenges where co-ordination of a programme of resilience is 

required would need to access RL5 capacity. 

 

The PACT Framework 

The essential capabilities that need to be in place in order to act at any response level are 

represented in PACT by nine ‘pathways’ for change. These are as follows: 

Pathway 

ref. 

Pathway Name Description/Comments 

       a)        ‘Awareness’ Awareness of climate change and its relevance to 

people’s joint work 

       b)          ‘Agency’ 

 

The ability to identify and execute meaningful action in 

response to information 

       c)        ‘Leadership’ Developing, legitimising and governing activities 

       d)     ‘Agents of Change’ Change champions within the organisation are crucial to 

making change happen and getting it to stick 

       e)     ‘Working Together’ Effective partnerships and stakeholder engagement 

       f)           ‘Learning’ At individual, institutional and cross-institutional levels 

       g)   ‘Managing Operations’ Making sure ideas turn into effective action 

       h)    ‘Programme Scope &     

Coherence’ 

Co-ordinating and developing plans 

        i)   ‘Expertise & Evidence’ Finding and deploying vital skills and knowledge 
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Since these pathways form a complementary and mutually supporting set of capabilities, all need to 

develop (or be acquired) in parallel. This is done by undertaking ‘activities’ that are needed for a 

strong programme at a given response level. For instance, integrating climate responses into a 

management programme is an activity characteristic of ‘managing operations’ at RL3. Carrying out a 

comprehensive analysis of climate risks several decades into the future is characteristic of 

‘awareness’ at RL5. 

Moving from one level of capacity to the next clearly involves continuing to do existing activities 

well, but also doing new activities. This is because of the different character of programmes at each 

response level: continuous improvement will not necessarily raise a programme from RL3 to the 

more strategic RL4, for instance: a step change may often be needed. 

By identifying which activities are being undertaken, it therefore becomes straightforward to plot 

them onto the matrix above and so to identify the current position of a climate adaptation 

programme and to compare it against the required level. It also becomes easy to identify which 

‘pathways’ are less developed and so most need attention. The nine pathways are summarised in 

the following table: 

As well as its overall effectiveness in evaluating the current status of adaptive capacity, it is also 

important to note that a key strength of the PACT approach, based upon its focus upon activities 

that are, or are not being carried out, is its capacity to generate specific guidance on what type of 

interventions are most likely to build organisational capacity in future. This might be in a particular 

organisation (e.g. in a public body or company) or it might be in an entire industry or region. 

3.3 How we assessed ‘structural capacity’ 
We began this project by thinking that organisational capacity to take good decisions would be the 

most significant factor that we would need to consider, but we came to realise quite quickly that we 

would also need to look at the context within which those involved in decisions operate. This led us 

to evaluate structural adaptive capacity, i.e. the systematic barriers that limit decision makers’ 

ability to take and influence adaptation actions. In doing so, we focused on four key factors that 

potentially impact the ability to introduce effective adaptation strategies: 

 Decision lifetime – the longer the decision lifetime, the more intrinsically difficult it is to know 

what climate impacts that decision will be subjected to over its lifetime and the harder it 

therefore is for a decision-maker to build-in cost-effective adaptation measures. 

 Activity levels – in a sector where assets need to be replaced or new ones created relatively 

often, there will be correspondingly more opportunities (i.e. more decision points) that make 

it possible for effective adaptation actions to be taken, with the reverse also being true. 27  

There are also more opportunities to develop and spread ‘learning by doing’.28 

 Maladaptation – if the sector has many assets that are maladapted, then significant resources 

(human, financial and other limited resources such as energy) would need to be diverted to 

                                                           
27

 This is clearly linked to decision lifetimes (for instance, the long life of houses also means that 
opportunities to adapt are relatively fewer). However, it is also a different issue: in many industries 
investment comes in waves – an example being the electricity generation sector, where much activity 
is expected over coming years. This means that a critical aspect of adaptive capacity is the ability to 
identify when activity is likely and to ensure than human capacity is in place to take advantage of it. 
28

 This implies that a developing economy may have a rare adaptive advantage compared to a more 
developed economy, provided that the necessary human capacity can be mobilised. 
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putting those decisions right in the event of escalating climate impacts. The cost of this may be 

too great for adaptation to be feasible in the timescales available.  

 Sector complexity – sectors differ, too, in their complexity; the more people with differing 

agendas that there are to consult before a decision can be made, the more difficult it may be 

to secure agreement on adaptation actions. 

 

We believe that this may be the first attempt to identify such factors in a report of this type and of 

course we would not expect this to be the last word on the subject. While we believe that these 

factors work well, and are likely to feature in some form in future analyses, we also anticipate that 

future researchers and policymakers will be able further to develop this initial list and therefore 

suggest that this might be a useful focus for research prior to the next CCRA. 

3.4 The inter-relationship between the two types of capacity 
The general rule is, the lower the current level of structural capacity, the higher the organisational 

capacity needs to be to make decisions that are more resilient to climate impacts. Research suggests 

that companies in such industries do indeed invest more in capacity development.29 

Structural factors such as decision lifetimes are not set in stone. For instance, the decision-making 

frequency of the UK water sector can directly be influenced by the actions of regulators. They may 

also be influenced by practitioners working within a sector or industry as the example of the TE2100 

project shows (section 2.4). In that project, one apparently big decision was creatively broken down 

into a series of smaller and more manageable steps. But the people involved needed to have high 

organisational capacity to manage their project this creatively, to change the ‘rules of the game’. In a 

similar way, however hard it may be, it is often possible to find ways to overcome these structural 

barriers by managing the politics of a very complex sector, by bringing forward some decisions and 

by putting back others, even by prioritising the challenge of past maladaptation (e.g. by finding new 

opportunities to intervene to reverse it). But all of these typically involve finding some new creative 

approach or taking on the challenge of changing the way the existing system or ‘regime’ works. 

3.5 Also considered: ‘Framework capacity’ 
‘Framework Conditions’ include Government regulations, resources, policies, penalties and 

incentives, whether or not these are specifically targeted at climate adaptation. They may also 

include non-Governmental conditions, such as financial due diligence procedures or industry codes 

of practice. We summarise those applying in the UK as a whole in Section 5 and consider their role at 

a sector level in Section 6. 

While we already recognised that Government regulations and other initiatives would have an 

influence on adaptive capacity, the term ‘Framework Conditions’ was not familiar to us until 

undertaking a project on behalf of the Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmBH (GIZ – 

the German International Development agency) after previous drafts of this report had been 

submitted and reviewed. We recommend that this aspect of capacity should be considered in a 

more formal way in future iterations of the CCRA. We also recommend that this be considered as a 

possible focus for research. 

                                                           
29

 Tompkins, Boyd et al (2010)  
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3.6 Our primary focus: capacity to adapt rather than ‘recovery capacity’ 
Statistical analysis on the ‘recovery capacity’ aspect of ‘adaptive capacity’, i.e. on how quickly 

communities recover from flooding, etc., has been undertaken by a number of researchers. This 

shows that societies with strong ecological, social and financial structures, for instance those where 

literacy is widespread, will generally recover from disasters more easily than societies without 

them.30 Since the UK generally scores relatively highly on these measures compared to many 

countries in sub-Saharan Africa (for instance), it would be easy to conclude that there is little need 

for policymakers or organisational leaders to worry.  

However, this could be a profound mistake: there appears no particular reason to suppose that the 

capacity to recover from an actual disaster should necessarily correlate closely with the capacity to 

adapt ahead of time so as to minimise the likelihood of such disasters, which is one of the central 

challenges of adapting to climate change.  

It may be that the ability to recover from disasters will need to become a more pressing focus of 

attention in future iterations of the CCRA. However, at present most climate impacts remain some 

distance in the future: the question of how risks may be minimised (or opportunities capitalised 

upon) is more relevant to decision-makers than that of how easily damage can be put right, 

compared to other nations. In any event, any such disaster recovery would still be costly, even for a 

nation with high capacity in that respect, and merely somewhat quicker and less costly in social, 

economic and ecosystem terms than in less fortunate nations. We argue that it is more relevant, in 

early iterations of the CCRA at least, to focus specifically on capacity to adapt. 

 

  

                                                           
30

 See, for example, Brook and Adger (2005), who use a similar methodology to that described here 
to assess vulnerability to climate change. 
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4. Research methodology 
This section summarises the methods that were used to fulfil the objectives of this report.  

The Adaptation Sub-Committee of the Climate Change Committee recommended that the more 

innovative approaches used within the CCRA, including this approach to assessing adaptive capacity, 

should first be trialled within one sector.  

Welcoming this advice, we assessed capacity to respond to five key risks in the important Water 

sector, after which the methodology was updated to incorporate the issue of structural capacity. The 

methodology inevitably continued to evolve throughout the project. Section 10.2 makes 

methodological recommendations for the next CCRA review of adaptive capacity. Suggestions as to 

research that would be helpful are included at appropriate places throughout this report. 

4.1 Overview of methodology 
The focal research question was: 

 To what extent does capacity currently exist to make resilient decisions to respond to the 

100 or so climate impacts examined in depth within the CCRA? 

Secondary questions included: 

 To the extent that such capacity is not currently in place, how quickly might it develop to 

appropriate levels in the absence of some form of intervention? 

 To the extent that this might not be sufficiently quick, where might interventions best be 

targeted? 

We approached these questions by sampling 23 climate risks from the 100 risks reviewed in depth 

within the CCRA.  

To simplify research and analysis within an inevitably limited budget, these risks were selected from 

six of the eleven sectors reviewed within the CCRA. It soon became clear that some of these six 

sectors embraced more than one ‘regime’ and in these cases the sector was subdivided further. This 

left a total of eight sectors or subsectors within which capacity to respond to risks would be 

reviewed in depth. The selected risks typically had potentially severe consequences for the sectors 

that were analysed in depth. These were as follows: 

 Water (which included some information relevant to flooding and to biodiversity) 

 Business and Services: Banking and Insurance (both of which could potentially provide non-

Governmental ‘framework capacity’ that could be helpful in raising capacity in other sectors) 

 Biodiversity 

 Health  

 Transport: Rail and Road (we found that the latter needed to be subdivided further into 

capacity available for major roads and that available for other roads). 

 The built environment, focusing on housing in particular 

These sectors were selected by balancing various factors including (a) the importance of their 

impacts, (b) the wish to establish an appropriate balance between ecological, social and economic 

matters, (c) the wish to choose sectors that would be practical to review, (d) the wish to establish an 

appropriate cross-section of challenges, so that the project’s methodology could be tested in depth 
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and (e) for other pragmatic reasons. For instance, the health sector was being studied in parallel to 

prepare for the Economics of Climate Resilience study and it was hoped that the two studies might 

in due course be integrated.  

On the other hand, the important energy sector was not considered both because of its complexity 

and because of the huge importance of certain major investments in electricity generation that are 

expected within the next few years: to have undertaken a study of this sector at national level would 

have required considerable resource to undertake, which would have inevitably narrowed our 

research by limiting the number of additional sectors we could review.  

Local authority adaptive capacity did not fall within any of the selected sectors, but was important to 

several of them, including health, roads and the built environment. We were able to investigate 

capacity in depth in some local authorities. This evidence was enhanced by being able to draw upon 

many capacity assessments previously undertaken in local authorities. 31 

Within each of the eight sectors and subsectors, through interviews with knowledgeable sector 

experts and likely decision-makers, key decisions that would be crucial to future adaptation to those 

risks were identified. These decisions often, but not always, involved some or all of the risks 

identified for each sector and in some cases they also addressed risks that arose in other sectors. 

This meant that a total sample of 22 decisions that are important to adaptation in the UK was 

identified. For these decisions, the structural adaptive capacity that set the context of decision 

making was reviewed to help identify the level of organisational adaptive capacity that would be 

required in order to address those risks given that context. 

There were a total of around 80 interviews with sector experts as outlined above. These are 

summarised in Appendix A.  

The PACT framework described in Section 3.2 was used to assess the extent to which the 

organisational capacity needed to take strong decisions is currently available and therefore the 

likelihood that decisions being taken in the five years prior to the next CCRA would be strong ones. 

From responses to this question, considering the likely pace of capacity development in future in the 

absence of interventions, we drew tentative conclusions about the likelihood of capacity developing 

autonomously (i.e. without further interventions) sufficiently quickly to bring adaptation decision-

making to a sufficiently high level in the longer term future. 

We also read academic and other research reports that could help shine a light on capacity in these 

sectors. For instance, we looked at a review of responses to the Carbon Disclosure Project’s 

questionnaires, which gave useful insights into the lower levels of capacity in several sectors.32 

Sources of evidence are summarised in Appendix A. 

In some sectors, we used the full PACT assessment approach with a sample of decision-making 

organisations. The focus of this approach was to identify the extent to which crucial ‘activities’ 

necessary to underpin a sufficiently high level of adaptation were being undertaken. Where 

appropriate, questions focused on the capacity available to decision-makers (e.g. through specialist 

                                                           
31

 Climate South East, a regional climate change partnership active at the time of our review, 
generously made the statistical results of prior assessments available to this review. 
32

 Acclimatise, 2009. 
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advisers or UKCIP climate scenarios or industry networks) and the extent to which that was being 

used by decision-makers, rather than solely capacity ‘owned’ by the organisation. Users had a 

chance to review and comment on the conclusions from these assessments and a few took 

advantage of that opportunity, in which cases minor changes were made to the conclusions. 

Where this was possible, we were able to draw evidence-based conclusions about both capacity and 

about suitable intervention points. 

The individual assessments were confidential to each organisation. These included identified steps 

that would credibly help them take the next steps in capacity development. In this way, the process 

aimed not merely to assess capacity but also to help develop it.33  

Where full PACT assessments were not undertaken, and to supplement them even where they were, 

we interviewed a sample of regulators, industry experts and decision-makers to learn their views 

about capacity in the sector and also to identify whether certain activities characteristic of different 

levels of capacity are indeed being undertaken. We also discussed the ‘Framework Conditions’ that 

applied in the sector. 

In the sectors which were not reviewed, which included some important risks to agriculture, 

forestry, energy and other areas, we undertook a very limited literature review and spoke to a 

limited number of sector experts. In a number of cases (e.g. in energy distribution) we were able to 

identify some preliminary conclusions about the ability to respond to some specific risks, but 

generally this was not possible with the necessary level of confidence. 

Following this, we drew conclusions on the questions identified in Section 1.2. These were reviewed, 

generally positively, by Government policy experts and by academic peer reviewers. Some 

amendments were made to respond to the suggestions of these reviewers. 

4.2 Insights into capacity at a sector level 
Alongside results at a national level, the methodology also yielded significant insights into capacity in 

the eight sectors and subsectors reviewed in depth.  

The sample base in each sector was inevitably smaller than at national level, which means that 

conclusions inevitably need to be treated with more caution. We believe nonetheless that strong 

conclusions can be drawn at a sector level, whether as to capacity gaps that exist and actions that 

are required or as to questions that need to be answered. We present these in Section 6 below, 

putting appropriate caveats beside them where appropriate. 

4.3 The validity of and caveats on our conclusions 
The process described above has given us an appropriately high degree of confidence in our overall 

results. The numbers involved were substantial, with around 23 risks and around 22 decisions being 

reviewed, and with around 80 experts being interviewed.  

                                                           
33

 A number of organisations regarded these assessments as sufficiently robust and helpful to include 
them in their statutory adaptation reports (a requirement of the Climate Change Act, 2008). 
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A trade-off of validity versus insight must be made: as an analyst goes ever deeper into each sector, 

the findings will be enriched and be more meaningful, but the degree of confidence in each specific 

finding will be reduced. Here is why: 

 To review national level indicators, e.g. of health or of economic activity or of educational 

attainment, will give high degrees of statistical confidence. However, as argued in Section 

3.6 above, while these measures have offered insights into the ability to recover from 

disasters, they focus too little on process to offer insights into the UK’s capacity to devise 

and implement strategies to handle climate impacts. 

 The best point for intervention will typically be in a sector or industry rather than at a more 

national level: our hypothesis that sectors and / or industries would behave in more 

coherent ways than other categories of analysis remains unchallenged and well supported 

by evidence. 

 Looking at a sector level significantly increases the level of insight into adaptive capacity. 

However, this is at the inevitable cost either of lower confidence in the specific results of 

each sector, or at a greatly increased budget for analysis. 

 Several of the sectors as defined within the CCRA are too broad to behave in a 

homogeneous way and needed to be subdivided further. For instance, we found that 

transport – even UK surface transport – needed to be split into road and rail. We then found 

that the road sector needed to be subdivided into trunk and other roads – conclusions for 

one could not be supported for the other without some further analysis. 

o To some extent, this needs to be identified through testing. For instance, water 

companies differ from water and sewerage companies quite considerably. This 

conclusion emerged from the data and was not evident beforehand. 

o This inevitably means that confidence in findings at the sub-sector level (e.g. of 

other roads or of water-only companies) is lower. But on the other hand, the overall 

understanding of capacity at a sector level and above is greater.  

 It would not be realistic to expect a similar degree of confidence for all levels of analysis, just 

as it would be unrealistic for a map of the motorway network to show equivalent detail to a 

map for walkers. 

We can make some general points about our confidence in findings: 

 Our confidence in ‘structural capacity’ as we have defined it is relatively high. 

o The factors that we have identified are relatively objective and standard across an 

industry and can easily be tested. For instance, the average duration of a mortgage, 

or of a rail track system, are well known numbers on which experts tend to agree.  

New dwelling construction and the size of the housing stock are matters of public 

record. In addition, the built environment or biodiversity sectors are manifestly 

more organisationally complex than (for instance) the rail industry. 

o We think it likely that structural capacity will tend to be lower rather than higher 

than we have reported here: 

 The assumptions that we have made are based on what we have been told 

about replacement cycles. But sometimes, under financial stress, a sector 

may take a ‘maintenance holiday’. When it does, this will tend to reduce 

capacity. 
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 In addition, the relevant replacement cycles are not always clear and – when 

unclear – will tend to be longer. For instance, a farmer can replace one type 

of seed potato with another in about three years or less. But if there are no 

appropriate varieties to respond to a future climate impact, then it may take 

about fifteen years to specify and produce a new type of seed potato. 34 

o However, the caveats expressed in Section 3.3 above (i.e. that the way that we have 

defined structural capacity has not yet benefited from insights from other 

researchers and so may be expected to improve further in future) mean that future 

insights may cause conclusions somewhat to be revised. 

 Confidence in conclusions as to organisational capacity will be higher in the following cases: 

o When a large number of interviews have been done and the conclusions have been 

successfully tested in several self-assessment reviews (Water, Health). 

o When our conclusions have been independently arrived at but nonetheless are 

consistent with conclusions from previous research (Water, Construction). 

o When sector experts all agree (Banking). 

 Confidence will be moderately high in the following cases: 

o When we have reviewed organisations widely agreed to be of relatively high 

performance in a sector or industry, and have found a low to fairly low level of 

performance compared to other sectors – and vice versa (Banking, Construction). 

 Confidence will be lower in the following cases: 

o When there is much variation in performance within a sector or industry being 

reviewed (Non-trunk roads) or when a sector is organisationally complex 

(construction, biodiversity)35 

o When we did not have the opportunity to test statements that seemed to indicate a 

relatively high performance through the self-assessment process (Insurance). 

Taking all of this into account, we believe that the validity of our conclusions at national level is 

generally high. Confidence in validity at a sectoral level varies. However, even in cases where it is 

relatively low, it is clear that there are still conclusions that can tentatively be drawn. 

We are explicit about these differences in confidence in discussing results at a sector level in Section 

6 below. 

4.4 A snapshot in time 
This being the first UK CCRA and also the first attempt to assess adaptive capacity in key sectors, 

there were no previous conclusions against which outcomes could be compared. This work therefore 

provides the first benchmark against which progress can be measured. However, sometimes a cross-

sectional slice of capacity allows some tentative conclusions as to the development of capacity over 

time to be drawn. These inevitably remain untested conclusions. Where this occurs, we have flagged 

the issue and typically recommend either further reviews in future CCRAs or detailed analysis prior 

to that date. 

                                                           
34

 Interview with sector expert: Agriculture sector. 
35

 Because there is a greater probability of an undiscovered sub-group, with different capacity. 
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4.5 A time of considerable change and uncertainty 
The water sector was reviewed in mid-2010 and the main review was carried out in late 2010 and 

early 2011. Following the election of the current Government in the spring of 2010, this was a time 

of major potential (and sometimes actual) upheaval in areas such as health, local government, 

planning and forestry. Changes to Framework Conditions were being considered in some cases. The 

role of regulation was also under review in vital sectors such as Health and Banking. In addition, this 

was a time of considerable and general economic uncertainty. 

Change is a constant and it would be foolish to pretend that things ever quite stabilise. However, 

these changes were widespread and their ramifications could sometimes potentially be very 

significant to adaptive capacity to climate change. Potential changes meant that, in a small minority 

of sectors, experts and (particularly) decision-makers were almost impossible to contact. This meant 

(for instance) that it was somewhat more difficult than usual to recruit organisations to undertake 

full PACT assessments, or for regulators to talk to us freely. However, most participants were 

prepared to put their own concerns to one side and to contribute without being distracted by the 

uncertainty that surrounded them. We owe them great thanks. 

We had no option but to review the capacity available at the time of our review and we felt it quite 

beyond our scope to speculate as to what the effect of potentially substantial changes might be. We 

have done our best to highlight a number of the more important questions relevant to capacity that 

needed to be answered in some form. Some of these appear more or less to have been resolved but 

others remain uncertain. We have identified some of the more important questions that we 

recommend should be examined again in the next CCCRA.  
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5. Summary of the National Adaptation Framework 
While the general focus of analysis was on the response to a sample of climate risks identified within 

sectors and industries, it is clear that action at sector level is sometimes being assisted, or that it 

could potentially be assisted, by actions on Framework Conditions that are taken at a national level. 

The following alphabetical list highlights some of the main national-level actions that we have 

identified during this project that can aid the development of adaptive capacity: 

National-level Action Comments 

Adaptation      Sub-

Committee  

This body was set up with the intention that it should provide 

expert advice and scrutiny to help ensure that the Government’s 

programme for adaptation enables the UK to prepare effectively 

for the impacts of climate change. 

Climate Change Act 

(2008) 

This important piece of enabling legislation sets high-level 

objectives and establishes processes for adaptation. 

Climate Change 

Partnerships 

These provided a significant source of support for people active in 

the climate agenda and a means of bringing them together to 

engage in projects and represent views to Government. Since the 

conclusion of our study these have been brought together within 

the new organisation, ‘Climate UK’. 

Climate Change Risk 

Assessment (CCRA) 

The CCRA was carried out to help identify risks and to assist 

decision-makers, in Government and more widely, in identifying 

priorities for action. It also provides a strong starting point for 

second-order studies such as this one. 

Departmental Action 

Plans 

These are intended to ensure that appropriate adaptation 

programmes are activated across Government Departments. 

Economics of Climate 

Resilience (ECR) 

This project has been completed. Its purpose is to provide insights 

into where and how actions can most appropriately be targeted in 

terms of cost benefit and other criteria. 

Expert organisations Besides UKCIP (see below), there are several official organisations 

that are respected for the quality of the expertise they bring to 

adaptation. These include, for instance, the Environment Agency 

and Natural England. 

National Adaptation 

Plan 

A statutory requirement of the Climate Change Act (2008), this will 

be produced following the CCRA and ECR projects and is intended 

to generate a programme of activity to advance adaptation. 

Regulatory bodies There is evidence that well-directed regulation has had a positive 

impact on adaptive capacity in some sectors (e.g. water). The 
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effect is currently uneven, with some sectors appearing to lack 

appropriate regulation, whether from an official body or through 

other processes. (See Section 8.3).   

Reporting Authorities 

requirement 

A provision of the 2008 Act, this provides a mechanism for 

stimulating organisations with a key role in society to begin a 

programme of activity. We saw evidence that this has been helpful 

in engaging some organisational leaders. 

Research funding The Research Councils have resources to assist adaptation-relevant 

research, e.g.  Living With Environmental Change (LWEC) funds 

Adaptation and Resilience for Climate Change (ARCC) to facilitate 

networking between 14 Engineering and Physical Sciences 

Research Council (EPSRC)-funded projects. 

Spatial planning 

framework 

This has provided a mechanism for ‘social learning’ and for 

influencing operational practices on a range of complex issues that 

have also included climate adaptation (through PPS 25 in 

particular). However the latter has been withdrawn since the 

conclusion of this project. While the Government has expressed its 

continued support for the Spatial Planning Process, at the time of 

our review it was not yet clear how this will be implemented in 

future. 

Treasury Green Book This provides guidance as to how investment decisions in the 

public sector should be approached from the adaptation 

perspective. It includes some advanced methodologies (e.g. Real 

Options Appraisal) that are likely to be most accessible to 

organisations of high adaptive capacity. 

UKCIP risk 

management 

methodologies and 

other aids to 

adaptation 

The UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) has produced a 

number of approaches to managing adaptation in order to help 

organisations begin managing this challenge. Since the conclusion 

of our study, this is being increasingly integrated with the 

Environment Agency. 

Our focus was primarily on the way in which Conditions such as the above impacted upon responses 

to risk at a sector level and so we did not examine national level Conditions out of the sectoral 

context. Nor would we claim that this is a comprehensive list. For instance, the role of Non-

Governmental Framework Conditions (for instance, research projects carried out by independent 

institutes or the relatively new adaptation aspects of the Carbon Disclosure Project) was not 

reviewed, other than where they gave insights at a sector level.  

However, the selection of sectors and industries reviewed in this report was in part made to explore 

how far insurance or banking due diligence procedures might already provide, or might be 

stimulated to provide, potentially valuable non-Governmental Framework Conditions to assist the 

development of adaptive capacity.  
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Even where there is a Framework Condition, it needs to be well-targeted in terms of the current 

capacity of organisations to engage with it. In general we did not set out to review whether or not 

actions such as those included in the table above have met this criterion. Nor in this project did we 

set out to review whether these measures have been implemented effectively or, to the extent that 

they have been implemented effectively, whether they comprise a sufficient set of activities. 

However, insights at a sector level did allow us to draw a number of tentative conclusions on, or to 

identify questions about, some of these questions. 

Nonetheless the above list gives no doubt that a much greater set of potentially valuable options to 

support adaptation were available at the time of our review than would have been the case even a 

few years previously. 

We believe that the range and effectiveness of both Governmental and Non-Governmental 
Framework Conditions would be usefully researched in more detail prior to the next CCRA review of 
adaptive capacity to enable them to be reviewed in more detail in that study. 
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6. Review of capacity in sectors 
Although the primary focus of this report is on the capacity of the UK as a whole to respond to 

climate impacts of the type reviewed in depth in the CCRA project, this Section begins by discussing 

results of the risks organised by the eight sectors or sub-sectors from which our sample was drawn.  

Section 6.9 includes an overview of insights from sectors that we did not review in depth.  

This provides a basis from which we can go on to draw conclusions about capacity at a national level 

in Section 7. Section 8 then discusses issues arising before we move onto conclusions and 

recommendations at the end of the report. 

We structure our discussion of the eight sectors within which risks were reviewed in depth as 

follows: 

1. Summary of results 

2. Why was this sector selected for review? 

3. Scope of analysis 

4. Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

5. Discussion of structural capacity 

6. Organisational capacity required 

7. Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

8. Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

9. Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

 

The following sections are included as required: 

10. Other points of interest 

11. Issues for discussion (in Section 8) 

 

Appendix A summarises the sources of evidence by sector 

Appendix B includes further analysis underpinning conclusions by sector: 

 Analysis of Framework Conditions 

 Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 
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6.1 Water sector 

6.1.1 Summary of results 

There is clearly significant capacity in this sector, which faces many structural barriers to adaptation; 

however, there remains a risk that some maladapted decisions will be taken. Water companies, 

supported by sector bodies, are at a relatively high level of organisational adaptive capacity 

compared to other sectors, but few have yet reached the level of strategic working required to lead 

the cross-sector initiatives required for longer-term resilience. Leading bodies have, however, 

developed a strong foundation upon which the required capacity can be built. 

6.1.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

This was the first sector examined within an early trial of methodology for the CCRA. It was chosen, 

(a) because of the importance of the sector’s ability to identify and respond to climate-related risks, 

(b) because it is relatively compact compared to other sectors, and therefore might be expected to 

be more manageable in a pilot, (c) because members of the CCRA consortium, including the authors 

of this report, had prior experience of working in the sector.  

6.1.3 Scope of analysis 

We looked to risks to the water sector in the UK. We included interviews with devolved 

administrations and carried out a detailed review of capacity in one organisation from a devolved 

administration. We were also fortunate to be able to carry out in-depth PACT assessments with nine 

decision-taking companies in the sector – more than ⅓ of the industry – and with two of the four 

regulators. We are grateful to these organisations for their support. 

It should be noted that our analysis of the water sector focuses on public water supply; it is 

recognised that the sector does also include other abstractors, which would have been dealt with 

through analysis of risks reviewed from other sectors, e.g. in agriculture. 

As a consequence of this having been a pilot of the methodology, there are some minor differences 

in approach from other sectors: for example, the focus on ‘decision points’ in subsequent sector 

reviews is a direct result of our experiences in this pilot. 

6.1.4  Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

1. Water supply security 

2. Flooding 

3. Asset deterioration (e.g. to buildings, dams, etc) 

4. Water quality 

5. Biodiversity 

 

Decision points reviewed 

We focused primarily on investment and other decisions (a) for the supply of water, (b) to deal with 

flooding and (c) for the construction of other assets. However, at this early stage of the project, this 

was more of an implicit than an explicit choice on our part: we had not yet decided during this pilot 

phase to focus discussions on particular decision points.  
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6.1.5  Discussion of structural capacity 

We concluded that the structural adaptive capacity of this sector is medium, i.e. that there are 

moderate, but not insurmountable structural barriers to change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This sector faces a number of fairly significant structural challenges to change. Nonetheless, we see 

structural adaptive capacity as falling (just) within the ‘medium’ category. 
 

 Decision lifetimes are long: Although historically decision timescales have been 100-plus years 
(e.g. on sewerage piping), we were advised that they may now be less extreme. Nonetheless, 
the lifetime of water supply and drainage decisions often extends well past 2050. 

 Activity levels are medium: The 5-yearly pricing process provides for a structured and evidence-
based investment programme for the timely replacement of industry assets. 

 Maladaptation remains an issue: Water and sewerage facilities in many cities date back to a 
different time, with different population, climate and environmental requirements: it is no 
surprise that much of it was not designed with climate change in mind. The risk of 
maladaptation has been recognised for some years and much action has been taken to address 
it. Issues remain, however. For instance, security of supply differs across the UK with areas such 
as South East England facing many challenges but South West England, for example, facing 
fewer. This is partly a consequence of differing water supply/storage arrangements in different 
parts of the country and partly because of different supply and demand stresses. There are also 
a range of other issues including flood risks and infrastructure security. 

 Sector complexity is medium: The water industry is quite compact with around 25 companies 
(split between those offering water supply and sewerage services and those offering only water 
supply) needing to co-operate on some issues. There are several regulators with differing 
agendas, and a number of important relationships with other sectors (e.g. local government and 
farmers). However, communication seems good, the majority of aims and objective appear 
aligned, and roles and responsibilities are clearly defined. For these reasons, we do not see 
complexity as a significant barrier to change. 

 

6.1.6  Organisational capacity required 

The significance of the anticipated climate impacts in this sector, the long lifetimes of many 

decisions plus the significance of their economic, social and ecological consequences mean that the 

level of organisational capacity required in this sector is high. It appears clear that the industry as a 

whole needs to be able reliably to define and co-ordinate a programme of activity to address these 

risks, with some organisations (whether regulators or companies) able to co-ordinate and lead that 

programme (‘Strategic resilience’ capacity or PACT Response Level *RL+ 5) and with a significant 

number of other organisations reliably able to support the exploratory research necessary to 

support an advanced strategic programme (‘breakthrough project’ capacity or PACT RL4). 
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6.1.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

Summary: Organisational adaptive capacity is among the highest of any sector. Although it is not yet 

fully activated to the levels that are already required, and whilst there are differences between the 

(generally stronger) water & sewerage companies and the companies that provide water services 

only, there is much learning of potential relevance to other sectors. 

However, the necessary level of capacity has not been fully activated across the five risks examined: 

 Adaptation programmes are reasonably far forward on water security, but gaps remain.  

 Progress on flooding is lagging somewhat, but seems to be increasing following the Pitt 

report on this issue36. 

 On water quality and asset security, capacity is less activated than for flooding. 

 For biodiversity, capacity lags much more significantly. 

Summary of quantitative results 
 

Besides a full interview programme, this sector benefited from a total of eight PACT self-assessment 
reviews of water companies. This is approximately ⅓ of companies in the sector. In addition we 
carried out further PACT self-assessment reviews of two of the four regulators in the sector. 

 

Capacity of decision-taking companies assessed. The graph shows a comparison of the results of 

water companies (the primary decision-taking organisations) against the average of three mid-

ranking sectors that we 

reviewed:37  

 

The comparison shows that 

the water sector scores 

ahead of the other sectors 

on each of the nine PACT 

‘pathways’.  On this graph 

a score of 3.0 (equivalent 

to PACT RL3 – Efficient 

Operations) would indicate 

that decision-taking 

organisations, on average, 

have largely embedded 

climate change adaptation 

into their core operational 

programmes but that their programmes have not yet embedded the activities necessary to support 

change of the type that may be required to address longer-term impacts. The water companies had 

an average PACT score of 3.2, compared with an average score of 2.7 for the three other sectors, 

                                                           
36

 Pitt (2008) 
37

 These were (a) local authorities, (b) transport authorities and (c) construction companies, whose average 
scores were very similar to each other. (we omitted the lowest-scoring sector to avoid skewing the results). 
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which shows that on average they have reached this point and have begun to move beyond it.38 

However, they are as yet some way from reaching the capacity to undertake the strategic 

experimentation necessary to find ways of dealing with climate impacts over the longer timeframes 

that are characteristic of many investment decisions in the industry (an average score of 4.0, 

equivalent to PACT RL4 – Breakthrough Projects). 

The sector scores highly on awareness of the impacts, with some people at a high level in sector 

organisations taking the view that climate change demands completely rethinking some areas of 

operation, rather than just looking for modifications to 'business as usual'. Possibly partly driven by 

the regulatory framework, it also scores well on ‘agency’ (appreciation of the ‘business case’) as 

managers begin to explore ways to integrate climate responses with their longer-term strategic 

objectives. It also scores well on ‘expertise and evidence’.  

It lags most significantly on learning, where basic learning processes are not yet solid on this issue, 

and on leadership, where governance processes still need to be embedded for climate change, 

showing that these are areas where progress could be made most quickly. 

Capacity of water and sewerage companies is well ahead of water-only companies – on average. 

However, there are significant differences in capacity within the sector:  
 

The graph shows that the larger water & sewerage companies, which take more decisions on 

average, had an average PACT score of 3.5, which was consistently and significantly ahead of water-

only companies, 

which were close to 

the average PACT 

score of 2.7.39 

 

Again, it is clear that 

neither awareness of 

the risks, nor 

understanding of the 

‘business case’, nor 

expertise, is limiting 

capacity. For 

instance, seven of 

the eight companies 

for which we 

                                                           
38

 These and similar scores were derived as follows: Based on the number and importance of ‘activities’ being 
undertaken, each organisation reviewed was scored at each response level as ‘active’, ‘significant activity’, 
‘early activity’ or ‘no activity’, for which scores of 1.0, 0.666, 0.333 or 0.0 were given. The pathway scores were 
summed to give a score for each pathway for that organisation. These were averaged to give a score by 
pathway for the sector. Average scores were again averaged to give an overall score for the sector (or 
organisation). 
39

 It should be stressed that there are some differences within each of these sub-sectors, with the highest-
scoring of the water-only companies comparable in capacity to several of the water and sewerage companies, 
and vice-versa. Nonetheless, while a capacity gap remains, it is clear that the capacity gap is less for the 
companies that are taking the biggest decisions. 
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compared results reported that they had access to the necessary expertise to interpret the UKCP09 

climate scenarios. Learning and leadership appear to be more significant factors for attention, with 

operations also lagging. 

 

Capacity for water security issues is well ahead of that for other risks. We looked in detail at 

capacity-related activities and the extent to which these are being undertaken for the different risks 

identified above. The results showed conclusively that capacity is very unequally deployed: 

 

Risks: Water 
supply 

Flood 
resilience 

Asset 
deter-

ioration 

Water 
quality 

Bio-
diversity Capacity activity 

Access to expertise? 8 6 6 6 4 

Risks fully assessed? / (Initial 
review?) 

7  (0) 5 (2) 2 (5) 2 (4) 1 (3) 

‘Champions’ deployed? 6 6 5 4 2 

‘Breakthrough projects’? 6 1 1 2 1 

% activities implemented* 84% 59% 52% 50% 30% 
* Initial risk assessment counted as 50% of full assessment 
Scores give the number of decision-taking companies (of 8 whose scores were compared) 
undertaking designated action 
 

This shows that capacity measures are far more likely to be being taken for water supply than for 

other issues, with biodiversity issues lagging very significantly. Of the remaining issues, where about 

50% of actions are being taken, flooding is somewhat ahead of asset deterioration and water quality. 

 

It should be noted that one of these companies, despite having access to expertise, had hardly 

undertaken any of the other activities: this shows that even in a relatively strong sector such as 

water, it cannot be assumed that capacity will always be in place.  

 

Regulator capacity varies significantly. We were pleased to be able to review two of the four 

regulators in depth, both of whom engaged seriously with our research: 

 The organisational adaptive capacity of both regulators comfortably exceeded that of the 

lowest capacity company we reviewed in this sector. They had sufficient capacity to ensure 

that all companies meet a minimum standard. 

 The organisational adaptive capacity of the stronger regulator was much higher than the 

average of both parts of the industry but was only fractionally higher than that of the 

highest-performing company in the sector. The capacity of the second regulator was close to 

the average of the companies assessed. This meant that questions arise as to whether the 

regulatory system can sufficiently support momentum at the cutting edge. 

 

6.1.8 Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

There was some variability within this sector, with the results from different decision-taking 

companies differing significantly. 

Nonetheless, our overall confidence in conclusions in this sector is high. On structural capacity our 

conclusions are relatively high: we carried out this analysis before our approach to defining and 

assessing structural capacity had been finalised. Offsetting this to a considerable extent, however, 
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was the exceptionally high sector knowledge base of some other members of the wider CCRA team, 

which gave us the opportunity to test emerging conclusions with them.  

Our confidence on organisational capacity is high: we carried out many PACT self-assessments with a 

wide range of industry bodies and also carried out a wide-ranging interview programme, with 

conclusions from the latter largely supporting the more detailed insights provided from the former. 

Besides the results being consistent with each other, they were also in line with those from earlier 

studies of capacity. 

6.1.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

In general, the level of organisational capacity in the water sector is higher than in most other 

sectors that we looked at during this review. Some risks are already being managed with an 

appropriate level of organisational capacity and with strong framework support. However, this is not 

uniform and other risks have not yet benefited from a similar response. This means that capacity 

significantly differs by risk (listed from highest to lowest): 

1. Water supply security. Capacity is strong enough to manage risks up to 25 years in 

almost all decision-taking organisations, with regulatory bodies able to provide 

processes to reduce risks in the few lower capacity organisations. Capacity to address 

longer term risks, however, is much less widespread and there is a risk of unnecessarily 

maladapted decision making as a consequence. 

2. Flooding. Capacity to manage these risks clearly lags that for managing water supply 

risks. However, there is evidence of considerable activity that, building on the capacity 

for water supply issues, appears to be elevating capacity rapidly. While capacity at the 

time of our review was not yet high enough to give assurance that maladaptation will 

not frequently take place, there seems to be every reason to suppose that it will 

improve further in future. 

3. Asset security (e.g. deterioration to buildings, dams, etc). Capacity to manage these 

risks is currently marginally behind that in place for flooding, suggesting that 

maladaptation is more likely than need be the case. There is less evidence of activity 

than on flooding, however, which means that there are fewer reasons to suppose that 

capacity is likely to develop quickly without some form of intervention. 

4. Water quality. As for asset security. 

5. Biodiversity. There are relatively few signs that appropriate capacity is being developed 

for these risks in this sector, as yet. Until it is developed, it remains likely that mistakes 

that lead to maladaptation will often be made. 

 

6.1.10 Other points of interest 

Framework conditions appear to be crucial in this sector. The issue that is being the most seriously 

addressed, supply security, is the most heavily regulated. The second, flooding, had recently begun 

to undergo considerable activity and we were advised that the Pitt Review of the 2007 floods and 

the requirements on water companies that followed that lay behind the increase. 

We were advised by higher-capacity companies that they are being held back from taking account of 

climate change in longer-term asset investment decisions, even for supply security issues. While 

interviews in Government and with regulators suggested that this is not the intention, company 
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interviewees said that in practice, longer term consideration of risks is quite strongly discouraged. 

The long lifetime of water supply decisions makes this a potentially serious concern. 

6.1.11 Issues for discussion 

The results on different climate risks, which show that capacity may be implemented differently 

across different issues, raise interesting questions about the extent to which capacity may be ‘latent’ 

before it is activated. These questions are explored further in Section 8.7 below. 

 There is much evidence from this sector to suggest that regulation improves capacity when 

the decision-taking organisation is quite low capacity, but that it can easily act as a brake on 

capacity for more advanced organisations. The role of regulation is discussed in Section 8.3 

below.  
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6.2 Health sector 

6.2.1 Summary of results 

Overall levels of capacity to recognise and respond specifically to climate risks were at a very early 

stage of development in this sector at the time of our review. However the impacts of this shortfall 

are not consistent: for some risks they are not serious, being offset by capacity on clinical issues or by 

capacity held by other organisations, but for others they are potentially serious.  

Climate risks to health can be categorised as: 

 Direct health impacts (e.g. changing disease patterns) with a potentially immediate impact 

on public health. 

 Risks to service delivery from, for example, flooded hospitals or overheating premises. These 

potentially provide a threat to public health in the short term but also over much longer 

periods. 

 

These vary significantly with the former requiring relatively low levels of adaptive capacity but the 

latter requiring high adaptive capacity.  

For the former, the Emergency Planning Processes led by local authorities and involving other local 

bodies, including the health sector, provide a framework for the management of risks. There is 

evidence that these are proving effective in building responses to current risks such as heat waves or 

flooding. Accordingly, in its day-to-day operations, there seems every reason to expect that the 

health sector will be able quickly to develop the necessary levels of adaptive capacity to address 

direct risks to health.  

However, on the vitally important occasions when significant capital expenditure is being 

undertaken, a much higher level of adaptive capacity is needed. The evidence shows that this is not 

currently in place at a delivery level. This is likely to be challenging both to develop and to sustain, 

especially since this advanced capacity will only need to be deployed infrequently in most locations. 

Some current research in this area provides a potential opportunity for increased capacity.  

6.2.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

This sector was reviewed both because of its social importance and also because it was being used 

to test some of the approaches that were being developed to feed into the Economics of Climate 

Resilience (ECR) project. 

In addition, in many ways this sector is typical of other crucial sectors – for instance education or 

social care – that have a strong service rather than technical or environmental focus but that 

nonetheless take some decisions that are crucial from an adaptation perspective. 

6.2.3 Scope of analysis 

The scope of this work was to investigate adaptive capacity to respond to the climate risks named in 

Section 6.2 as applying to the UK health sector. In this case we did not look at capacity in any of the 

Devolved Administrations. The nature of the risks examined led us to focus exclusively on the NHS: 

we did not, for instance, look at how climate impacts on health are being managed in the workplace 

or in the private health sector. 
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We were fortunate to have considerable assistance from the NHS’s Sustainable Development Unit 

(SDU). They helped us to set up an interview programme and also encouraged a number of Primary 

Care Trusts and Acute NHS hospitals to take part in PACT self-assessments of capacity. Of the eight 

such units that were invited, a total of five participated – three hospitals and two PCTs.  

Results from these reviews, and a report with recommendations as to how and where capacity could 

most quickly be developed, were sent in confidence to each of the participating units. Detailed 

results for the sector were consolidated and sent, with recommendations as to where interventions 

might best be targeted, to the SDU as thanks for their support. 

It should be noted that, in common with other sectors, this review did not examine capacity for 

climate mitigation or for other aspects of the sustainable development agenda. We were advised 

that capacity in these areas is further advanced than reported here for climate adaptation.  

6.2.4 Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

1. Health risks from flooding  

2. Health risks from heat stress 

3. Risk of health care facilities overheating 

4. Risk to premises from storms etc 

5. New strains of disease 

Decision points reviewed 

a) Care pathways for flooding and heat events.  

b) Care pathways for new disease strains 

c) New premises design and construction 

d) Refurbishment of existing premises.  

 

6.2.5 Discussion of structural capacity 

The structural adaptive capacity of the sector differs substantially by type of risk: 

 Decision lifetimes are very short for some risks and long for others: Care pathway and 
clinical practice decisions are frequently revised and so can respond very quickly to changing 
knowledge of climate impacts. Capital works such as new premises, however, are normally 
designed for use for at least 30 years, with an expectation that they will continue to be used 
for somewhat longer. This brings mid-century climate impacts into play.  

 Activity levels are high for clinical risks, low for premises: Making health facilities resilient 
to climate impacts is easiest to address when new-build or major refurbishment takes place. 
While the rate of new-build projects is expected to fall significantly, several of the 
organisations that we reviewed do expect some ongoing capital expenditure. It is important 
that these opportunities for change are taken. On the other hand, clinical care decisions are 
updated frequently in the health sector. 

 There is moderate maladaptation: Climate impacts have not regularly been taken into 
account in the design of premises, especially when these were built before potential climate 
impacts were recognised and understood. Specialist NHS staff interviewed (e.g. regional 
staff and members of the Sustainable Development Unit) recognise that some premises are 
likely to have been poorly designed for heat waves and flood resilience. 

 Sector complexity is medium: At the time of our review, the structure of the sector was 
relatively straightforward, with many semi-decentralised units being supported by regions 
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and also by a newly formed specialist unit in the NHS. However, significant changes are likely 
(see Section 4.5). For emergency planning, NHS units need to co-ordinate closely with other 
emergency services. The potential complexity of this process has, however, been reduced 
significantly by local authorities, which have often been active on climate adaptation issues 
for some years, being given a statutory co-ordination role and a defined process for bringing 
together the different parties to identify and respond to potential threats. However, the 
organisation of the sector has changed significantly since the time of our review, meaning 
that these conclusions may alter in future. 

 

This shows that the structural adaptive capacity for clinical decisions, e.g. to update care pathways 

to handle flooding and heat stress, need not be a constraining factor, there being relatively few 

systemic barriers to adaptation. Systemic barriers are much more significant for premises-related 

risks, however, for which the structural adaptive capacity is much lower.  

6.2.6 Organisational capacity required 

The differences in structural capacity as it relates to the two different types of decision mean that 

capacity generally does not need to be particularly high, but that it needs to be much higher at the 

time of major investment activities that set the context for health care for upwards of a generation. 

Specifically, the level of capacity needed is likely to be as follows:  

 Clinical and care pathway decisions: Climate impacts can be managed through relatively 

short lifetime decisions as part of ongoing clinical and emergency planning routines, with no 

obvious changes in day to day sector practice being required. This requires ‘efficient 

management’ (or PACT RL3) capacity. 

 Capital project premises-influencing decisions: These are relatively long-lifetime decisions 

that will need to cope with a variety of important climate impacts. This means that ‘strategic 

resilience’ (or PACT RL5) capacity will be required. This level of capacity does not, however, 

necessarily need to be held at the level of each hospital or Primary Care Trust (or successor 

organisations), to the extent that a programme can be co-ordinated across the NHS as a 

whole. At the operational level, during such a project, strategic experimentation capacity 

(‘Breakthrough Projects’ or PACT RL4) is likely to be required, whether that be developed 

autonomously or brought in with a wider project team. 

 

6.2.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

The interviewees with whom we spoke in the NHS all predicted that organisational adaptive capacity 

would prove to be at a very early stage of development in front line units of the NHS. In addition, 

following this review, the Sustainable Development Unit’s annual report recognised that this is an 

area that had received relatively little attention. Our review was consistent with these expert views: 

the organisational adaptive capacity in the PCTs and hospitals that we reviewed was the least 

developed of the five sectors for which we carried out PACT self-assessments during the CCRA.  
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The graph shows a comparison of average scores in the health sector  (based on those areas 

examined) against the average of three mid-ranking sectors reviewed in the CCRA project.40 

 

It demonstrates: 

 For the areas researched, a very significant ‘lagging pathway’ at front line level on ‘agents of 

change’.  Research suggests that it would be true to say, ‘No champion, no change’. While 

we did see evidence of effective work by agents of change at the regional level, this has not 

reached the units we reviewed, which is where the key decisions are actually taken. 

 The level of awareness (at 2.3) was far below the level at which it is realistic for people to 

use the UKCP09 projections effectively (typically, a score of 4.0 or higher on this pathway 

would be needed). This means that scientific projections will need to be ‘translated’ to be 

made accessible and meaningful to front line decision-makers. 

 This may explain why the score for leadership is also very low at 2.0. This would be typical of 

a group of leaders who are prepared to act under guided instruction, but do not yet see 

much, if any, relevance to their core operational responsibilities.  

 Front line leaders will not therefore realistically be able to take account of climate impacts in 

their ‘Statement of Internal Control’ without assistance. 

 There is evidence (supported by our interviews) that partnerships with emergency planning 

groups led by local authorities are beginning to drive improvement in care pathways. There 

is a high degree of recognition of the need for front line organisations to plan for flooding 

events and for heat stroke and there is evidence that emergency plans are being updated.  

                                                           
40

 The comparison sectors were local authorities, transport authorities and construction. The differences are 
similar, but more extreme, when the highest-ranking sector (water) is included. 
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6.2.8 Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

Conclusions on structural capacity as defined in this project are high: the absence of systemic 

barriers to change for medical responses to direct climate impacts was recognised without difficulty 

by interviewees and was supported by the data. Interviewees also largely agreed with the systemic 

barriers faced on capital projects – i.e. with our conclusions that structural adaptive capacity is 

considerably lower. 

On organisational adaptive capacity, there was a very low level of variation between the results of 

different health units that undertook self-assessment. In addition, these results were entirely 

consistent with the perspective of experts whom we consulted within the sector. 

Our confidence in our conclusions on organisational capacity was therefore high: there was a high 

degree of agreement between interviewees and this was reinforced by the PACT Self Assessments 

undertaken by front line units. 

6.2.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

The capacity to adapt to the climate risks that we reviewed varies significantly. Several of the risks 

reviewed have very short timeframes and capacity does not appear to be a limiting factor to 

adaptation taking place: 

 For clinical and emergency risks, the capacity does appear to be in place to prepare 

responses to emergency situations such as flooding and heat waves. Some specifically 

climate capacity is needed to identify potential weather-related risks. However, local 

authorities, who have the statutory responsibility to co-ordinate a group of diverse 

emergency services, appeared to be stimulating responses within hospitals in our sample. 

 The capacity also appears to be present to respond to any new disease strains that may 

result from climate change. While some capacity will be needed (e.g. to identify thresholds 

of certain insects, diseases and spread of disease), these can be accommodated reasonably 

easily within existing medical capacity and does not require any specifically climate capacity. 

 The PACT self-assessment reviews that we undertook confirmed that these issues are ‘on 

the radar’ of people working in the NHS. 

It should be noted that the fact that capacity may not be a limiting factor in these cases does not 

necessarily mean that adaptation to climate risks will occur. 

 However, the situation is very different for longer-run decisions to do with premises. These 

relatively long-timeframe decisions require high climate capacity but this is not currently 

present. Capacity is currently too low for it to be at all likely that it can autonomously 

develop sufficiently quickly at the operational level without some external stimulus. 

 Unless this capacity is found, the longer-run capacity of the NHS to respond to climate risks 

and to manage costs may be expected to decline as premises increasingly suffer from 

flooding and excessive heat. 

 

6.2.10 Issues for discussion 

 From the organisations we spoke to, it seems unlikely that the capacity to take resilient long-

run climate-impacted decisions would be present at a front-line operational level without 

considerable change. However, major changes were being planned to the structure of health 
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care in the UK at the time of our review. On the commissioning side, Primary Care Trusts 

were expected to be replaced by GP consortia. On the delivery side, Foundation Hospitals 

were expected to be freed from much regulation. It was unclear at the time of the review 

whether the economic regulator would take an expert role to influence long-lifetime high 

climate-risk decisions or what the future of the NHS’s SDU was to be. This makes it difficult 

for this review to assess the long run options for developing capacity in the NHS. We look at 

this issue further in Section 7.4.7. 

 This sector raises interesting questions about how high levels of capacity may be brought to 

bear in situations where they are only needed very rarely. This issue is discussed further in 

Section 8.6. 

 

Given the considerable work being undertaken to develop the Health Chapter within the 
forthcoming NAP, we strongly recommend that the capacity of this sector be re-examined during 
future research such as the next CCRA or through the reports on progress of the Committee on 
Climate Change to Parliament so that progress can be reviewed. 
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6.3 Business and services sector (banking) 

6.3.1 Summary of results 

The people with whom we spoke, in banks, other mortgage-lending institutions and regulators, were 

all very open about the more or less complete lack of climate adaptive capacity in the industry, a 

perspective that was shared by most of the sector-level people to whom we spoke. There are no signs 

that organisational adaptive capacity is likely to rise quickly without outside intervention. 

The banking industry appears to be the least developed of all the sectors that we reviewed in terms 

of organisational adaptive capacity, perhaps to a surprising extent given the talent working there 

and given the climate risks to investors that have begun to be recognised by some analysts. There is 

also little regulation and few Framework Conditions that apply to non-public investments (although 

we noted that the Treasury Green Book provided a potentially much stronger set of requirements for 

public projects, including specific guidance on accounting for climate risks). 

Whilst there are relatively few structural barriers to address, initiatives to improve capacity currently 

seem unlikely to come autonomously from the industry. This means that it is not currently capable of 

providing additional capacity support – in the form of Non-Governmental Framework Conditions such 

as investment due diligence – to help ensure that capacity is developed to address risks in other 

sectors. The Spring 2013 changes to the regulation of banking may provide an opportunity to 

reassess what interventions might be effective. 

6.3.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

The banking sector is of great economic importance. A number of industries/sectors are potentially 

at significant risk from climate change. Banks’ existing investments and potential new investments 

would potentially also suffer and their capacity to identify and mitigate the inherent risks is 

therefore potentially of wider economic importance. 

Beyond the economic risks, the social consequences from poor mortgage decision making have been 

shown by the events of recent years potentially to be very great indeed. Taking these reasons 

together, we focused primarily on mortgage lending. 

A third reason for a review of banking capacity follows from Section 6.2 on the health sector: in 

principle it would be possible for banks, through their due diligence procedures, to regulate activity 

in other sectors such as health and housing (and therefore promote adaptive capacity more widely 

in the UK and perhaps beyond). However, this would depend upon those internal due diligence 

processes addressing climate issues. 

6.3.3 Scope of analysis 

We focused upon the banking and mortgage-providing sub-sectors of the business sector, partly 

because of their importance in their own right, partly because they also provide an important 

perspective on the adaptive capacity of the Built Environment (housing) sector. While this was the 

primary focus, we also asked about how these organisations assessed climate risks within other UK 

lending decisions (but we did not look at their processes outside the UK). 

We interviewed expert managers from four very significant lending institutions, two of which 

undertake both mortgage and other commercial investments, one of which was a building society 

that undertakes only mortgage investments and the fourth of which was an investment bank that is 
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not active in the mortgage market. We also spoke to two trade associations and to the Financial 

Services Authority and to HM Treasury. We also exchanged correspondence with the Bank of 

England and with the Independent Commission on Banking, which was conducting its review while 

our own work was taking place. We also spoke to a representative of the World-wide Fund for 

Nature’s Finance Lab and to a number of independent experts on the financial sector. Several of the 

people that we spoke to were widely known and respected in the industry for their knowledge of 

these issues. 

Our review did not extend beyond the English banks and mortgage providers. 

We did not undertake PACT self-assessment reviews in this sector. 

6.3.4 Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

1. Climate change impact on fund performance and exposure through a lack of consideration in 

investment decision-making 

2. Loss of revenue of lenders in the mortgage market due to losses in mortgage provision 

o While the risk identified in the CCRA itself was as above, our review suggested that 

climate risks to mortgages extended well beyond loss of revenue. 

Decision points reviewed 

a) We focused primarily on mortgage lending decisions 

b) When the opportunity arose, we also discussed other long-lifetime investment decisions 

with potential exposure to climate risks. 
 

 

 

6.3.5 Discussion of structural capacity 

We concluded that structural adaptive capacity is relatively high, with few structural barriers to 

change: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this sector, there are a number of structural adaptive capacity challenges. None of them are 

significant in isolation and some are relatively minor.  

 Decision lifetimes are short: Mortgages are typically offered for 25 years, which falls just within 
our definition of ‘medium’ timescales. However, banks’ financial exposure drops as the balance 
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outstanding falls and mortgage ‘churn’ means that the average loan lasts well under 10 years. 
We were advised that commercial and other non-mortgage loans are often sold on, which 
means that initial lenders are not normally exposed to risks over several decades. 

o It should be noted, however, that lenders’ ability to mitigate risk by ‘selling on’ loans 
depends upon there being willing buyers. One influential review has forecast that at 
some future date there might be a potential sudden collapse in valuations due to a 
‘herd’ effect as future expectations of the security of future cash flows collapse.41   

 Activity levels are high: Even at the historically low levels of sector activity of 2010, the entire 
stock of mortgages would be replaced by the mid-2030s. 

 There is moderate maladaptation: In this sector, our focus was on maladapted lending 
decisions which potentially leave property owners unable to service their mortgages and so at 
risk of losing their homes. This risk has previously been mitigated by insurance, but this can no 
longer be relied on where risks are greatest (see Section 6.4), even for current mortgages. 
Unless and until alternative approaches can be devised, this creates a secondary risk that the 
lender would be left with insufficient collateral to recover the loan. Whilst mortgage lenders 
reduce their direct financial exposure in various ways, and although their own total exposure 
may in any event be trivial in the context of the financial resources available to many of them, 
the social cost in such cases is potentially great. 

 Sector complexity is medium: There are many firms active in this industry, which has a 
regulatory structure that has been the subject of considerable discussion in the wake of the 
global banking crisis of 2007-8. Mortgage lending has interactions with other industries, notably 
with insurance where many interviewees advised that a structural dependency on insurers to 
undertake due diligence on risky home-lending decisions has been allowed to develop. In 
addition, undertaking due diligence on outstanding mortgages and other loans might be 
complex to organise. Revising these would require some reorganisation of industry practices. 
Nevertheless, sector complexity is not an insuperable barrier to adaptive action. 
 

6.3.6 Organisational capacity required 

Different levels of capacity would be needed to address the risks above: 

 To manage the direct risks to banks themselves, a relatively low level of climate capacity 

would be required: sufficient to take account primarily of current and short-term weather 

risks rather than of potential future climate risks. This would be equivalent to PACT 

Response Level 3 or ‘Efficient Operations’.  

 However, a considerably higher level of strategic adaptive capacity, very likely ‘Strategic 

Resilience’ or PACT RL5, would be required to assess and address more systemic risks to 

financial institutions from climate change. This need not be held by any particular bank, but 

could be held by a regulatory body such as the FSA or the Bank of England. 

 

6.3.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

 

6.3.8 Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

Although we undertook no quantitative assessments of capacity, the story we were told by 

interviewees across the banking industry was extremely consistent. 

                                                           
41

 Llewellyn (2007). 
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Our confidence in these results is medium: Our confidence in structural capacity is high. Our 

confidence in organisational capacity is medium to high: although we were surprised that capacity is 

indeed as low as appeared to be the case, the high level of consistency between the accounts of 

industry practitioners, regulators and trade bodies significantly reduced our concerns. 

6.3.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

We conclude that neither the capacity to manage direct risks to banks’ mortgage and other 

investment portfolios, nor to reform practices in the sector as a whole, is in evidence. 

Unlike other lower capacity sectors identified in this review, however, there appear to be few 

systemic barriers to improvement. While capacity development seemed unlikely to develop 

autonomously at the time of our review, it is by no means impossible that well-targeted regulation 

or other light touch interventions could stimulate rapid improvements. As noted elsewhere (e.g. in 

Sections 6.2 and 6.5), these could bring benefits in other sectors beyond banking. 

6.3.10 Other points of interest 

 Several of the people we spoke to in the mortgage sector referred to insurance as providing 

a way of managing climate risks. We look at this in Section 6.4, which shows that credible 

changes to the English insurance market being considered for 2013 would not only remove 

this assurance for new investments but even for existing ones. This would leave the 

homeowners without cover and, in effect, the risks much less effectively secured (since the 

value of the homes at risk might be expected significantly to reduce). 

o In addition, insurance provides little or no lifetime cover against climate risks except 

(historically) in the housing sector. There is no guarantee that future prices will be 

maintained, or even of future availability of cover, outside housing (and this appears 

likely to end).  

 One interviewee suggested that the risks to banks were reduced by geographical diversity 

and by that bank’s great financial muscle. That is, flooding in (say) Hull or Oxford would be 

relatively trivial in the context of other investments and in the context of there being no 

flooding (say) in Bath or Brighton. We were unconvinced by this argument: 

o One danger of making riskier investment decisions because they can be offset by 

less risky decisions is that the credit-worthiness of all such decisions is reduced. 

o The social costs to property owners may be very great indeed :42 these costs cannot 

be shared out across the market, other than potentially through insurance, but 

insurance provision in this market appears to be changing significantly. 

o These social costs may potentially spread beyond affected properties to others 

potentially at risk of flooding, either locally or more generally. If this were to 

happen, the value of a whole type of asset on banks’ balance sheets would reduce. 

 We were advised that more steps are being taken to assess climate risks for one bank’s 

overseas investments, e.g. in the Gulf of Mexico, but this was beyond our scope to 

investigate. It would be of interest to investigate to what extent ‘foreign’ capacity exists 

within banks and – to the extent that it does – whether this could be imported to UK 

investment decisions. 

                                                           
42

 We were advised by the Association of British Insurers (ABI) that a single flooding incident typically cost 
around £40,000 and led to around six months out of the home. 
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6.4 Business and services sector (insurance) 

6.4.1 Summary of results 

The insurance industry appears to be among the sectors with the highest adaptive capacity, in both 

structural and organisational terms. Although this capacity may not yet have been fully deployed, 

current organisational initiatives have the potential to enable the industry to move to a very high 

level of adaptive capacity. To the extent that this occurs, this could potentially be of wider benefit in 

stimulating increases in adaptive capacity in other important UK sectors. 

6.4.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

Insurance is a major and long-standing UK industry that faces potential losses from climate change 

that might threaten its ability to operate in certain markets, notably property. The UK is unusual in 

having an insurance industry that provides flood risk insurance for homeowners.  Its capacity to find 

ways of continuing to operate in that market is important both economically and socially, since 

property insurance in particular provides important social and economic benefits to homeowners.  

The capacity of the industry is also relevant as a potential part of a wider system of adaptation in the 

UK that might extend beyond Government. Since it is in the interests of insurers to minimise losses, 

a high-capacity insurance industry could potentially be of great value in developing adaptive 

responses in other sectors, most notably in the built environment.  

6.4.3 Scope of analysis 

We focused upon the insurance sub-sector of the business sector, particularly on property 

insurance. This decision was taken not only because of the importance of this business in its own 

right, but also because of its potential to influence the adaptive capacity of the built environment 

(housing) sector.  

We carried out interviews with a variety of industry experts and regulators. We covered property 

insurance, reinsurance, brokers and the Lloyds market. We did not interview insurance companies 

directly, other than Lloyds of London, but rather through trade bodies on which they were heavily 

represented. 

We looked at the very different and highly interesting arrangements in Scotland in one in-depth 

interview and carried learning from this into other interviews. 

We did not carry out in-depth PACT reviews of decision-making organisations in this sector. 

6.4.4 Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

 Increases in pay-out costs by the insurance industry 

Decision points reviewed 

We looked at the decisions (a) to grant or (b) to extend insurance on domestic property. We also (c) 

discussed efforts by the industry to influence wider management of flood and other climate-related 

risks. 
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6.4.5 Discussion of structural capacity 

Structural adaptive capacity is unusually high, meaning that there are relatively few structural 

barriers to adaptation actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Decision lifetimes are short: Insurance on homes is offered for one year, which makes decision 
lifetime very short indeed. However, until recently there was an assumption that it would be 
offered for the duration of a mortgage and indeed beyond for the period of ownership of the 
property, making it potentially rather long. In a move that demonstrates that decision lifetimes 
can be altered, the insurance industry began to withdraw from this custom in 2009 and expects 
to complete the transition in 2013.  

o Insurance of other risks typically also has very short lifetimes. For instance, 
insurance of hospitals against flood damage is typically annual. We were advised 
that the longest period for which insurance is typically offered on such projects is for 
the construction phase. 

 Activity levels are high: Activity levels were already relatively high compared to some sectors, 
with opportunities to intervene whenever a new policy was taken out. The change to The 
Statement of Principles on flood protection will further increase the number of opportunities to 
address climate risk through pricing or by requiring adaptive measures from builders or home-
owners. 

 There is moderate maladaptation: By this, we mean maladapted risk pricing and management 
practices rather than maladapted buildings. Recent flooding events have demonstrated the 
sector’s exposure: ‘(T)he widespread flooding of 2007 led to an underwriting loss for the UK 
property insurance market of £1.5 billion’ (ABI, 2010). The actions referred to above are 
intended by the industry to address this issue. 

 Sector complexity is medium: While there are several different types of organisation (brokers, 
underwriters, loss adjusters, reinsurers, etc.) that have some differences in agendas, the 
industry is not particularly complex and regulatory arrangements are relatively straightforward. 

 

6.4.6 Organisational capacity required 

The level of capacity that is required varies according to the level at which the climate challenge is 

addressed, with relatively low levels of capacity being sufficient to improve the industry’s 

underwriting of climate risks. However higher levels are required to provide opportunities for the 

industry to thrive in a changing strategic context or to contribute to a broader solution to the social 

needs that insurance has historically met. 

 Considering only risks from property damage, the changes being proposed to The Statement 

of Principles at the time of our review would have the effect of reducing the required level 

of capacity to quite a low level, i.e. to that in which risks deriving from current weather 

exposure could be assessed and effectively priced, which would sometimes mean not 
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accepting the risk at all. This would be equivalent to PACT Response Level 3 or ‘efficient 

operations’. 

 To work only at this level of capacity would have two consequences.  

o First, an increasing number of property owners at risk of flooding would be unable 

to obtain insurance, and this would have very serious social and economic 

consequences for them and very likely also for social services more widely.  

o Second, the market available to insurers would also shrink, as the number of 

‘uninsurable’ properties began to rise. Since the CCRA showed that that number is 

likely to rise over time, a consequent reduction in the size of the UK insurance 

market can also be expected. In order to address these threats, a higher level of 

capacity would be required so as to find new ways of covering risk. For instance, 

coverage could be provided to properties on condition that sufficient corrective 

measures are taken to reduce risk to insurable levels.  

For these reasons, we consider that the capacity to undertake and learn from strategic 

experiments would be required (‘breakthrough project’ or PACT RL4 capacity). 

 Finally, there is the question of the role that insurance might play in improving the risk 

profile of the housing stock more generally. This would involve building upon capacities 

described above for the industry itself and using this in collaboration with Government, with 

developers and construction companies, with surveyors and with the mortgage industry to 

change the wider rules of the game to set it on a path towards resilience throughout the 21st 

century. This would require PACT RL5 capacity – strategic resilience. 

6.4.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

While we were unable to gather the direct evidence to test interviewees’ statements about capacity 

in insurance companies, the account of Framework Conditions above provides evidence that this 

sector is showing signs that high-level strategic organisational adaptive capacity may be rapidly 

developing. Whilst interviewees agreed that there is work to be done to increase the level of 

operational management of climate risks (which The Statement of Principles has arguably 

suppressed), we were advised that operationalization does appear to be in hand. The main gap 

appears to be in strategic experimentation (again arguably suppressed by The Statement of 

Principles).  Very strong performance may be possible if current progress can be maintained. 

 

6.4.8 Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

We did not carry out PACT self-assessment reviews in this industry and therefore cannot comment 

with confidence on organisational capacity and therefore on the level of variability in capacity 

between companies. We would anticipate that there would be variability, based on interviewee 

statements that there would be a need for ‘light touch’ regulation to avoid insurance companies 

with low climate capacity initiating a ‘race to the bottom’ in pricing of flooding risk. 

Our structural conclusions have high confidence.  

For organisational capacity, we have medium confidence: 

 While the people that we spoke to had a very strong understanding of the climate agenda, 

mostly had much experience in the industry, and were able to talk convincingly about the 
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issues and the industry’s response to them, they themselves frequently acknowledged that 

they were not fully representative of the wider industry.  

 Our interviews focused much more on flooding than on other climate risks. We cannot say 

with confidence that the same level of capacity is being developed for the wider set of 

climate risks identified in the CCRA. 

 Our confidence would have been substantially higher had we been able to test embodied 

performance in a variety of companies through PACT self-assessments. 
 

6.4.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

This industry is developing the capacity required to address the identified risks. This is not only at the 

relatively low level needed to ensure that underwriting addresses this issue but also at the higher 

levels needed to develop the framework that can contribute to a broader response to climate risks. 

However, for this potential to be realised there remain important gaps that need to be filled: 

 Some ‘light touch’ regulation is said to be needed to improve capacity to manage property 

risk among lagging companies: this should be considered. 

 Underwriting practices are widely agreed to need to be updated across insurance companies 

to take account of the end of, or of changes to, The Statement of Principles. 

 Perhaps most importantly of all, strategic experimentation to develop new approaches to 

insuring at risk properties needs to be more active than at present. 

Provided that this capacity is indeed activated, which we believe is entirely feasible, then the 

industry may be capable of playing a significant role in the broader development of capacity across 

the UK in important sectors such as the Built Environment. 

6.4.10 Issues for discussion  

 The issue of whether adaptation at the level of the firm is necessarily always in the public 

interest is discussed further in Section 8.1. 

 The potential role of regulation is discussed further in Section 8.3. 
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6.4 Built environment sector (housing) 

6.5.1 Summary of results 

Adapting the housing stock is intrinsically difficult because of many structural barriers to change, 

which make the structural adaptive capacity of the existing housing stock particularly low. In 

particular, there are relatively few opportunities to update the long-lived housing stock once the 

property has been constructed. While various attempts have been made to improve resilience to 

flooding, in particular at the initial planning stage, these remain insufficient to stimulate the extent 

of change required. Raising the adaptive capacity of this sector needs to be prioritised if the likely 

consequences of climate change are to be successfully addressed.  

6.5.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

Risks to the housing stock from flood damage and other climate impacts are potentially serious, with 

very significant social and economic consequences when they occur. It was recognised that the 

sector is unusually complex and that it would therefore be challenging to review. Nonetheless, its 

importance meant that it was necessary to include it in our analysis. 

6.5.3 Scope of analysis 

We focused upon how the risks of climate change impacts are being addressed for the built 

environment, focusing in particular on housing. This involved interviews with developers, 

construction companies, spatial planners, Government and academics.  

The timing of our review was particularly challenging in this sector, where major parts of the 

planning system were being affected by far-reaching changes to the planning process following the 

2010 elections. Perhaps as a consequence, planning authorities were less willing to engage with us 

to discuss its existing capacity. 

We also carried out in-depth PACT assessments in two large construction companies. We would 

have liked to have undertaken detailed reviews amongst planning authorities but this was unrealistic 

for the reasons given above. However, we benefited from in-depth discussions with planning experts 

and from prior experience with planning issues in the ESPACE project (‘European Spatial Planning: 

Adapting to Climate Events’, within which the PACT methodology was developed). 

We were also able to gain significant insights into how risks are managed in this sector from our 

parallel work in the insurance and banking industries. 

We found it necessary to cross sector boundaries to discuss flood risk management, including 

provision of training in Strategic Flood Risk Assessments, with a flooding expert who is now 

providing university-based training in flood management for planners and other local authority staff. 

The scope of the project did not allow for significant work in Devolved Administrations or with 

different sub-sets of the housing market (e.g. private vs. publicly owned). 

6.5.4 Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

1 Damage to buildings caused by extreme storm events (including wind and rainfall which 

leads to flooding)  
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2 Drier summers having a negative impact upon water availability within the built environment 

(we also looked at this in the water sector) 

3 Damage to buildings caused by increased temperatures and drier summers. This includes 

damage to foundations caused by changes in soil stability, damage to underground services 

and heat effects on building fabric.  

4 Increase in temperature in buildings and surrounding areas (including extreme heat waves). 

 

Decision points reviewed 

This being a very complex sector, we chose to concentrate our analysis onto three points for 

adaptive action as follows: 

a) The process of agreeing a development strategy for a locality 

o This covers the development and agreement of a Development Plan Document 

(DPD). Once agreed, this then acts as a foundation for approving and/or rejecting 

development proposals, e.g. by requiring that higher adaptation standards are met 

than would be required under building regulations.  

b) Agreeing a property developer’s proposal and supervising its construction in line with the 

agreed proposal. 

c) In addition, we considered the decision to purchase a property or otherwise to re-mortgage 

or reinsure it, at which point it would be possible to stimulate adaptation measures through 

financial sector due diligence or in other ways. We did the majority of our work on this in our 

review of the banking and insurance industries (see Sections 6.3 and 6.4 above). 

 

6.5.5 Discussion of structural capacity 

We concluded that there are barriers to adaptation in this sector that are so significant that 
structural adaptive capacity must be regarded as very low: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Decision lifetimes are very long: New homes have typical design lives of 60 years but most will 
last well past 2100, with the current average turnover of housing stock being 143 years. New 
settlements (e.g. major developments) may last for several hundreds of years. These timescales 
are typically beyond (sometimes far beyond) the time horizon of climate scenarios such as 
UKCP09.  

 Activity levels are low: The level of new house construction is currently low with a replacement 
rate well below 1% per annum. This means there is a paucity of relatively easy opportunities to 
adapt the housing stock. 
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 There is significant maladaptation: The long lifetime of most homes, and the relatively recent 
public awareness of climate change as a risk, make it inevitable that relatively few existing 
houses and communities were designed with a changing climate in mind. While some 
improvements have taken place, for instance with sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) 
now becoming common for new developments and with Strategic Flood Risk Assessments 
beginning to increase flood resilience, expert analysts warn of ongoing maladaptation for heat 
stress, subsidence and storm damage (in England and Wales).43 Figures quoted by Defra show 
3.2 million homes at risk from flooding;44 this leaves families and communities in affected areas 
at risk. The extent of current and expected maladaptation implies a need to do significant 
remedial adaptation work as well as to continue steps to improve the resilience of new 
buildings. 

 Sector complexity is very high: Many different types of organisation are involved in decisions to 
adapt the built environment, e.g. spatial planners, developers, construction companies, local 
planners, builders, insurance companies, building inspectors, statutory bodies such as the 
Environment Agency, water companies and the Ministry of Defence (which has a housing stock 
of around 50,000 properties). These groups have agendas that differ very significantly but which 
need to be taken into account nonetheless (e.g. between the needs for affordable housing now, 
for developers to make profits and also to avoid major refurbishment costs in the future). In 
addition, changes to one part of the built environment (e.g. to a building) need to take careful 
account of consequent effects on the wider system of buildings, roads, drainage, utilities, etc. 
 

6.5.6 Organisational capacity required 

The nature of the risks in this sector, plus the challenge of overcoming structural barriers to change, 

mean that a very advanced level of organisational adaptive capacity needs to be available to support 

decision makers. Capacity clearly needs to be high when planning decisions are being made, 

including when designs for specific new properties are being developed and approved. However, 

while clearly essential, there are too few opportunities to intervene in this way to improve the 

resilience of the housing stock as a whole sufficiently quickly. 

This means that capacity also needs to be high when significant building works are being undertaken 

on a property – e.g. after the property has changed hands and new mortgage and insurance 

arrangements are being made. This capacity may, however, potentially be delivered to the point of 

decision-making via Framework Conditions such as Building Regulations. 

6.5.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

There are significant different segments of this complex sector. We looked primarily at two of them. 

 House-builders and developers. We undertook PACT Self-Assessment reviews of two 

leading house-building and development companies, both subsidiaries of organisations of 

considerable size and both of which have a reputation in the industry for responsible 

environmental management.  

o The adaptation agenda is on both companies’ radar and their average PACT score 

was 2.6.  

                                                           
43

 Roaf, Crichton et al, (2009). They also advise that older houses are very often better adapted than more 
recently constructed ones. 
44

 http://ww2.defra.gov.uk/environment/flooding/ downloaded 20/12/2010 at 15:47 
 

http://ww2.defra.gov.uk/environment/flooding/
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 This signifies that, on average, the two companies had begun, but were still 

far from completing, the task of embedding adaptation in management 

systems in a manner similar to ISO14001. 

 Organisations at this level are also likely to require significant assistance in 

‘making sense’ of longer term climate risks, 10 years or more into the future. 

 They are very unlikely to have reached the level of capacity that would allow 

them to begin significant strategic experimentation into how the longer-

term climate risks that are likely to face houses over the next decades could 

be managed.  

o The sample size is currently too small, we believe, to draw meaningful conclusions 

about specific capacity pathways that would benefit from attention. 

o We also interviewed a third developer in depth. The results of this interview were 

broadly consistent with the PACT self-assessment scores above. 

o While the sample size was small, we think it reasonable to conclude that the level of 

capacity in these well-resourced and sophisticated organisations would be above 

rather than below average in the industry, most likely well above average. 

 

 Planning authorities. Although we were able to speak to a representative of the Department 

of Communities and Local Government (DCLG), we found it impossible to interview people in 

the Planning Inspectorate, for reasons given in Section 6.5.4. We spoke in depth to two 

people from planning departments, also to a developer and to a planning consultant, both of 

whom had considerable experience of spatial planning processes in local authorities: 

o A prime current capacity requirement is the ability to turn challenging high-level 

processes (e.g. the strategic flood risk assessments in PPS 25) into resilient planning 

strategies so as to place clear requirements on developers.  

o In meeting this demand, substantial capacity demands are being placed on all levels 

of the planning process. For instance, there is the need to brief appropriate experts 

and interpret their advice, which can often be highly technical. We were also 

advised of the strain being put on planners to deliver and police new standards.  

o  On average, local authorities that we have reviewed in 2009-10 had an average 

PACT score of 2.6, which is identical to that of the two construction companies 

referred to above. While it should be noted that these scores are averages across all 

activities, there is relatively little variation around this average: we have found that 

it remains rare for any local authority to score higher than 3.0 for any aspect of its 

services. This would mean that the capacity to respond to climate impacts would not 

yet be embedded and that officers would lack the organisational information and 

processes to handle very strategic demands of the type required in spatial planning 

processes.  

o While we were advised that the need for training on flood risk assessment is widely 

recognised within local authorities, we were also advised that there is an imbalance 

between the numbers that require training and the number of places available.  

o While some sub-regional partnerships have been able to produce and agree plans 

with multiple stakeholders and have them agreed by the Planning Inspectorate, 

many local areas have not been as effective at getting this lengthy and resource 
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intensive process agreed. It seems likely that challenges are being experienced at all 

levels.  

o We were advised that there can be much frustration when proposals are delayed at 

the Planning Inspectorate and particularly when they are later overturned. However 

we were unable to obtain a perspective on this issue from the Planning Inspectorate. 

 

It is necessary, of course, to exercise great caution in drawing conclusions in such a complex sector 

from such inevitably limited evidence. However, it appears very possible that the well-targeted 

strategic regulation in place at the time of our review might have been compromised at least to 

some extent by the operational challenges of preparing such assessments and reviewing them.  

This being an issue of some considerable importance, and because of the changes to the planning 
system at the time of our review, we recommend that the experience of implementing Strategic 
Flood Risk Assessments should be reviewed separately during or prior to the next CCRA in order to 
identify and deepen understanding of capacity challenges. 

6.5.8 Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

We do not have a sufficient body of evidence in this sector to be able to make meaningful 

statements about the consistency of results. 

Overall our confidence in these results is medium: Our confidence in our findings on structural 

capacity is very high: this is indeed a very challenging sector in which to attempt reliably to change 

practices. The sector complexity is so great, and our sample so small, that our confidence in our 

findings on organisational capacity is lower. Nonetheless data from interviews with front line 

practitioners was largely consistent; moreover, it was supported by the two PACT self-assessments 

that we were able to carry out in construction and with the many more conducted in the local 

authority sector, and was consistent with conclusions of other studies.45 

6.5.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

It is clear that there are significant capacity challenges in adapting to the important climate risks that 

face the Built Environment. 

 High levels of capacity are needed at the time of producing a Development Plan Document 

that takes proper account of climate risks and when detailed plans are developed and 

approved for new developments; they are also needed to reverse maladaptation that has 

already taken place. However, this appears not to be widely available. 

 Work on protecting new developments from flooding is further advanced, with potentially 

visionary planning policy statements having been in place at the time of our review. 

o However, the process placed very great capacity demands on developers, on 

construction companies and on planners and there is evidence that they have been 

struggling to meet the demands placed on them. 

o Offsetting this to some extent, in England and Wales the Environment Agency has 

been able to act as a ‘backstop’ to limit inappropriate new development (interesting 

Scottish Flood Liaison Advice Group arrangements are discussed in Section 6.4). 
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o We concluded, therefore, that progress had been made in this sector but that the 

current interventions and programmes did not yet ensure that significantly 

maladapted decisions would cease.  

o In addition, the future of the relevant planning policy statements was unclear at the 

time of our review. 

 It is clear that the capacity is not in place to deal with the backlog of maladapted houses. 

This may be stimulated by a significant development of Building Standards to take account 

of flooding and other climate risks. Alternatively it might be stimulated by changes to the 

insurance and mortgage markets.  

o However neither avenue is yet effectively dealing with this issue.  

o It appears very likely that there would in addition need to be a significant 

development of capacity in the Building Trade (and possibly also amongst Building 

Inspectors). 

 In general, capacity relating to flooding risks is further advanced than for other risks. 

 

6.5.10 Other points of interest 

How likely are homeowners to take adaptation measures by themselves, without external support? 

An answer to this question comes from a 2009 survey of public attitudes to environmental change. 

This suggests that it is unlikely that effective adaptation to currently maladapted properties can be 

expected to occur without some form of external intervention: 

“Despite rising levels of awareness and concern about climate change amongst the UK 

public, … perceived risks from impacts remained low. In general, other issues are considered 

more pressing, and climate change is considered temporally and spatially remote. Even 

amongst those at risk of flooding and heat stress, awareness of these risks and appropriate 

responses is very low.” 46  
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6.6 Transport sector (roads) 

6.6.1 Summary of results 

For the vital trunk-road network (including motorways), there are few structural barriers to change. 

The challenges are greater, however, for the 97% of road mileage managed by local authorities, 

which includes some roads classed as ‘major’. The range of risks is greater, the network is much 

larger, maladaptation is likely to be higher, and so the need to prioritise adaptive actions is more 

pressing and the task more complex for local authority-managed roads.  

Organisational adaptive capacity is well developed for trunk roads. This suggests that this area is a 

low priority for intervention, with relatively few adaptive mistakes likely.  

On other roads, organisational adaptive capacity appears to vary significantly between local 

authorities, with one demonstrating an outstanding programme (in some ways rivalling that of the 

trunk-road network) but others clearly some way behind. Some mistakes in adaptive actions are 

therefore to be expected. 

6.6.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

The transport sector is a crucial enabler of the UK’s social and economic activity. We chose to focus 

on risks to surface transport (including the road network) in this review into adaptive capacity: if 

surface transport is badly interrupted, then people cannot get to work, to the shops, to care for 

other people, to spend time with their wider family, to reach a hospital or a place of education. Nor 

can goods reach shops or supplies reach factories. A properly functioning transport infrastructure is 

therefore very important to the resilience of the UK.  

We found that the roads sub-sector needed to be considered in two different parts. The crucial trunk 

road system, which includes the motorway network, makes up only 3% of the road network by 

mileage. Much of the infrastructure has been constructed in recent decades and to higher 

engineering standards. It behaves very differently to the much larger local roads network (which 

includes some roads that would be regarded as major by most people), which often follows ancient 

road networks and where the associated infrastructure (roads, bridges, etc) was often first built 

more than a century ago. Such roads also serve isolated rural communities that may be very 

significantly impacted by road disruption from climate impacts. 

6.6.3 Scope of analysis 

We focused on road infrastructure decisions. We did not look at the resilience of vehicles that use 

the road network. We covered both England and the Devolved Administrations. 

We were able to conduct PACT self-assessment reviews of two transport authorities, one of which 

took the opportunity to share informed perspectives on the capacity of other such bodies. We were 

not able to undertake such in-depth reviews of the lead organisations in England, nor in any of the 

devolved administrations.47 However, we were able to carry out interviews with such organisations. 
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 The transport network was significantly disrupted by inclement weather at the time of our review, which 
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6.6.4 Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

• Flood disruption/delay to road traffic 

• Landslide impacting on the road network 

• Cost of road carriageway repairs 
 

Decision points reviewed 

The risks above all relate to road infrastructure rather than to the vehicles that make use of the 

roads, which meant that vehicle design was not relevant to our review of adaptive capacity. This led 

us to consider infrastructure decisions and in particular decisions affecting (a) the construction and 

(b) the refurbishment and maintenance of the road network. However, the road network is largely 

already in place, which means that opportunities for adaptive action occur mainly during 

refurbishment and maintenance activities. This was therefore our primary focus. 

6.6.5 Discussion of structural capacity 

We concluded that structural adaptive capacity is high for the trunk road network, which has 

relatively few structural barriers to change. There are more structural barriers to change for other 

roads, which means that the structural adaptive capacity of this part of the overall road network is 

therefore medium. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Decision lifetimes are medium: Road surfaces are designed for replacement within 20 years for 
the trunk-road network, and longer for other roads. Drainage life is 60 years, however, and 
bridges’ life is longer. 

o Decision lifetimes are of course longer when planning the specific locations of roads. 
However, the road network is largely in place and so by far the majority of decisions 
are for maintenance rather than for new construction. 

 Activity levels are medium (trunk roads) and low (other roads): We were advised that 
replacement of road surfaces is frequent on trunk roads, with surfaces likely to be replaced 
twice or more before 2050, thus providing many opportunities to adapt. Replacement is less 
frequent on other roads, which means that adaptation opportunities cannot be assumed to 
occur but need careful targeting. 

 Maladaptation is low (trunk roads) but medium (other roads): Flooding is sometimes 
experienced on trunk roads but the economic cost of changing drains etc. has been investigated 
and has been shown not to be excessive. This means that dealing with locked-in maladaptation 
is not a significant barrier. We were told that bridges on trunk roads have typically been 
designed with significant tolerance to flooding. Road structure is also designed to higher 
specifications, unlike historical roads which may have originally been designed for horse and 
cart and where bridges and other key infrastructure may often be centuries old. 
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 Sector complexity is low (trunk roads) and medium (other roads): The crucial trunk network is 
managed by single organisations in England (i.e. the Highways Agency) and, with some 
differences in arrangements, also in the devolved administrations. These organisations control 
operations directly. The 97% of roads managed by local authorities has inherent and 
considerable complexities in stakeholder interactions (e.g. with local communities, politicians 
and landowners): complexity therefore appears to be greater. 

 

6.6.6 Organisational capacity required 

The lead agency in this industry needs to be able to review risks over periods of several decades and 

produce guidelines and specifications that can be interpreted by organisations with differing levels 

of capacity that face different exposure to risks. This implies not only being able both to assess which 

of several different operational approaches is likely to be best, but also to identify where 

experimentation is needed, to sponsor or carry out such experimentation and to decide where more 

significant changes may be required. On the other hand, the structural capacity of the system to 

change appears to be greater than in sectors such as the built environment. This implies that a high, 

but not exceptionally high, level of organisational capacity is required. The capacity for strategic 

experimentation (‘breakthrough projects: PACT RL4) is certainly required; depending on the results 

of such projects, the higher ‘strategic resilience’ level of capacity (PACT RL5) may also be needed. 

Unusually, local highways authorities may very often require access to a comparably high level of 

capacity. This is for the following reasons: 

a) The size of local roads networks, with very different exposure to climate risks and differing 

construction methods, sometimes extending back to the middle ages; 

b) The different exposure to risks of local populations (e.g. where closure of one road may 

isolate a community for a considerable period); 

c) The greater number of stakeholders that need to be involved; 

d) The funding reality for local government, which means that some difficult prioritisation 

decisions will need to be taken. 

6.6.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

We found that a potentially strong programme is developing at a national level. While it is not yet 

fully developed, strong foundations are in place and we saw no reason that it would not be able to 

develop to the required levels. 

With respect to non-trunk roads, we found that organisational adaptive capacity is of differing levels 

though often lagging behind that of trunk roads, with some authorities acknowledging that 

programmes are at an early stage. However we also saw examples of very strong performance that 

show what is possible. 

6.6.8 Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

As noted above, there were considerable differences in the level of organisational capacity identified 

in the highways authorities responsible for non-trunk roads. Our impression was that the high-level 

authority that underwent PACT self-assessment was an outlier, being considerably ahead not only of 

many other authorities reviewed or interviewed but also of other local authority departments more 

generally. Nonetheless, this example reveals what is potentially possible. 
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Confidence in our conclusions was medium to high: Unusually, our confidence in our conclusions on 

structural capacity is medium for non-trunk roads (high for trunk roads) because we are less 

confident about decision lifetimes and activity levels, particularly in a changing economic climate. 

Our confidence in our conclusions for organisational capacity for trunk roads is high, but for other 

roads the organisations that we spoke to varied too significantly in capacity for us to be able to draw 

conclusions with confidence. 

6.6.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

We conclude that the capacity to manage the sample risks is considerably closer to being in place 

than for a number of the risks in other sectors, at least for the trunk road network. There is a strong 

operational base and sufficient breakthrough activity to support the development of a strategic 

programme. While the next step (to embed learning from breakthrough activity into such a 

programme) appears yet to be taken, it is within reach and there is every prospect that the 

programme already in place at a national level will be able to manage these risks for the trunk road 

network without significant external intervention. 

The situation is more complex for risks that affect non-trunk roads. While Highways Agency 

standards appear very helpful, we think it likely that some highways authorities will struggle to 

develop the capacity to manage these risks. However, we saw signs that at least some highways 

agencies have developed significant capacity in this area, but we also noted that other authorities 

recognised openly that they were far from being at this point. We also noted the willingness of 

leading local authorities to share experience with others that were less far developed. The biggest 

challenge in responding to the sample risks identified above appears to be finding ways to assess 

and address risks across the many and varied organisations that are involved in managing non-trunk 

roads.  
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6.7 Transport sector (rail) 

6.7.1 Summary of results 

This sub-sector has high structural adaptive capacity: there are relatively few structural barriers to 

adaptation actions compared to some other sectors. Managers in this sub-sector have also made 

considerable progress in terms of organisational adaptive capacity, with some strategic challenges 

beginning to be explored in depth. Although it would be premature to say this is definitely the case, 

the industry seems close to being able to devise strategies for resilience to climate impacts. 

6.7.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

The transport sector is a crucial enabler of the UK’s social and economic activity. We chose to focus 

on risks to surface transport (including the rail network) in this review into adaptive capacity: if 

surface transport is badly interrupted by future climate impacts, then people cannot get to work, to 

the shops, to care for other people, to spend time with their wider family, to reach a hospital or a 

place of education. Nor can goods reach shops or supplies reach factories. A properly functioning 

transport infrastructure is therefore crucial to the resilience of the UK.  

6.7.3 Scope of analysis 

We focused on rail infrastructure. We did not examine the climate resilience of the rolling stock and 

other vehicles that use the rail network. We looked both at England and at other Devolved 

Administrations. 

We did not carry out any in-depth PACT self-assessments of organisational capacity in this sector. 

6.7.4 Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

 Landslide impacting on the rail network 

 Flooding  

 Rail buckling risk 

Decision points reviewed 

The risks examined relate to infrastructure rather than to use of the railways. We therefore focused 

on infrastructure decisions rather than on the design of rolling stock, considering decisions that 

affect (a) the construction and (b) the refurbishment and maintenance of the rail network. Since 

such a high proportion of the rail network has already been built that new construction could only 

form a small element of any risk management strategy, we focused primarily on refurbishment and 

maintenance.  

6.7.5 Discussion of structural capacity 

We concluded that structural adaptive capacity is higher than in most other industries or sectors, 

with relatively few structural barriers to adaptation. 
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 Decision lifetimes are medium: The design life of drainage is 60 years, whilst that of track 

systems is around 40 years (with some components replaced much more often than this). 

The design life of bridges and embankments is much longer. 

 Activity levels are high: Rail systems will typically be replaced once (and in a few instances 

more than once) before 2050; many drains will be replaced during that period. Much 

investment was also expected in the sector, subsequently confirmed. So there are plenty of 

opportunities for targeted adaptation. Using these opportunities to ensure that climate 

adaptation is factored into decisions with long life expectancies would help minimise future 

locked-in maladaptation. 

 There is moderate maladaptation: Sector experts advised us that they regard the level of 

exposure to rail buckling from temperature increases as ‘low’ because pre-stressing to 

required temperatures already forms part of standard procedures. Drains are recognised as 

being undersized in some cases but the additional costs of failure vs. planned replacement 

during other maintenance or investment activity are currently assessed as low (however, 

work on assessing this risk was ongoing and inconclusive at the time of conducting this 

study). There is likely exposure of bridges to flooding and risks to earthworks are likely. 

Some coastal railway lines are potentially exposed to sea level rise. 

 Sector complexity is low: In this sector, relatively few organisations are involved in adaptive 

responses to the risks identified. They include Eurotunnel, TfL, Transport Scotland, Northern 

Ireland Rail, the DfT, the TSLG, the RSSB, the ORR and Network Rail.  

 

6.7.6 Organisational capacity required 

It is possible that the degree of organisational adaptive capacity required in this sub-sector may be 

lower than for other sectors that we examined. The analysis of structural capacity above shows that 

it is not yet clear that significant changes to the structure of the industry will be required to respond 

to climate impacts. Whether or not they are required will become apparent as the strategic 

consequences of breakthrough project activity (PACT RL4 capacity) are considered. We therefore 

conclude that PACT RL4 capacity is certainly required and that PACT RL5 capacity may also be 

required, but not necessarily. 

6.7.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

Our research in this sub-sector suggests that an adaptation programme is being embedded 

operationally but that the full extent of any strategic challenges to ‘business as usual’ in the industry 

has not yet been fully identified. However work that can identify such challenges is under way. We 

conclude, therefore, that there is a strong possibility that capacity can develop to the required levels 

in this sub-sector without the need for external intervention. However, the opportunity provided by 

future investment in this sector is significant and appropriate capacity would need to be in place to 

exploit this. 

6.7.8 Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

The number of organisations in this sub-sector is relatively low, which means that consistency of 

results is much less of an issue than where more or many more organisations are active (examples: 

maintenance and refurbishment of local roads; the built environment). 

Our confidence in our conclusions is medium to high.  
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Our confidence in conclusions on structural capacity is high: our interviewees were highly expert and 

largely in agreement with each other.  

Our confidence in conclusions on organisational capacity is medium. While there are relatively few 

organisations in this sub-sector and while the people we consulted had high expertise, we were 

unable to confirm or challenge the perspective of our interviewees by cross-referencing to PACT self-

assessments.  

6.7.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

We conclude that the capacity to manage the sample risks is considerably closer to being in place 

than for a number of the risks identified in other sectors. There is a strong operational base and 

sufficient breakthrough activity to support the development of a strategic programme. While the 

next step (to embed breakthrough learning into such a programme) is yet to be taken, it is within 

reach and there is every prospect that the programme already in place will be able to manage these 

risks without significant external intervention. This sub-sector appears therefore to be a low priority 

for external intervention. 
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6.8 Biodiversity sector 

6.8.1 Summary of results 

While the level of organisational adaptive capacity amongst the community of people who work with 

natural systems appears to be relatively high, there are many significant structural barriers 

(particularly maladaptation, in terms of development and habitat fragmentation, that hinders 

species migration in response to a changing climate, also the great complexity of decision-making, 

much of which takes place in other sectors).  A particular challenge in this sector, which may be a 

significant barrier to progress, since it raises both moral and scientific questions, is to identify 

whether there is an appropriate role for humans in increasing the natural adaptive capacity of 

ecosystems and – if so – how this might be turned into action. 

6.8.2 Why was this sector selected for review? 

It is important to begin by acknowledging that biodiversity is hard to contain within any social or 

industrial grouping, a point that was made by several of our interviewees. Interactions between the 

natural world and human society occur in all walks of human life, from farming to transport to water 

to housing to many others. Nonetheless, climate change has the potential significantly to amplify or 

amend human impacts upon natural systems and it was essential to examine them within the CCRA. 

They were, in that report, grouped together as the biodiversity ‘sector’ and we adopt the CCRA 

approach here, as elsewhere in this research. 

The influential Lawton Report of 201048 outlined the importance of biodiversity: 

“*Our+ wildlife and landscapes have inspired and delighted through generations. There are 

strong moral arguments for recognising the intrinsic values of other species and for passing 

on the natural riches we have inherited to future generations. We have also recently begun 

to better understand (or perhaps remember) that our natural world is not a luxury: it is 

fundamental to our well-being, health and economy. The natural environment provides us 

with a range of benefits – ecosystem services including food, water, materials, flood defences 

and carbon sequestration – and biodiversity underpins most, if not all, of them.” (p. v). 

This topic raises difficult conceptual and practical challenges. Very different perspectives on the role 

that humans can and / or should play in this regard are held within the community of people – often 

both highly knowledgeable and extremely dedicated – who work on biodiversity in the UK. 

Sometimes, we were advised, these positions are held very forcefully. This was not, therefore, a 

particularly easy sector to review. It was felt nonetheless to be very important to make the effort. 

6.8.3 Scope of analysis 

We focused upon human capacity to respond to the risks of climate change to the biodiversity sector 

as defined in the main CCRA project. We did not cover capacity to respond to climate risks to the 

biodiversity of the marine environment in this research.  

Due to the cross-sectoral implications of biodiversity, and the inevitable challenges of defining it as a 

‘sector’ in its own right in the CCRA, it was necessary to set some parameters to be able to 

undertake a review of ‘human’ adaptive capacity around this critical topic. When we refer to the 

“biodiversity sector” we therefore mean those frontline organisations whose core objectives are to 
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protect and improve the resilience of biodiversity in the UK, but also include the biodiversity remit of 

organisations across related, complementary and affected sectors (e.g. agriculture & forestry, built 

environment, water). 

As summarised in Section 1.5 above, this research does not look at the capacity of natural systems to 

adapt autonomously to climate change. The CCRA biodiversity sector report was written by leading 

experts in this field and was based upon discussions with many other experts and practitioners: such 

people were better placed to address this vitally important question than the authors of this report, 

with different but complementary expertise, could possibly have been.  

However, several of the experts we interviewed, plus the Lawton report, plus the draft of the CCRA 

biodiversity sector report from which we worked identified that it would be difficult for ecosystems 

to adapt as a consequence of differential rates of movements of species northerly or uphill as 

climates change: some species would move more slowly than others, rupturing predator – prey and 

other important inter-species relationships, others would have ‘nowhere to go’. In this context, the 

scope of this research was to examine how far human-driven techno-social interactions with the 

natural world could change to take account of the additional risks posed by climate change. 

We spoke to many leading biodiversity experts including both academics and those representing 

bodies with a crucial role in adaptation actions. However we did not undertake any PACT self-

assessments on this issue (other than in the water sector). 

There is also a complex web of stakeholders that affect or are affected by biodiversity issues. We did 

what we could within the confines of resources available to engage with stakeholders directly 

involved in the decisions that we examined. However, it was not possible adequately to engage with 

all important stakeholders – e.g. with landowners. 

6.8.4 Summary of the climate risks and decisions that were examined 

Risks examined 

Given the great complexity of the sector, we focused on the following risk in particular detail: 

 Species unable to track changes to ‘climate space’.  

o In the northern hemisphere, species tend to move northwards, or uphill, as 

temperatures increase. Species may not be able to do so at all in some cases, or 

sufficiently quickly in others. This not only places those particular species at risk, but 

also threatens predator-prey and other inter-species interactions that underpin 

biodiversity in the UK. 

 

This risk was chosen for several reasons: 

 This particular risk was closely correlated with several others identified in the CCRA (e.g. 

with ‘Generalist species benefiting at the expense of specialists’);  

 It was seen as particularly important by the Lawton Report, 2010, and by the experts with 

whom we spoke. 
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 The ability of species to track changes to ‘climate space’ is crucial to the autonomous 

capacity of the natural world to adapt to climate change: if species move at differential 

rates, how do we prevent ‘unravelling the fabric of nature’?49 

 

Decision points reviewed 

Decisions that affect biodiversity are taken throughout the economy, often unknowingly. They are 

made, for instance, whenever a road or railway is built, a field or forest is planted, a new 

development is planned, a garden is paved over, new water resources are planned. We consulted a 

number of experts before choosing to focus our research on the extent to which the risk of species 

being able to track climate changes is currently being addressed in several of the framework areas 

discussed in Section 6.8.3 above: 

a) Local Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPS) 

b) Spatial Planning 

c) EU Directives / Natura 2000  

d) Agri-Environment Schemes 

e) In addition to these, we were also able to review capacity as applied to biodiversity in the 

water sector, where biodiversity risks were among five focal areas researched through PACT 

self-assessments. 

6.8.5 Discussion of structural capacity 

The evidence suggests that there are very significant structural barriers to the selected risks being 

addressed effectively. This makes raising the adaptive capacity of this sector extremely difficult, 

despite the many people who are working to do so. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Decision lifetimes are long: Many decisions that ‘lock-in’ poorly adapted positions are taken 
outside the sector (e.g. when new developments – industrial, commercial or domestic – or 
roads or railways are planned) and these decisions often have implications well beyond 2100.50 

 Activity levels are medium: There is considerable activity, including much at a local level. 
However, the consequences of such activity face a considerable challenge sufficiently to 
penetrate the decision-making processes of development that have reduced biodiversity over 
decades. In addition, for the particular risk being identified, it is not only local action that is 
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 Here as elsewhere in this sector, we regard these decisions as taking place within ‘the sector’. They are, of 
course, rarely the responsibility of the community of practice that is committed to preserving biodiversity. 
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required, but action that has some level of coordination across many locations, but this is less 
evident. 

 There is high maladaptation: Recent studies, which are summarised in the CCRA biodiversity 
sector report, show (for instance) that habitat loss, fragmentation and deterioration are 
widespread, are serious in themselves and, since they block species migration, are the opposite 
of what is needed to respond to the additional challenges that climate change is already posing. 

 Sector complexity is exceptionally high: We were advised that “even though some people don’t 
consider (biodiversity to be) a sector, …it has to act in a cross-sectoral way to be effective and 
that slows down the adaptation process”. Many different groups and interests are involved in 
this sector, with widely differing agendas. Significant interaction is also needed with many other 
sectors (e.g. built environment, transport, agriculture and energy) who make decisions with a 
significant impact upon biodiversity but who may not think that it has much to do with them.  
 

6.8.6 Organisational capacity required 

An unusually high level of adaptive capacity is needed among those who manage or influence 

management of biodiversity, in order to explore and resolve controversial agendas and address 

complex structural challenges. Beyond this, it is arguable that human interference in natural systems 

has been so great, and the negative impacts on biodiversity have in consequence been so significant, 

even before the impacts of climate change are considered, that the capacity of the natural world to 

adapt to climate change has already been seriously damaged. The Lawton Report noted this 

challenge (2010, p. 66): 

‘... many species with very poor powers of dispersal, and those in poorly connected 

landscapes will be unable to move fast or far enough to survive.’ 

As an interviewee pointed out, species that cannot move quickly may not hit headlines but are … 

‘… the ugly species, the ones that aren’t iconic and (don’t) have public interest and (don’t 

have) charities …’  

… but which are still absolutely essential to resilient and healthy ecosystems. This raises profound 

questions as to whether, and if so in what circumstances, it might be appropriate to intervene at the 

boundary between the natural world and socio-technical systems and how, if necessary and 

appropriate, it might even be possible to do that.  

Such challenges of regenerating natural systems would lie at PACT RL6, or ‘the Champion 

organisation’. This is the highest level recognised in the PACT framework, but examples of work at 

this level are extremely rare. 

6.8.7 Analysis of organisational capacity versus requirements 

It is clear that capacity is well-developed in a number of important respects but that important gaps 

still remain for capacity to be sufficient to meet the challenge. 

6.8.8  Consistency of results and our level of confidence in them 

There can be no doubt that biodiversity practice and capacity varies very significantly across the UK. 

Our confidence in our results is medium: On structural capacity our confidence is high (our 

judgments were reinforced by both reading and experts). On organisational capacity, our confidence 

is low to medium: the sector is particularly complex and despite wide reading and in-depth 
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discussions with a selection of widely acknowledged experts, there are bound to have been 

important perspectives that we missed. 

6.8.9 Conclusions: Capacity to manage the sample of climate risks examined 

There is clearly much good practice in this sector. Nonetheless, based on the evidence we have seen, 

and on the scale of the challenge, we do not see evidence that the requisite inter-organisational 

capacity is currently available, or could potentially be widespread sufficiently quickly, successfully to 

adapt to the risk that we examined. This should therefore be among the areas that should be 

considered for additional interventions. 

In this field we particularly wish to stress our utmost respect for the people who are taking on this 

challenge. Our conclusion is certainly not intended to reflect any lack of motive or of ability or of 

effort by the many people working in the field. On the contrary, we saw ample evidence of people 

being prepared to do whatever they can, including what they might personally find distasteful or 

difficult, to build support for change in this area. The need to raise capacity is a direct consequence 

of the scale of the challenge itself. 
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6.9 Summary of insights into capacity to manage risks in other sectors  
The review summarised in Sections 6.1 to 6.8 above was intended to explore the management of 

selected risks and not to analyse the management of all risks in depth as this would be beyond the 

scope of an initial national risk assessment. As a result, the following important sub-sectors and risks 

were not reviewed by this study: 

 Biodiversity: all risks not linked to changes in climate space (e.g. the prevention of fires and 

changes to coastal habitats). 

 Transport: marine and air transport. 

 Built environment: non-housing risks. 

 Banking: management of risks relating to investment portfolios. 

 Insurance: risks not relating to domestic property insurance. 

 Business and services: all sub-sectors apart from banking and insurance. 

These areas could potentially be considered among the priorities for a review of adaptive capacity in 

the next CCRA due in 2017. 

Summary analyses were, however, undertaken for a limited number of sectors not covered in depth 

by the current study. Here, adaptive capacity was assessed by sector experts, supplemented where 

possible by some stakeholder interviews (with selected expert stakeholders) and by literature 

reviews. The Carbon Disclosure Project, for instance, provided some information on actions.51  

These summary analyses are presented below. 

6.9.1 Flooding 

Adaptation measures are a common feature of new work undertaken in the flooding and coastal 

erosion sector. However, the main difficulty is that structural adaptive capacity is low: most of the 

flood risk (in terms of assets and people at risk) is already present on the floodplains and adaptation 

to reduce risk would be expensive and would have limited effectiveness. The costs of adapting 

existing flood defences would also be very high; in some situations, however, the removal of man-

made barriers would be appropriate to allow natural floodplains to operate effectively.   

Awareness of climate change impacts is generally high within the sector and particularly within the 

regulatory bodies and the consultants who work for them.  Government guidance on development 

and flood risk is well established within planning authorities, although the effectiveness of 

implementation appears to have been affected by other planning pressures that have to be 

considered and by capacity constraints at the point of implementation.  

A number of other factors underpin the seriousness with which adaptation is being pursued from an 

organisational perspective: 

An in-depth review of flooding risk was completed 2008 and proposed a programme of activity over 

25 years.52 Lessons from this report were incorporated into legislation on flood risk management 

enacted in 2010. This included, for instance, regulations for developers and water companies 

requiring Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDs) in new developments. 
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There is a vigorous community of practice with great expertise and many committed agents of 

change. 

There has been a significant level of experimentation (e.g. in the Thames Estuary 2100 project53). 

Many lessons on advanced adaptation practice have been drawn from this project (e.g. on Decision 

Pipelines and Real Options Appraisal) which have the potential to contribute significantly to 

adaptation practice in other sectors.  

In many respects, then, organisational adaptive capacity appears to be relatively strong in this 

sector. Adaptive capacity is therefore primarily limited by structural challenges (e.g. by the 

availability of resources to adapt existing infrastructure).  Adaptation to flooding is likely to be a 

gradual process where defences are improved, resilience is increased and new developments take 

account of the increase in flood risk. 

6.9.2 Forestry 

This sector’s structural adaptive capacity is medium to low. For instance, there is a medium level of 

sector complexity with many competing objectives. The long lifetime of decisions taken (lasting for 

many decades) also decreases structural adaptive capacity. 

Offsetting this to some extent, there is evidence of a strong organisational response, with a history 

of action on climate adaptation in the sector dating back to 1990. Indeed, if studied in depth, this 

sector might have attained one of the highest levels of organisational adaptive capacity of all sectors 

assessed. For example: 

Studies of climate impacts go back as far as 1998 and many issues have been looked at in detail since 

then. A recent comprehensive review identified the likely risks and impacts of climate change:54  

 Awareness of relevant climate issues up to 2050 is high, with some issues into the 2080s 

now being explored.  

 Awareness of the relevance of climate issues is high among decision-makers, both in the 

Forestry Commission and in charities and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs).   

 Although some issues are not understood in detail (with issues such as pest and pathogen 

vectors being particularly unclear), these are ‘known unknowns’. 

There is strong leadership both within organisations and at sector level, in the UK and 

internationally. Top management is said to see climate change as one of the top three issues 

affecting the sector. 

Forest adaptation policies have been developed across all devolved administrations. 

A series of initiatives are in place to integrate climate change adaptation into normal forestry 

management practice. 

Expertise in the sector is very strong and research effort into climate change impacts is being driven 

by the sector: one of the three objectives set for the Read review was to identify further research 
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needed to build a sufficient evidence base for sound forestry sector decision-making and operational 

practice.   

We believe that this is evidence of a strong organisational response to climate change, showing the 

characteristics needed to embed good adaptation practice. This is one of the sectors that may be 

affected by any forthcoming administrative changes (see Section 4.5). 

6.9.3 Marine 

There are a number of significant structural barriers to change in the marine sector. The most 

significant may be its great complexity, with a great variety of different actors and the need 

sometimes to co-ordinate action through international institutions and across many different 

nations. There are also many information gaps: detailed analysis of many impacts and risks still 

needs to be undertaken. Rapid adaptation actions are unlikely to be easy.  

On the other hand, general recognition of the importance of the issues is said to be relatively 

advanced across the marine sector, as is collaborative decision-making. For instance, the UK has an 

established system for sharing marine science monitoring data. To complement this, the multitude 

of stakeholder-based coastal and marine management projects around the UK provide established 

platforms on which to practice and share knowledge of how to adapt to climate challenges. The 

Marine Climate Change Impacts Partnership has recently launched Marine Climate Smart Working, a 

new national programme of work on adaptation that can focus and build on the efforts of the active 

‘champions for change’ in the sector. 

6.9.4 Energy 

Energy distribution companies claim to be well advanced with their adaptation programmes. An 

industry working group recently reviewed long-run risks, identified appropriate responses and 

showed how companies can schedule upgrades into replacement cycles at low cost. Electricity 

companies have also started a ten-year programme to improve substation resilience to flooding.   

With few structural barriers to change, little if any policy intervention may be needed in this sector. 

Energy production is much more complex, however, with many different types of operation subject 

to widely varying risks and with complex interactions with other sectors. There is much long-lasting, 

high-cost infrastructure: new facilities will last to mid-century and often beyond. To take effective 

infrastructure-related decisions, from a climate impact perspective, will require robust forecasts at a 

site-specific level (e.g. changes in weather patterns, wind speeds and rising sea levels). Structural 

barriers to adaptation appear therefore to be substantial. Although the current review has not 

looked at this sector in depth, no other sector is yet consistently operating at a sufficiently high level 

to be confident of overcoming such barriers and it would therefore be unusual if this sector could 

yet do so. Much capital expenditure is expected over the next decade, providing many opportunities 

for low-cost adaptation to take place. Unless sufficient adaptive capacity is in place, it will not be 

possible to take this opportunity.  

Adaptation is being addressed across government (e.g. in the Cabinet Office’s Sector Resilience Plan 

for Critical Infrastructure 2010). Overall, the sector has a relatively high awareness of the risks posed 

by climate change (though such awareness may not always necessarily translate into effective 

adaptation actions) and has also considered adaptation strategies (although this varies between 

stakeholders). For instance: 
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 Following the serious flooding in Carlisle (2005) and the South Midlands and South Yorkshire 

(2007), a working group of representatives from network companies, DECC, Ofgem, the 

Environment Agency, the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency, the Met Office and the 

Pitt Review produced guidance on carrying out risk analyses on electricity substations.  

 Weather sensitivities are routinely taken into account in the sector (e.g. ensuring enough 

contractors are available during severe weather events), whilst studies have also been 

commissioned to investigate the impacts of climate change on the sector’s assets (e.g. the 

Met Office Energy Phase 2 project in 2008). 

6.9.5 Agriculture 

Although the agricultural sector is highly sensitised to the variable impacts of the UK’s weather, 

economic pressures have tended to limit its focus on the medium and long-term impacts of climate 

change, since responses will inevitably require new investments in adaptive management and 

technology. 

A number of structural challenges will need to be addressed, including the frequent separation of 

land ownership from the farmers who take adaptation actions. Other factors that may affect 

farmers’ ability to adapt to climate impacts could include greater instability in food and energy 

prices and factors such as population growth and demographic change. 

Small businesses (e.g. family farms) with limited financial and managerial capacity to adapt are likely 

to be most vulnerable. This is important because of the high proportion of small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) in the sector. Larger agri-businesses are more likely to invest in apparently 

straightforward adaptations (e.g. high-flow storage reservoirs) as they solve existing issues and 

contribute to future adaptability. It will be important, however, that maladaptation is avoided (e.g. 

over-abstraction of water in response to changes in temperature and soil suitability). Farmers’ ability 

to address these issues may rely heavily on support from their wider networks of advisers, 

customers and suppliers.  
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7. Pulling the picture together: National level results 
We now pull together results from the sample of risks examined in Section 6. We do so by 

comparing three types of risk: 

a) Those where there are relatively few barriers to effective adaptation 

b) Those where there are significant barriers to effective adaptation 

c) Those where there are very significant barriers to effective adaptation 

 

7.1 Risks with relatively few barriers to effective adaptation 
Based on the analysis in Section 6, the following risks appear to be open to adaptation actions 

without significant change to the wider ‘system’. This may be a consequence of such actions falling 

within ‘business as usual’, or because structural barriers to change are low, or in some cases because 

barriers have been reduced because of previous adaptation actions. 

Risk Sector Comment on barriers 

1. Rail buckling Transport: rail 
Falls within core competence of railway 
engineering staff and their international 
networks: no major barriers. 

2. New strains of disease Health 
Falls within existing core competence of 
medical profession: no major barriers. 

 
3. Cost of road carriageway 
repairs 

 
Transport: roads 

Replacement cycles (e.g. road surfaces) 
sufficiently frequent to enable adaptation 
across a range of issues. 

4. Health consequences: flooding 
Health 

 
Risk processes of local authority-led 
emergency planning processes now provide 
suitable forum. 

5. Health consequences: heat 
stress 

6. Impact on fund performance  

Business: banking 

 

 

Processes said to exist to consider and take 
account of climate risks for non-UK 
investments. 

7. Loss of revenue in mortgage 
market 

The majority of these risks, but not all of them, are being addressed. Sufficient capacity is in place for 

this not to limit successful outcomes; however, targeted interventions to stimulate capacity appear 

to be needed for two of the seven risks: 

 For the first five of these seven risks, we found that there can be confidence that adaptation 

efforts are taking place with a reasonable likelihood of their being effective and without the 

need for external intervention.  

 Risks 4 and 5 are arguably being addressed as a consequence of the wider framework 

supporting adaptation action, in this particular case the local-authority-led emergency 

planning process, now increasingly supporting climate-related issues.  

 Risks 6 and 7, however, appear not to be being addressed at present. While there appear to 

be no particular reasons why they should not be addressed within the industry in question 

(banking), we did not encounter any evidence that either the industry itself, or regulators, 
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have this issue on their radar. Adaptation actions by bankers could potentially play an 

important role in setting a framework to promote adaptation in other sectors but it appears 

unlikely, at present, that any action will be taken without an external stimulus. 

 

7.2 Risks with significant barriers to effective adaptation 
Based on the analysis in Section 6, adaptation actions to address the following risks would appear to 

require more significant change to the wider ‘system’. This may be a consequence of adaptation 

needing to overcome at least one significant structural barrier to change, such as embedded 

maladaptation. 

Risk Sector Comment on barriers 

8. Landslide impacting on the 
road network 

 

Transport: roads 

 

 
There is some maladaptation to overcome, 
but this is not seen as a major barrier to 
action. 

9. Flood disruption/delay to road 
traffic 

 

10. Increase in pay out costs 

 

Business: 
insurance 

Previous barriers are being removed as a 
consequence of industry actions. 
Nonetheless significant changes to industry 
practices still need to be negotiated; 
successor to ‘Statement of Principles’ needs 
to resolve complex issues. 

11. Landslide or flooding 
impacting on the rail network 

Transport: rail There is maladaptation to overcome. 

12. Cost of road carriageway 
repairs 

Transport: non-
trunk roads 

Replacement cycles cannot be assured to 
be sufficiently frequent to overcome 
maladaptation. 

13. Water supply security 
 
 
 

Water 
 

There is maladaptation to overcome; 
sector’s framework does not go beyond 25 
years.  

14. Risk of flooding 
There is maladaptation to overcome; 
sector’s framework increasingly addresses 
issue. 

15. Asset deterioration – 
buildings and dams, etc. 

There is maladaptation to overcome. 

16. Water quality issues There is maladaptation to overcome. 

This type of risk faces more significant capacity challenges: not only is adaptation required, but 

structural challenges need to be overcome; however, these are not so overwhelming as to pose 

insurmountable problems.  

 Risks 8 and 9 are well understood by decision makers within the road industry, but early 

interventions to prevent disruption are said not to be cost-effective. Local Authorities and 

Transport Scotland were in the process of mapping flooding to roads in Scotland at the time 

of our review. However, we were advised that adaptation in response to climate- or other 

disruptions is normally cost-effective. 

 We found that risk 10 is being very seriously addressed by the industry in question 

(insurance). Both senior managers and active agents of change in the industry are well 

aware of the challenges that need to be addressed, which include changing some aspects of 
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industry practice (for instance, betterment policies). They are aware that interaction with 

other sectors, and with Government, is required and this effort has been ongoing for some 

years. It would be too early to say that a successful outcome is guaranteed, not least 

because such an outcome requires other parties, particularly Government and construction, 

to address the challenges seriously. However, we see no reason to doubt that successful 

outcomes are possible. To the extent that this is the case, the insurance sector can 

potentially become an important part of the wider framework promoting adaptive actions. 

 Risk 11 (landslide and flooding) is on the radar of the rail industry but it will take time for the 

backlog of maladaptation to be cleared. We see no obvious need for intervention at present. 

However, important issues related to new investment projects (e.g. risks of flooding to 

electrified tracks) will need addressing. 

 It is currently unclear whether replacement cycles plus targeted investment will be sufficient 

to address Risk 12 (road carriageway repairs) in the context of the budgetary pressures likely 

to be faced by local government. It is also unclear as to whether sufficiently high 

organisational adaptive capacity is widespread enough to be confident that the issue can be 

addressed reliably even with adequate funds. 

 Risk 13 (water supply security) is being seriously addressed both by companies and also by 

regulators. However, long-standing supply concerns exist and it will take time to clear them. 

It is clear that the framework for change (and in particular the pricing review process) has 

significantly helped promote adaptation actions for shorter term supply issues (up to 25 

years). However, the framework appears not yet adequately to address longer-term supply 

issues. There is widespread recognition that the framework needs to be changed to do so, 

amongst regulators as well as within decision-taking organisations. The organisational 

adaptive capacity of many decision-taking organisations appears not yet to be sufficiently 

advanced for there to be confidence that longer term supply questions will be adequately 

addressed, even when the framework is updated. 

 Risk 14 (flooding) has recently been brought more explicitly within the adaptation 

framework, following the Pitt Review that followed the 2007 floods. However, the 

programme of activity needs to deal with embedded maladaptation of the built 

environment.  

 Risks 15 (asset deterioration) and 16 (water quality) have to date received less attention 

within the industry, possibly because the surrounding frameworks are less well developed 

than for water supply and, increasingly, for flooding risks. Companies have taken 

significantly fewer organisational capacity-raising actions for these risks, which also face the 

need to overcome maladaptation. Some form of capacity-raising intervention may be 

needed. 

We found that organisational adaptive capacity is relatively high for many of the organisations 

addressing these risks. Nonetheless, some form of targeted capacity assistance is likely to be 

required for all but three of these risks (risks 8 to 10) if there is to be confidence that adaptation 

actions will prove to be effective. 

7.3 Risks with very significant barriers to effective adaptation 
Based on the analysis in Section 6, adaptation actions to address the following risks would appear to 

require very significant change to the wider ‘system’. This is typically a consequence of such actions 

facing more than one significant structural barrier to change. 
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Risk Sector Comment on barriers 

17. Species unable to track 
changes to ‘climate space’.  

 

Biodiversity 

The sector faces deeply embedded 
maladaptation and is very complex with 
issues needing to be addressed at multiple 
levels. Adaptation faces deep conceptual, 
ethical and practical challenges. 

18. Damage to buildings caused 
by extreme storm events  

 

Built environment 

 

 
The sector faces much maladaptation, 
opportunities for intervention are few and 
the ‘system’ is extremely complex. 
Responses need to take account of a wider 
infrastructure of buildings,  roads, drainage, 
utilities, etc. 

19. Damage to buildings caused 
by increased temperatures and 
dryer summers 

20. Increase in temperature in 
buildings and surrounding areas 

21. Risk of health care facilities 
overheating  

 

Health 

 

 
The sector faces much maladaptation, 
opportunities for intervention are few and 
the framework for change does not address 
the issue. 

22. Risk to health premises from 
storms, etc 

The systemic challenges are so great that targeted efforts to increase the capacity to deal with these 

risks need to be considered in every case. The level of organisational adaptive capacity varies 

significantly for these risks: 

 It is high, arguably very high, for risk 17 (species unable to track changes in climate space), 

supported by an extensive framework that can or already does support change. Nonetheless 

there will be great difficulties in managing the adaptation that is likely to be required. 

 There have been significant attempts to develop the framework for change for risks 18, 19 

and 20, but these will be too slow to address the risks to existing housing stock unless the 

framework is developed further. Organisational capacity varies but remains low among 

many decision-takers. 

 Organisational capacity is at a very early stage for risks 21 and 22 and the framework does 

not currently promote change.  

In each case, for different reasons, some form of capacity-raising intervention is likely to be needed 

if the risks are to be minimised, since current efforts do not give confidence that the adaptation 

challenges can be met.  

7.4 Other results from detailed analysis 

7.4.1 Organisational adaptive capacity differs significantly by sector 

We reviewed a total of 26 organisations in greater depth using the PACT self-assessment framework 

discussed in Section 3 above.55 This was an in-depth review that allowed results from the structured 

stakeholder discussions to be reviewed in more detail and for patterns of capacity development to 

be identified. Nine of these were water companies, four were health organisations, seven were local 

authorities, two were construction companies and two were highways authorities that manage non-
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trunk roads (of which one self-assessor made comments about wider practice from his position as a 

lead on the issue in the sector). There were also two regulators.  

The people conducting the self-assessment reviews did so on the basis of detailed findings being 

confidential. There are some clear top-level messages, despite the small numbers in some sectors: 

 The water sector is significantly ahead of the average, with an average PACT score of 3.2 vs. 

the overall average score of 2.7. 

o There is a further significant difference between water only companies, which are 

closer to the average, and the larger water and sewerage companies, which are 

significantly further ahead (scoring 3.5 vs. the average of 2.7). 

 The health sector is currently considerably behind the average, with an average score of 2.2 

vs. the average score of 2.7. 

 The other three sectors (highways authorities, construction and local authorities) were 

broadly consistent with each other and with the overall average at 2.9, 2.6 and 2.6. For 

comparative purposes we have treated these as a single group. 

 These results were consistent with earlier structured stakeholder discussions. 

 The differences in performance between water (showing higher performance) and 

construction (showing lower performance) are consistent with the findings of an earlier 

academic study.56 

7.4.2 Organisational capacity is at an early stage, particularly operationally 

The average performance (a PACT score of 2.7) of the decision-taking organisations that we 

reviewed is a very long way short of the level (PACT 4.0 – ‘Strategic resilience’, sometimes higher) 

that would be required to maximise the chance of resilience when subject to major future climate 

impacts. These organisations are unlikely to be behind the average of other organisations, since they 

could see the relevance of participating in the survey. We suggest that it is more likely that they are 

above average. This means that most organisations are likely to need significant support from the 

wider adaptation framework to be able to identify and respond effectively to climate risks.  

It is also clear that performance is not equal across the PACT pathways. Here is the average 

performance of each pathway for all sectors, with a graph. The highest scores are in green. These are 

areas of relative strength. The lowest scores are in red. These are areas of relative weakness. 

a – Awareness    3.2 

b – Agency (‘Business Case’)  3.1 

c – Leadership    2.4 

d – Agents of change   2.6 

e – Working together   2.6 

f – Learning    2.4 

g – Managing operations  2.4 

h – Programme scope/coherence 2.6 

i – Expertise & evidence   2.9 

Average across all pathways  2.7 
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Strengths: Two pathways in particular are somewhat ahead, a) Awareness (of the agenda and of 

what it means for the organisation) and b) ‘Agency’ (the benefits that people in the organisation can 

recognise from acting). i) ‘Expertise and evidence’ is also somewhat higher. But these capabilities 

should not be over-estimated: at this level of awareness, for instance, an organisation would be 

aware of recent weather patterns and some of its people may have attended a scenario event. But it 

will not have done much to identify risks to its operations in any depth. 

Weaknesses: Three capability pathways lag the others. These are c) Leadership, f) Learning and g) 

Managing operations. The most serious of these is ‘Managing operations’: many organisations have 

not really begun to incorporate adaptation into mainstream procedures. ‘Business as usual’ in many 

industries still takes little or no account of climate issues (other than where there is a regulatory 

driver). It should be noted that the lag identified here was also freely agreed to be present in other 

sectors such as insurance and banking that were not reviewed through PACT reviews.  

It is clear that many organisational leaders have hardly begun to engage with this agenda, with 

resource allocation, delegation of authority and governance processes at a very early stage. This of 

course suggests that many top managers might be expected to have little or nothing to contribute to 

strategy consultation exercises etc. Learning processes have hardly begun, with little or no skills 

training and virtually no learning from experience.  

7.4.3 Organisational capacity is rarely sufficient for long-lasting decisions 

The discussion of average results in Section 7.4.2 above shows that organisations operating at the 

average level of capacity, or below, are highly unlikely to be able to recognise which decisions they 

are taking that need to include climate considerations or to be able to take well-adapted decisions to 

address future climate impacts: 

 There has typically been little or no detailed investigation of relevant climate impacts 

beyond the most general level. 

 There has been little discussion of risks, now or into the future. 

 Operational and board-level decision making processes have not evolved at all, let alone 

developed to the level at which the complex calculations needed to make strong decisions 

are realistically possible. 

 

 

7.4.4 High organisational capacity is possible and examples already exist 

Are there any organisations that do have this 

capacity? To answer this, we looked at 

capacity in the strongest six organisations. 

With an average PACT score of 3.8, the basic 

operational procedures are largely in place 

and these organisations are making good 

progress towards a strategic response.  

Coming close to the required response level 

for resilience, these organisations have 
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developed to the point where many of their decisions will properly take account of likely climate 

impacts over extended periods. 

7.4.5 Capacity is not sufficient for industry reform, even in leading organisations 

The graph in Section 7.4.4 shows that resilient decision-taking is close to being possible for a few 

leading organisations. However, to implement these decisions will remain a problem for them when 

doing so requires changes to ‘business-as-usual’.  

As discussed in Sections 7.1 to 7.3, climate risks vary very significantly in the extent of structural 

change that will be needed to enable adaptation. For some risks, e.g. in industries such as transport 

(road and rail), change is likely often to be possible within existing arrangements. For others, 

especially for biodiversity and for the built environment, change would need to take place in 

underlying institutional arrangements as well as in the content of specific actions taken. New 

partnerships will be required and finding new ways of working will reveal barriers to change that 

need to be addressed but which were not apparent when no change to the status quo is required.  

The graph also shows three significantly lagging pathways that act as capacity blockages to industry 

or sector realignment for climate resilience.  

The lagging pathways are as follows: 

 (f) Learning – 3.2 (vs. average of 3.8). This is a particularly important blockage when larger 

scale changes are needed, since often adaptation will involve ‘learning into the unknown’. It 

is only through learning from what works and what does not that strategic barriers to 

change can be identified, which means that advanced learning is essential to strategy.  

 (c) Leadership – 3.4 (vs. average of 3.8). As programmes become more strategic, leaders 

themselves need to become active players in sector realignment, often acting as ‘champions 

for change’ in their own right. They cannot do this unless they are supplied with strong 

insights as to the strategic challenges, which means that poor learning processes may be the 

more crucial blockage to change.  

 (e) Working together (with other organisations for adaptation) – 3.5 (vs. average of 3.8). As 

change becomes more strategic, processes go far beyond stakeholder seminars or rounds of 

committee meetings. What is needed is a substantial and active exploration of how to create 

new ways of working on important issues, with processes working at several different but 

interweaving levels of organisations. This has not been activated (although we are advised 

that some of these organisations have identified and are addressing this challenge). 

7.4.6 Regulator capacity is often low 

Regulators are required to play two main roles, the first is to ensure that those inactive on the 

agenda become active, and the second is to ensure that any resultant action is sufficient to address 

the challenge. Regulators have a potentially important role to play in terms of ensuring that 

regulatory regimes encourage, but do not constrain, the development of adaptive capacity across an 

industry (see Section 2.6). In general, a regulator with climate-relevant responsibilities should ideally 

have higher adaptive capacity than the organisations it needs to regulate (not necessarily higher 

than all organisations that face climate impacts, but typically those that do not yet demonstrate 

advanced levels of adaptive capacity), in order to devise an effective regulatory strategy. Problems 
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might be expected, however, if the regulator has lower adaptive capacity than the organisations 

subject to its regulation. 

How far advanced is regulator capacity as it affects the climate risks that we examined? We were 

able to discuss the issues in depth with regulators in a number of sectors and industries. 

Water has several regulators and we were able to discuss adaptive capacity in depth with two of 

them. Although it would be inappropriate to provide the detailed results, we can say that: 

 The organisational adaptive capacity of both regulators comfortably exceeded that of the 

organisation with the lowest adaptive capacity of those we interviewed in the water sector. 

 The capacity of the regulator with the lower organisational adaptive capacity of the two was 

broadly similar to the average of the water-only companies, but was lower than that of the 

stronger water & sewerage companies. 

 The organisational adaptive capacity of the stronger regulator was much higher than the 

average of both parts of the industry but was only fractionally higher than that of the 

highest-performing company in the sector. 

In sectors such as Health and Finance, however, our interviews showed that there is currently little 

activity by regulators. This is despite organisations in parts of these sectors having levels of 

organisational capacity that are lower than what would be required to handle at least some climate 

risks. There was some evidence of interest in climate change mitigation and adaptation in some of 

the individuals with whom we spoke, particularly in Finance, but these people also confirmed that 

the issue was not – at least at present – on their organisation’s radar. 

This suggests that considerable attention may need to be paid to increasing regulators’ adaptive 

capacity in sectors less advanced than water. 

7.4.7 Capacity cannot be relied upon to be present in large projects 

Adaptive capacity is most needed at the point of decision-making with important and long-lasting 

consequences that are potentially impacted by climate change (see Section 2.3). However, such 

decisions may be quite rare in many decision-making organisations (e.g. they might take place only 

once or twice in a Hospital Administrator’s or Head Teacher’s career). This means that it will 

inevitably be challenging to establish a sufficiently high level of capacity within the relevant decision-

making unit itself. Might it be better to look for the relevant capacity in the temporary organisation 

that forms to carry out the project? 

Our research suggests that, at present, this capacity cannot normally be expected to be in place: 

 As shown in Section 6, key ‘purchasers’ of such projects (e.g. local government organisations, 
front-line health bodies) measurably do not currently have a sufficiently high level of 
organisational adaptive capacity. 

 From the evidence presented in this report, neither construction companies nor banks can be 
assumed to have it either.  

 While insurance companies appear to be closer to developing an appropriate level of capacity, 
their efforts so far have been targeted towards developers of housing rather than towards 
organisations building other types of large public project. In addition, the role that insurance 
can play is much lower in such projects than in housing. 
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 As discussed in Section 7.4.6, the majority of regulators reviewed or interviewed during this 
project do not have sufficiently high levels of organisational adaptive capacity to ensure that 
these issues will reliably be addressed through regulation. 

This suggests that many such projects cannot be expected autonomously to address climate impacts 

unless there is some form of intervention. The consequence of this is that maladaptation can be 

expected to continue and that the task of adaptation in future will therefore become harder rather 

than easier. 
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8. Discussion 
In this section, we discuss questions and issues arising from the results in Sections 6 and 7.  

8.1 Is capacity always in the wider interest? 
Better climate resilient decisions (adaptation) for some will not always lead to better conditions for 

all. Perverse outcomes might occur, for instance, when a decision favours the interests of particular 

decision-makers with other parties either not being included in the decision or with the discussion 

being ‘framed’ in ways that makes what is important to them appear irrelevant. Since conscious 

adaptation does not occur at all without some adaptive capacity being present, it could therefore be 

argued that increasing capacity may sometimes make things worse. 

Examples of adaptation being in one party’s interest but not in the wider social interest include: 

 A household using air conditioning to adapt to higher heat, but thereby putting extra 

demands on the electricity system; 

 A farmer diverting water for irrigation without considering consequences on downstream 

communities; 

 A food company moving sources of agricultural supply to areas less affected by drought, 

thereby leaving previous suppliers without a market. 

Decision making very rarely has no consequences outside the boundary of an organisation or other 

social system, whether a family, a community, an industry or even a nation. Sociologists have long 

realised that the boundaries of social systems are often contested, with those defined as being 

outside them tending to be disadvantaged. Economists have equally recognised that there are 

‘externalities’ to many transactions that the market does not easily accommodate. This is not only 

an issue of morality or of power dynamics: in practice there is a limit to how many variables and 

limits decision makers can hold in their heads at any one time. One of the purposes of regulation is 

to identify consequences (e.g. public health) that are not well represented in decision making and to 

ensure that they are taken into account. 

While these problems are common for all decisions, they are a particular concern with a global issue 

such as climate change that crosses industry, regional and national boundaries, that has many 

important interactions with social systems and with ecosystems and that extends over many 

generations.  

It would therefore be quite naïve to believe that all perspectives should be taken into account in 

every adaptation decision so as to eliminate all unintended perverse consequences. But since 

perfection can easily be seen not to be possible in practice, there are the consequent risks either of 

paralysis by analysis, putting off necessary decisions, or of using the excuse that it is all too difficult 

to skate over problem areas: a middle way must be found. 

Higher levels of adaptive capacity can limit this, since the perspective shifts further into the future 

and into more complex social systems as capacity increases. However it is important to acknowledge 

that the problem cannot possibly altogether be eliminated. 

The core adaptation principle of ‘adaptive management’ can be applied in this instance. Higher level 

adaptation bodies need to devise a range of processes so that adaptation decisions can be 
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challenged both at the time and in retrospect. Adaptive learning processes are therefore needed at 

the level of societies and of industrial sectors as well as at the level of decision-making organisations. 

8.2 Capacity is a scarce resource, whose value depends upon its timely use 
The evidence in Section 7.4 suggests that organisational capacity is a scare resource, whether at the 

organisational level, the project level or at the systemic level. There would appear to be an 

immediate public benefit from increasing it, since higher capacity offers: 

 Greater resilience at the project level, with the promise of more secure financial, social and 

ecological benefits; 

 The potential to change the way in which a ‘regime’ operates in order to make future 

adaptation more straightforward for other organisations. 

However, if such benefits are to be realised, then capacity must be available at the right level when 

needed. There is absolutely no benefit if capacity is raised in a hospital or in a local authority even a 

few weeks after adaptation-critical decisions have been taken: capacity is only valuable to the 

extent that it can be used in a timely way.57 

The challenge of raising organisational adaptive capacity at, or before, the time it is needed is 

exacerbated by the challenge of maintaining it in between the times at which it is being used. If 

raising capacity has a financial cost, and if the higher capacity is only of value to the extent it can be 

used, and if there is a cost to maintaining capacity (which seems to be self-evident when both 

decisions and climate events take place relatively rarely), then maintaining appropriate levels of 

capacity for rarely occurring decisions will be expensive and may be impossible for many 

organisations. 

In contrast, organisational adaptive capacity can be expected to deliver bigger economic, social and 

ecological benefits, and to be easier and cheaper to maintain, when there are more decisions being 

taken. This suggests, for instance, that it may make more sense to increase capacity amongst 

developers and other contractors (who are potentially involved in many projects) rather than 

amongst client organisations (who are involved in relatively few). 

 

 8.3 How might regulation help – or hinder – capacity development? 

One potential approach to increasing adaptive capacity would be through regulation. Although 

Section 7.4.6 showed that regulator capacity cannot be relied upon at present, what might be the 

payoffs from increasing it? 

Regulation as stimulus to engagement 

This research provides some evidence that regulation can be a driver of early change, prompting 

engagement of organisations that would not normally see adaptation as relevant: 

                                                           
57

 This is a slight exaggeration, since increased capacity provides a potential resource for use elsewhere in the 
‘system’ – e.g. in training others. But such a resource is only of value to the extent that it can then be utilised 
to support other adaptation-relevant decisions. 
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 The heavily regulated water sector58 is significantly further ahead, in terms of adaptive 

capacity, than other sectors we assessed. From Section 6.1 it appears likely that regulation 

itself has been a significant factor in this and not just a surrogate for other factors: 

o Adaptation performance with respect to a long-regulated risk (water security) is well 

ahead of that on a more recently regulated risk (flooding). 

o Flooding, in turn, is well ahead of less strongly, or not-at-all, regulated risks (from a 

climate change perspective) relating to water quality, asset security and biodiversity. 

o Regarding water security, the regulated period is 25 years. We found that most 

companies’ adaptation performance dropped off rapidly beyond a 25-year horizon, 

despite both design lives and actual historical lives being much longer than this.  

 The two sectors/industries that have, or appear likely to have, the lowest scores for 

organisational adaptive capacity, banking and health, have been characterised by a lack of 

regulation on climate issues: 

o Although the Securities and Exchange Commission in the USA does play a small 

regulatory role (on the declaration of climate-related risks), nothing similar occurs in the 

UK. When we contacted the Independent Commission on Banking in the UK, it 

responded by saying that it did not regard the issue as material. 

o Until some months after the time of our review, the role defined for Monitor, the health 

regulator, did not include adaptation to climate risks.59  

 We were told during interviews that the Reporting Powers Requirement of the Climate 

Change Act (2008) has helped a number of Boards of Directors to take early action on 

adaptation. 

Regulations are not always needed for adaptation to occur 

An example of where adaptation can be seen without the benefit of regulation is offered by the 

insurance sector, which is not yet subject to significant climate regulation (see Section 6.4).  

Regulation and ongoing improvement of processes 

On other environmental issues, there is evidence that regulations can be targeted at helping 

organisations embed responses into core operational processes, normally by requiring that a 

management system to drive improvement is put in place. For instance, the Integrated Pollution 

Prevention and Control (IPCC) approach appears to have done this for larger-scale high 

environmental impact industries. 

There appear to be no such higher-level regulatory processes yet available for adaptation. However 

arguably the pricing regime in the water sector does this at present, since it requires that a case to 

support investment be developed and argued; doing these things effectively requires that relevant 

issues be identified, data be collected, cost benefit be clarified, operational approaches be 

developed, etc. In the same way, it is also possible that Treasury Green Book approaches to climate 

adaptation could potentially provide a semi-regulatory framework to promote adaptation 

competence for public sector investment. 

                                                           
58

 Although some facets of the sector are not as heavily regulated as water supply  
59

 The role of Monitor appears now to be changing, which might provide an opportunity for more 
proactive regulation on climate issues in future, although the timescale and process through which 
this might be actualised is currently unclear.   
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The need to pitch operational requirements at a realistic level 

It is very important that regulatory requirements are both ambitious enough to drive necessary 

improvement but also that they are realistically achievable by the target organisations. We found 

that this is not always the case at present. 

 In the built environment, for instance, the Planning Guidance document (PPS25) that drove 

adaptation to flood risks in spatial plan development at the time of our review has been 

placed at an ambitious and advanced level.60 However, although appreciated by more 

experienced and ambitious practitioners, our interviews suggested that these advanced 

processes were still beyond the capacity of many organisations to implement. 

 In the Health Sector, the Statement of Internal Controls was identified as a potential 

regulatory driver of adaptation. Senior managers, when signing off this statement (we were 

told) would need to engage with and understand the risks in order to be able to report on 

them. However, our PACT self-assessment reviews of front-line decision-taking organisations 

showed that managers are not yet able to see the relevance of the climate adaptation 

agenda to this important process. The reviews also showed why this was: the organisations 

were at such a low level of capacity that it would be quite unrealistic for them to be able to 

carry out the necessary analysis unless they were given extensive support. 

This means that people drafting regulations should take careful account of the capacity need and of 

the current level of capacity of target organisations so that they can deliver regulations 

appropriately for any capacity gaps that need to be filled. They also need to work with industry or 

other bodies to ensure that appropriate support packages are available to fill any gaps. 

Regulations can constrain higher level change 

It is easy for entry level regulations to become the standard expected of all organisations, rather 

than the minimum level that needs to be reached by lower capacity organisations before they are 

ready to go further. We saw clear evidence in the water sector that regulations are currently 

constraining higher level adaptation actions in this way. The regulations only require that 25 year 

risks to water supply are considered, although many water supply decisions such as reservoirs have 

much longer lifetimes. All regulators and policy makers with whom we spoke stated that it was not 

their intention that longer term risks should not be addressed. Despite this, the higher capacity 

water company representatives with whom we spoke were clear that regulators were encouraging 

them NOT to address these risks in pricing submissions. One in particular spoke of the frustration felt 

after persuading senior management to support a longer-term proposal only for the regulator to 

advise that this was neither necessary nor encouraged. 

Avoiding regulation that limits progress in this way may be possible (the Water Framework Directive 

arguably provides a regulatory framework capable of doing this), but successfully to devise and 

administer such regulations would require that regulators have a level of capacity above most of the 

regulated organisations and sufficiently high to have meaningful discussions with very high capacity 

organisations.61 This would be consistent with Ross Ashby’s well-known law of ‘requisite variety’ in 

General Systems Theory which implies that the variety of a systems regulator must at least equal 

that of the system being regulated. In the case of organisational adaptive capacity, this would imply 

                                                           
60

 These regulations have been withdrawn since the time of our review. 
61

 Umpleby (2008) 
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that the regulatory system (which could potentially comprise several regulators that work effectively 

together) would need access to all the levels of capacity that are present within the regulated 

system. As demonstrated in Section 7.4.6, this criterion appears not yet to be met in the UK. 

Considering the wider framework beyond regulation 

A separate study undertaken for the German Development Agency, the Gesellschaft für 

Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmBH (GIZ) in 2011 provided evidence that the framework for 

adaptation tended to lead the development of organisational capacity. When the framework was 

poorly developed, then little or no organisational capacity was evident. When the framework was 

well developed, however, then organisational capacity tended to develop much more rapidly. 

The framework clearly includes Governmental regulations, as discussed above, but potentially 

extends more widely to include fiscal measures, incentives for innovation, high level scientific 

research, etc. It may also include non-Governmental initiatives. For instance, in India, the framework 

in the agricultural sector is primarily provided by Government. In the textiles sector, however, a 

much greater part of the framework is provided by clothing brands. 

8.4 How do structural and organisational adaptive capacities interact? 
Another approach to changing the ‘system’ to improve adaptive capacity would be to identify and 

address structural barriers as identified in Sections 7.1 to 7.3. What we have defined as ‘structural 

capacity’ is not necessarily a given but can sometimes be affected by actions of organisations with 

high organisational adaptive capacity. The simple diagram in Section 2.6 shows how this happens: 

adaptation decisions (whether strong or weak) affect the outcome both of specific decisions and also 

potentially impact upon the system or ‘regime’ within which decisions are taken. 

We suggest that in lower capacity organisations, these wider changes to the system of adaptation 

will often be unconscious and will so run a greater risk of having unintended consequences. 

However we identified a number of occasions in which structural adaptive capacity (as defined in 

this report) has been affected by the actions of organisations with higher levels of organisational 

capacity. For example: 

 ‘ClimateWise’ in the insurance industry has used the ‘Statement of Principles’ process 

initially to help stimulate flood defences (and thereby to reduce the level of maladaptation 

affecting the industry) and latterly to begin to address the problematic issue of ineffective 

pricing of risks in the industry (by reducing the lifetime of insurance decisions). 

 The example from the TE2100 Project (in Section 2.4) shows how a project team with 

relatively high organisational capacity was able to reconceptualise a major decision with a 

long lifetime into a series of shorter life decisions, thereby making more resilient outcomes 

more likely. 

An industry or sector with low structural capacity (many structural barriers) will therefore require 

higher levels of organisational capacity. To the extent that such capacity can be brought to bear, 

there is the prospect that important barriers may be removed and that resilient adaptation actions 

may become achievable by a wider range of organisations at lower levels of capacity. 
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8.5 How does capacity increase at the organisational level? 
The graph shows how adaptive capacity changes between the lowest-performing and the highest-

performing organisations by quartile (average of lowest quartile to the left, highest to the right).62  

 

 

 

 

The graph shows that increasing capacity is not only a case of doing more of the same things, or of 

doing them faster and more efficiently, but of doing different things altogether. This is because 

activities at one PACT response level are significantly different from those on the same pathway at a 

different response level.  

At the lowest level of capacity, it can be seen how little action is taking place along any pathway. 

These organisations are early in their programmes and have little or no idea as to what they should 

be doing. In organisations with further-advanced programmes, the graph demonstrates that, with 

only a single exception, performance on each PACT pathway rises from quartile to quartile.  Higher 

capacity is clearly exemplified across all pathways and not only one or two. 

In organisations that demonstrate higher capacity, it is clear where efforts are currently being 

directed. For instance, ‘Awareness’ rises consistently from quartile to quartile. This is consistent with 

a widely held belief that the main objective is to boost awareness: “if people could only see the 

issues, they would surely act on them.”   

However, performance on other pathways advances much less quickly. In particular, it can be seen 

how slowly operational management rises until the very highest-scoring quartile is reached. This 
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 The conclusions about capacity reached were not only an outcome of the methodology being used 
but were also consistent with participants’ self-assessments. 
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matters because the ultimate objective of adaptation programmes is not to understand the agenda 

better, but to make better adapted decisions. The graph shows how few organisations are yet 

reliably acting on the adaptation agenda, even where awareness is much higher. 

This is consistent with much research that demonstrates that raising awareness is not sufficient for 

change to take place.63 

It should be noted that this graph is a cross-section of performance in different organisations at a 

single moment in time. It does NOT show evidence that this pattern will also be valid as 

organisations improve capacity over time. The PACT approach forecasts that this will indeed be the 

case, and this is supported by the evidence from organisations that have undertaken more than one 

PACT self-assessment, but the data are too few to allow firm conclusions to be drawn. 

In order to understand how capacity increases at the individual organisational level, and use this 

understanding to design interventions that improve adaptive capacity, a number of questions need 

exploring: 

 What changes are needed within an organisation for its capacity to develop?  

 How quickly can capacity be expected to develop?  

 What conditions need to be in place for it to develop quickly?  

These questions are highly important to policymakers. This project has identified a number of 

insights, which have been addressed in greater detail in related PREPARE research.64 

8.6 Can capacity be assembled by bringing several organisations together? 
There appears to be no reason why capacity for an important decision or project could not be 

developed by bringing several organisations together. For instance, an organisation with leading 

edge expertise could be brought together with another with high level learning skills. However, the 

danger would be that the whole would be less than the sum of the parts – i.e. that many or all of the 

organisations in question would not have developed a set of competences that are sufficient to 

embody the required level of capacity. 

We suggest that a lead organisation (sometimes called a ‘linking pin’ organisation65) is required that 

has itself developed sufficiently to be able to: 

 Be close to the required level in a number of areas; 

 Recognise its own capacity gaps; 

 Integrate other capacities where necessary; 

 Recognise the state of capacity of other organisations and ‘frame’ interventions 

appropriately.  

 It will also need the financial and other resources for project leadership. 

A number of the leading organisations identified in Section 7.4.4 appear to have developed to this 

point or very close to it. 
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 MacNaghten, Grove-White et al (1995). 
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 Defra (2013) 
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 Carley & Christie (2000). 
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8.7 Can capacity be ‘latent’? 
Are there latent characteristics that can accelerate the development of capacity in a firm or sector? 

The answer to this appears to be ‘yes’ – but that the likelihood of this being useful decreases at 

higher levels of capacity.  

The lower levels of capacity (up to and including PACT RL3 or ‘efficient operations’) basically apply 

common managerial techniques to the problem of adaptation. If an organisation already has a 

quality system, or a strong training programme, or is strong at project management or at working 

with stakeholders, then this provides both experience and skilled people that can potentially be used 

for climate adaptation. This means that ‘lagging’ sectors or industries such as health that have 

developed skills in one aspect of the sustainable development agenda should in principle be able to 

transfer these relatively quickly to climate adaptation; those in an industry such as banking that 

demonstrates some climate capacity in another market should again be able to exploit this ‘latent 

capacity’. 

At higher response levels such as PACT RL4 and above, the relevant skills become much less 

common. As discussed in Section 2.6, regime processes tend to suppress the opportunities for 

‘breakthrough innovation’; fewer people have developed the higher level learning skills needed to 

lead ‘breakthrough learning’. This means that latent capacity is likely to be considerably less 

available for strategic adaptation. 
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9. Overall conclusions 
The primary purpose of this research (Section 1.2) was to consider the extent to which sufficient 

‘adaptive capacity’ exists to make it likely that effective adaptation strategies can be designed and 

implemented to: 

 Adjust to information about the climate risks to the UK that were identified within the wider 

CCRA project; 

 Moderate potential damages; 

 Take advantage of opportunities, or  

 Cope with the consequences.  

Based on the analysis in Sections 6 and 7 above, and on the discussions in Section 8, our conclusions 

are as follows (recommendations follow in Section 10): 

1. Capacity to address the sample of risks selected varies significantly. There is every likelihood 
that some risks can be addressed without intervention. However for other important risks 
the likelihood is low, and sometimes very low, unless adaptive capacity were to increase 
significantly. 

2. For the risks that are unlikely to be addressed, the extent of the capacity gap, and the length 
of time that would be needed to fill it, mean that a sufficiently rapid increase is unlikely 
without well-planned intervention. 

3. The reasons behind the insufficiency of capacity vary significantly between different risks:  
a. In some cases (for instance the biodiversity risk that we reviewed), there is relatively 

good practice in evidence; nonetheless, the scale of the adaptation challenge is very 
great and it is questionable whether any level of capacity now evident could address 
it adequately. 

b. For other risks (for example those to do with the built environment), there are major 
structural barriers to change (i.e. the structural dimension of adaptive capacity is 
very low). To overcome these would require a very high level of ‘organisational’ 
adaptive capacity that is not yet in evidence in that sector. 

c. For other risks, for instance those relevant to banking, there appear to be no 
significant structural barriers but nonetheless the likelihood of action remains low 
since the level of ‘organisational adaptive capacity’ in evidence is very low. 

4. The risks that appear most likely to be addressed without intervention tend to have one or 
more of the following characteristics: 

a. Responding to them falls within the existing competence of managers in the relevant 
industry or sector (examples: direct health risks, rail buckling). 

b. Relevant procedures have been or are being amended, whether by the industry 
itself (example: insurance) or by broader cross-sector processes (example: 
emergency-related health risks). 

c. There are few structural barriers to overcome. 
5. In general, organisational adaptive capacity is at too low a level to give confidence that 

longer term, complex risks can be effectively addressed. Many climate risks share these 
characteristics, suggesting that some form of intervention is needed.  

a. Maladapted decisions that will exist for decades into the future continue to be made 

in the UK. Because of a shortfall of adaptive capacity, opportunities for cost-effective 

adaptation are certainly currently being missed right now. This means that the 

future task of adaptation is becoming both more difficult and also more expensive. 

6.  Adaptive capacity is still a scarce resource, and likely to remain so in the absence of 
intervention. Nonetheless, some high levels of capacity can be identified and these 
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provide a basis from which capacity can be built more widely. However, even such 
leading organisations appear to lack the capacity necessary to undertake the significant 
structural reforms that are often required to make adaptation strategies easier to devise 
and implement. 

7.  To tackle these shortfalls, different intervention strategies would be needed, shaped 
according to the specific reasons for the low capacity and the urgency of taking action. 

8. Other high priority sectors such as flooding and energy were not reviewed in depth in 
this project. This makes it unrealistic to draw firm conclusions as to their adaptive 
capacity. 
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10. Suggested implications 
The authors divide recommendations between those applicable to the research community and 

those that could be considered in the next review of the UK’s climate risks, to be laid before 

Parliament in 2017. 

As this was the first such review in the UK, and because of its new methodological approach in some 

respects, further research has been undertaken through the PREPARE programme to provide further 

evidence to support national policy-makers. 

10.1 Recommendations for Research and Development 
A number of research recommendations have been made in this document which could be for 

Government or for others to take forward: 

1. There is an ongoing and urgent need for research into the type of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ interventions 

that might be appropriate, if any, to assist the adaptive capacity of ecosystems. Such research 

would need to be conducted in a way that is extremely sensitive to the strong feelings that are 

often encountered amongst practitioners in this field. 

2. As noted, the concept of ‘structural adaptive capacity’ is new. We recommend that the initial 

definitions in this report should be used to stimulate a fuller investigation of this concept to 

provide a basis for the next CCRA. 

3. Future projects similar to the Economics of Climate Resilience (ECR) project should research the 

costs of various approaches to building capacity. 

4. The ECR project should also identify a suitable approach to assessing cost benefits of capacity 

increases by comparing costs with the levels of adaptation that are then enabled.  

a. We think it likely that some form of ‘real options appraisal’ will be required. 

5. As noted above, there should be an ongoing focus on identifying barriers to and enablers of 

adaptation. This may be undertaken by desk research and by stakeholder consultation for 

structural barriers to change in a particular sector.  

a. However such approaches should not generally be used to identify other barriers to 

significant adaptation: these need to be identified through ‘breakthrough projects’ using 

an ‘action research’ or similar methodology.  

6. The process of developing organisational capacity (e.g. from one PACT response level to 

another), and how this can be stimulated by policymakers, would benefit from ongoing research. 

For instance: 

a. How can capacity be developed and deployed most quickly? 

b. How can apparently lagging operational responses be accelerated? 

c.  To support this, ‘Framework capacity’ should be investigated further, building on the 

analysis in this report.   

 

10.2 Recommendations for the methodology of future CCRAs 
 The next CCRA should build on the methodology used in this review so that a data series can 

be established over time in order for progress can be measured. 

 The need to investigate ‘recovery capacity’ (as discussed in Section 3.6) should be reviewed 

at each future CCRA.  
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o We do not think it likely that this will need to be reviewed for the 2017 CCRA, but 

this should nonetheless be considered; 

o Whenever ‘recovery capacity’ is reviewed, this should be additional to, and not a 

replacement for, more process-oriented approaches (such as that outlined in this 

report. 

 ‘Framework capacity’ should be investigated more centrally in future reviews of adaptive 

capacity. 

 We further recommend that stakeholder processes in future CCRAs take account of adaptive 

capacity questions to a greater extent that would have been possible in this initial review: 

o Decision points relevant to risks and structural capacity questions would both be 

suitable for carefully-structured stakeholder input. 
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Appendix A: Sources of Evidence 

General: 

In each sector, we began our analysis by reading the Sector reports on climate risks that were 
published between September and November 2009 (except in the case of water, which had been 
completed earlier). We also usually, but not invariably, had conversations with the ‘sector experts’ in 
the CCRA team. 
 
In addition to the in depth PACT reviews carried out within this project, we were given authority to 
use data for a series of self-assessment reviews carried out with local authorities on behalf of a 
climate change partnership. 
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Water sector: 

People consulted came from the following organisations:66 

 Environment Agency 

 One other regulator in the water industry 

 Water UK 

 Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, Water Team (8 participants) 

 Northern Ireland, Water Team 

 Welsh Government, Water Team 

 Scottish Government, Water Team (2 participants) 

 We also carried out detailed conversations with four water companies who had also 
completed PACT self assessments 

 
In depth PACT reviews 

We offered in-depth PACT Self Assessment reviews to all the companies in the sector, also to several 
sector-level bodies. 

 9 companies (over 1/3 of the companies) took up the offer 
o Of these, 4 were in the water-only sub-sector and 5 were in the water and sewerage 

sub-sector. 

 In addition, two regulators undertook a self-assessment. 
 
Documents consulted 

 Frans Berkhout, Julia Hertin et al (2004), Learning to adapt : organisational adaptation to 

climate change impacts, Working paper  no 47, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research 

 Acclimatise (2009) ‘Building business resilience to inevitable climate change’. Carbon 
Disclosure Project Report 2008. FTSE 350. Oxford 

 Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010), Defra’s Climate Change Plan: 
Adapting to Climate Change 

 

 

Websites consulted: 

 Few consulted, no record kept 

 This sector was the first to be reviewed, during the trail phase of the CCRA. At this early 

stage of the project, we focused more on the directly measured results and on interviews 

than on extensive web-based research or reading. 
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 Many of these interviews were carried out by our then colleague, Tim Cunningham, to whom our 
thanks are due. 
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Health sector: 

 
People consulted came from the following organisations: 

 Monitor (the Health Sector Regulator) 

 The NHS Sustainable Development Unit (three people interviewed) 

 The Department of Health 

 The NHS London Region 

 The Sustainable Development Commission 
 
In depth PACT reviews 

We offered up to eight in-depth PACT self-assessments of adaptive capacity to operating units that 
actually take climate-relevant decisions. These self-assessments gave respondents to make a 
number of comments on capacity in the NHS. Potential participants were selected and invited by the 
NHS Sustainable Development Unit. Of these, the following five completed the self-assessment: 

 3 Acute Hospitals 

 2 Primary Care Trusts 
 
Documents consulted 

 Acclimatise (2009) ‘Building business resilience to inevitable climate change’. Carbon 
Disclosure Project Report 2008. FTSE 350. Oxford 

 Department of Health (2010), Climate Change Plan 

 NHS Sustainable Development Unit (2011), Route Map for Sustainable Health 

 NHS Sustainable Development Unit (2010), Adaptation to Climate Change in NHS 
Organisations: What you need to know 

 Sustainable Development Commission (2008), Healthy Futures: The NHS and Climate Change 

 Monitor (2009), Consultation on additional annual reporting requirements for 2009/10 

 Monitor, Board Minutes September 29th, 2010, item 2: (limited scope of adaptation 
reporting being required from  Monitor). 

 

Websites consulted: 

 De2RHECC (Design and delivery of robust hospital environments in a changing climate): 

o http://www.ukcip-arcc.org.uk/content/view/633/517  
o http://www-edc.eng.cam.ac.uk/robusthospitals/ 

http://www.lwec.org.uk/stories/taking-heat-out-hospitals  

 

 

 
  

http://www.ukcip-arcc.org.uk/content/view/633/517
http://www-edc.eng.cam.ac.uk/robusthospitals/
http://www.lwec.org.uk/stories/taking-heat-out-hospitals
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Business and services sector (banking): 

People consulted came from the following organisations: 

 Mortgage providing banks also providing non-mortgage investments (x 2 – 2 others 
declined)  

 Building societies (x 2) 

 International investment company based in London 

 Financial Standards Authority 

 HM Treasury 

 Council of Mortgage Lenders 

 British Banking Association 
 
We approached the Independent Commission on Banking, who wrote to advise us that they ‘did not 
consider climate change to be a risk to the sector’: they declined to be interviewed. 
 
We also contacted the Bank of England. The Governor wrote to us advising that this issue currently 
lies outside the Bank’s remit and recommending that we should contact the FSA, which we did. 

 
In depth PACT reviews 

We took the decision that the level of capacity that was emerging from interviews was so low, and 
the evidence was so internally consistent, that little if any purpose would be served by offering in 
depth PACT self assessment reviews.  
 
Documents consulted 

 HM Treasury (2010) Climate Change Plan 

 HM Treasury (2009), Accounting for the Effects of Climate Change:  Green Book 
Supplementary Guidance 

 John Llewellyn (2007), The Business of Climate Change: Challenges and Opportunities, 
Lehman Brothers  

 Cary Krosinsky and Nick Robins, eds. (2008), Sustainable Investing: The Art of Long Term 
Performance, EarthScan 

 Lloyds of London (2006), Adapt or Bust 

 Acclimatise (2009) ‘Building business resilience to inevitable climate change’. Carbon 
Disclosure Project Report 2008. FTSE 350. Oxford 

 
Websites consulted: 

 SEC on disclosure of climate risks: http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-15.htm  

 UNEP Principles for Sustainable Investment: http://www.unpri.org/   

 Carbon Disclosure Project: https://www.cdproject.net/en-US/Pages/HomePage.aspx  

 The Finance Innovation Lab: http://thefinancelab.ning.com/  

 Equator Principles: http://www.equator-principles.com/resources/equator_principles.pdf  

  

http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-15.htm
http://www.unpri.org/
https://www.cdproject.net/en-US/Pages/HomePage.aspx
http://thefinancelab.ning.com/
http://www.equator-principles.com/resources/equator_principles.pdf
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Business and services sector (insurance): 

 
People consulted came from the following organisations: 

 Association of British Insurers (ABI) 

 British Insurance Brokers Association (BIBA) 

 HM Treasury 

 Financial Standards Authority (two people interviewed) 

 Lloyds of London 
 
In depth PACT reviews 

We offered in-depth PACT Self Assessment reviews to members of two industry bodies. While 
interest was expressed, none took up the offer. 
 
Documents consulted 

 Roaf, Crichton and Nicol (2009), Adapting Buildings and Cities for Climate Change (2nd ed.)  

 ABI (2008), REVISED STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES ON THE PROVISION OF FLOOD INSURANCE 

 ABI (2009), Climate Adaptation – Guidance on Insurance Issues for New Developments 

 Professor David Crichton (undated), Personal Lines Property Business 

 Acclimatise (2009) ‘Building business resilience to inevitable climate change’. Carbon 
Disclosure Project Report 2008. FTSE 350. Oxford 

 
Websites consulted: 

 ClimateWise: http://www.climatewise.org.uk/  

 On Flood Liaison and Advice Groups in Scotland: 

http://polfest.org/s3/committees/rae/inquiries/flooding/DavidCrichton.htm  

 

 
  

http://uk.linkedin.com/redirect?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eelsevierdirect%2Ecom%2Fproduct%2Ejsp%3Fisbn%3D9781856177207&urlhash=46YC
http://www.climatewise.org.uk/
http://polfest.org/s3/committees/rae/inquiries/flooding/DavidCrichton.htm
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Built environment sector: 

People consulted came from the following organisations: 

 University of the West of England (previously Environment Agency)  

 Partnership for an Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) 

 Department of Communities and Local Government 

 An independent spatial planning expert, until recently with a Regional Partnership Board 

 UK subsidiary of international construction company 

 Housebuilding subsidiary of FTSE 250 construction company 
 
While we were able to look at the complex planning system through spatial planning experience, 
experience of a developer and from the national government perspective, the timing of our review, 
which overlapped with major changes to the planning process being announced, made it impossible 
for us to consult with local planners or with the Planning Inspectorate, despite many attempts. 
 
In depth PACT reviews 

Two construction companies (both UK housebuilding subsidiaries of well-known large-scale 
multinational corporations) undertook PACT self assessments. We offered reviews to developers but 
the offer was not taken up. The pressures on planning departments at the time of our review made 
it unrealistic, in our view, to ask for their participation. 
 
Documents consulted 

 Data on housing: 

o DCLG data table 101 Dwelling stock: by tenure1, United Kingdom (historical series) 
o DCLG data table no 209, House building: permanent dwellings completed, by tenure 

and country. 

 Frans Berkhout, Julia Hertin et al (2004), Learning to adapt : organisational adaptation to 

climate change impacts, Working paper  no 47, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research 

 Town and Country Planning Association (2007), Climate Change Adaptation by Design 

 Roaf, Crichton and Nicol (2009), Adapting Buildings and Cities for Climate Change (2nd 
edition)  

 Department for Communities and Local Government (2007), Planning Policy Statement: 

Planning and Climate Change 

 Department for Communities and Local Government (2010), The Code for Sustainable 

Homes Technical Guide 

 Department for Communities and Local Government (2010), Planning Policy Statement 25: 
Development and Flood Risk 

 Environment Agency (undated), Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) Guidance Notes 1, 2 & 3 

 Department of Communities and Local Government, Departmental Adaptation Plan, March 
2010 

 Sir Michael Pitt (2008), Learning Lessons from the 2007 Floods: Final Report of the Pitt 
Review 

 Acclimatise (2009) ‘Building business resilience to inevitable climate change’. Carbon 
Disclosure Project Report 2008. FTSE 350. Oxford 

 
Websites consulted: 

 Defra on flooding risks: http://ww2.defra.gov.uk/environment/flooding/ 

http://uk.linkedin.com/redirect?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eelsevierdirect%2Ecom%2Fproduct%2Ejsp%3Fisbn%3D9781856177207&urlhash=46YC
http://uk.linkedin.com/redirect?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eelsevierdirect%2Ecom%2Fproduct%2Ejsp%3Fisbn%3D9781856177207&urlhash=46YC
http://ww2.defra.gov.uk/environment/flooding/
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 The Water Framework Directive: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-

framework/info/intro_en.htm 

 BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) Standards: 
http://www.breeam.org/   

 Department for Social Development, Northern Ireland Government: 
http://www.dsdni.gov.uk/index/hsdiv-housing/ha_guide/hag-index/hagds-design-standards-
contents/hagds-building-practice.htm   

 Strategy for Sustainable Construction: http://www.bis.gov.uk/files/file46535.pdf 

 Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS): 
o  http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/sectors/36998.aspx  

 
  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/info/intro_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/info/intro_en.htm
http://www.breeam.org/
http://www.dsdni.gov.uk/index/hsdiv-housing/ha_guide/hag-index/hagds-design-standards-contents/hagds-building-practice.htm
http://www.dsdni.gov.uk/index/hsdiv-housing/ha_guide/hag-index/hagds-design-standards-contents/hagds-building-practice.htm
http://www.bis.gov.uk/files/file46535.pdf
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/sectors/36998.aspx
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Transport sector (road): 

People consulted came from the following organisations: 

 Highways Agency 

 Department for Transport 

 Dorset County Council 

 Norfolk County Council 

 Moray County Council 
 
In depth PACT reviews 

We offered in-depth PACT self-assessment reviews both to lead organisations and also to local 
authority highways departments. Neither of the former was accepted but two of the latter were 
carried out. One of the two took the opportunity to share a wider perspective on local government 
capacity in on road-building. 
 
Documents consulted 

 Department for Transport (2010), Building Resilience to Climate Change: An Adaptation Plan 
for Transport 2010-2012 

 Scottish Executive (2005), Scottish Road Network Climate Change Study 

 Highways Agency (2009), Climate Change Adaptation Strategy and Framework: Revision B  

 Acclimatise (2009) ‘Building business resilience to inevitable climate change’. Carbon 
Disclosure Project Report 2008. FTSE 350. Oxford 

 

Websites consulted: 

 Department of Transport road lengths data tables 2009, accessed through 
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/statistics/datatablespublications/tsgb/  

 Scottish Government Transport: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/12/08131211/1  

 Northern Ireland Sub Regional Transport Plan Final Report, accessed through 
http://www.drdni.gov.uk/index/subregionaltransport/srtp_final_report.htm  

 Local Government Association: 
http://www.localgov.co.uk/index.cfm?method=news.detail&id=94031 

 

 

  

http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/statistics/datatablespublications/tsgb/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/12/08131211/1
http://www.drdni.gov.uk/index/subregionaltransport/srtp_final_report.htm
http://www.localgov.co.uk/index.cfm?method=news.detail&id=94031
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Transport sector (rail): 

People consulted came from the following organisations: 

 Department for Transport 

 Transport for London (two interviews) 

 Eurotunnel 

 Network Rail 

 Transport Scotland 
 
In depth PACT reviews 

We offered PACT self assessments to several of the lead organisations in this sector but none of 
these offers was taken up. 
 
Documents consulted 

 Department for Transport (2010), Building Resilience to Climate Change: An Adaptation Plan 
for Transport 2010-2012 

 Network Rail (2010), Network Rail Interim Climate Change Adaptation Report 

 Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) (2010), Tomorrow’s railway and climate change 
adaptation, Phase 1 report 

 Acclimatise (2009) ‘Building business resilience to inevitable climate change’. Carbon 
Disclosure Project Report 2008. FTSE 350. Oxford 

 
Websites consulted: 

 Transport for London: 

https://ktn.innovateuk.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=77723&folderId=1487454&

name=DLFE-15505.pdf  

 Scottish Government Transport: 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/12/08131211/1    

 BBC on maladaptation penalties: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-

11601014 

 

 

  

https://ktn.innovateuk.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=77723&folderId=1487454&name=DLFE-15505.pdf
https://ktn.innovateuk.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=77723&folderId=1487454&name=DLFE-15505.pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/12/08131211/1
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-11601014
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-11601014
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Biodiversity Sector: 

 
People consulted came from the following organisations: 

 National Farmers Union (two different roles) 

 Warwickshire County Council 

 Royal Society for the Protection of Birds 

 'Ecosystem Services & Biodiversity' programme (funded by the Scottish Government), 

Macauley Land Research Institute, now the John Hutton Institute, Dundee 

 Oxford Institute for Sustainable Development (OISD), Impact Assessment Group 

 Biodiversity Group, Environmental Change Institute, Oxford University Centre for the 

Environment 

 Conservation and Marine, Environment Agency 

 

In depth PACT reviews 

None were offered or undertaken in this sector. This was primarily because the organisational 

complexity of the sector made it challenging to find an appropriate focus in the time available. 

However, questions on biodiversity were included in the nine reviews carried out in the water 

sector. These revealed that capacity for biodiversity was consistently and significantly lower in this 

sector than for any of the other four climate-related risks that we investigated. 

 

Documents consulted: 

 Rethinking Global Biodiversity Strategies Exploring structural changes in production and 
consumption to reduce biodiversity loss: A contribution to the project on The Economics of 
Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) 

 In cooperation with Agricultural Economics Research Institute of Wageningen University and 
Research Centre Sea Around Us Project of the Fisheries Centre of the University of British 
Columbia, Canada Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency 

 Report on the exploratory meeting on the possible development of a Terrestrial 
Environment Climate Partnership (provisionally known as (TEACUP)  This involved many of 
the key players in the biodiversity world and gives a sense of the state of play and what 
these people thought was necessary and missing from networks etc that already exist in this 
sector.    

 R.J. Mitchell, M.D. Morecroft, M. Acreman, H.Q.P. Crick, M. Frost, M.Harley, I.M.D. Maclean, 
O. Mountford, J. Piper, H. Pontier, M.M. Rehfisch, L.C. Ross, R. J. Smithers, A. Stott, C. 
Walmsley, O. Watts, E. Wilson (2007), England Biodiversity Strategy- Towards adaptation to 
climate change, Final Report to Defra for contract CR0327  May 2007 ,   

 Conclusions and recommendations of the  BRANCH project (Biodiversity Requires 
Adaptation in Northwest Europe under a CHanging climate):  Creating networks for nature in 
Kent, promoting the importance of helping biodiversity to adapt to climate change by using 
spatial planning systems. (BRANCH brought together spatial planners, policy makers and 
scientists from across North West Europe to: Biodiversity spatial planning and climate 
change)  

 NFU Response Response Natural Environment White Paper.doc  

 Funding for Farm Woodlands in England, Forestry Commission England 

 A living landscape:  A call to restore the UK’s battered ecosystems, for wildlife and people, 
The Wildlife trusts 
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 Zhong Zhang, Simon Jude, Andy Jones, Julie Richards, Alan Williams,Tom Spencer, Samantha 
Cope, Malgosia Gorczynska, Andy Bradbury, Robin McInnes, Adam Ingleby and Helen Dalton, 
(2007)  The Habitats Directive, Coastal Habitats and Climate Change - Case Studies from the 
South Coast of the UK, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research Working Paper 108, 
October 2007 

 David Gibbs, Aidan While and Andrew E G Jonas (2007), Governing nature conservation: the 
European Union Habitats.  Directive and conflict around estuary management 

 Environment and Planning A 2007, volume 39, pages 339 ^ 358  DOI:10.1068/a37399 

 THE EUROPEAN UNION’S BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN, Halting the loss of biodiversity by 
2010 – and beyond European Communities, 2008, ISBN 978-92-79-08071-5 

 BIODIVERSITY STRATEGY,  ‘Working for Warwickshire’s Wildlife, Warwickshire County 
Council, providing a centre of excellence in research, data collection and analysis for 
Warwickshire, www.warwickshireobservatory.org 

 WILDLIFE FRIENDLY FARMING GUIDE, Advice to help farmers conserve the region's 

important biodiversity whilst taking account of climate change The original (2001) version 

of this guide was produced by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (South West 

Regional Office) Tel: 01392 432691 www.rspb.org.uk. It has been updated (in November 

2006) by the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester on behalf of the SW Climate Change 

Impacts Partnership. 

 Iain Brown and Helaina Black, THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT: KEY ISSUES FOR BIODIVERSITY 

AND ECOSYSTEM SERVICES,  UK 1st Climate Change Risk Assessment Report of Phase 1, 

Macaulay Institute 

 HOUSE OF LORDS, European Union Committee, 8th Report of Session 2009–10, Adapting to 
climate change: EU agriculture and forestry, Volume II: Evidence, published 30 March 2010 
by the Authority of the House of Lord: The Stationery Office Limited 

 England Biodiversity Strategy, Climate Change Adaptation Principles: Conserving biodiversity 
in a changing climate  (2008) R. J. Smithers Woodland Trust, C. Cowan Natural England M. 
Harley AEA,  J. J. Hopkins Natural England, H. Pontier Department for Environment, Food and 
Rural Affairs O. Watts Royal Society for the Protection of Birds 

 A GUIDE TO BIODIVERSITY PLANNING POLICY AND GUIDANCE, Cumbria Biological Data 
Network,  Prepared by Judy Palmer, County Ecologist, Cumbria County Council  

 Pam Berry (edit) MACIS (Minimisation of and Adaptation to Climate change Impacts on 
biodiversity) summary report on Climate change Impacts of mitigation and adaptation 
measures on biodiversity, Published 2009, www.macis-project.net   

 Towards a Strategy on Climate Change, Ecosystem, Services and Biodiversity 

 A discussion paper prepared by the EU Ad Hoc Expert Working Group on Biodiversity and 

 Climate Change,  Draft Strategy Paper presented to and discussed with:the ENCA adaptation 
group at its Workshop on "Developing ecosystem-based adaptation to climate 

 change - why, what and how" in Vilm 23-24 June 2009;the participants of the EIONET 
workshop on adaptation in Copenhagen 30 June – 1 July 2009;the Group of Experts on 
Biodiversity and Climate Change under the Bern Convention at its meeting in Strasburg 2-3 
July 2009. 

 South West Region Climate Change Impacts Scoping Study, Chapter 6 NATURAL 
ENVIRONMENT DOMAINS,  LIKELY IMPACTS AND POSSIBLE ADAPTATION RESPONSES 

 Paul Opdam and Dirk Wascher (2004) Climate change meets habitat fragmentation: linking 
landscape and biogeographical scale levels in research and conservation, Biological 
Conservation 117 285–297 

http://www.warwickshireobservatory.org/
http://www.rspb.org.uk/
http://www.rac.ac.uk/
http://www.oursouthwest.com/climate
http://www.oursouthwest.com/climate
http://www.macis-project.net/
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 Paul Selman (2004) Barriers and Bridges to Sustaining Cultural Landscapes, in Expert 
Workshop Proceedings, edited by R Jongman, Wageningen University Press/Springer, 93-
102.  http://library.wur.nl/ojs/index.php/frontis/article/view/1006 

 Lyn Jenkins (2010) South West Regional Habitat Creation Programme, Adapting to climate 
change, Flood and Coastal Risk Management, EA presentation 

 Caroline Cowan, Cordula Epple, Horst Korn, Rainer Schliep and Jutta Stadler (Eds.) Working 
with Nature to Tackle Climate Change Report of the ENCA / BfN Workshop on “Developing 
ecosystem-based approaches to climate change – why, what and how” 2010 International 
Academy for Nature Conservation, Isle of Vilm, Germany (22 - 25 June 2009) 
http://www.bfn.de/0502_international.html?&no_cache=1 

 HR Wallingford (2010) Understanding the factors influencing the practical application of the 
UK Climate Projections for land management for environmental benefit, report ex 6247 May 
2010  

 Making Space for Nature: A review of England’s Wildlife Sites and Ecological Network, 
Chaired by Professor Sir John Lawton CBE FRS  16 September 2010 

 

Websites consulted: 

 Natural England  on adaptation, biodiversity action plans and stewardship schemes 

o http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/climateandenergy/climatechange/adap

tation/default.aspx 

o http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/farming/funding/es/ 

 Natura 2000, http://www.natura.org/ 

 The Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group  http://www.fwag.org.uk/ 

o Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006, 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/16/contents   

 National Farmers Union (NFU) http://www.nfuonline.com/ 

 Joint Nature Conservation Committee http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/  

 RSPB  http://www.rspb.org.uk/ 

 The Wildlife Trusts  http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/ 

  

http://library.wur.nl/ojs/index.php/frontis/article/view/1006
http://www.bfn.de/0502_international.html?&no_cache=1
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/climateandenergy/climatechange/adaptation/default.aspx
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/climateandenergy/climatechange/adaptation/default.aspx
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/farming/funding/es/
http://www.natura.org/
http://www.fwag.org.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/16/contents
http://www.nfuonline.com/
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/default.aspx?page=5155
http://www.rspb.org.uk/
http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/
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Appendix B: Capacity in sectors: supporting analysis 

1. Water sector 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

Many national-level Framework Conditions (Section 5) apply to the water sector. For instance, 

organisations in the water sector have benefited from the use of UKCP09 Climate Scenarios more 

than in most other sectors. In addition, a number of Framework Conditions that apply only to the 

water sector potentially support the development of capacity. These include the following: 

 The industry’s regulated pricing process allows companies to include the cost of investing in 

greater security of supply in their pricing calculations, after taking climate change into 

account. However, this is only the case for investments up to 25 years.  

o For longer term security, beyond 25 years, the regulatory regime does not require 

climate changes to be taken into account and in practice we were told that 

investments beyond this timeframe are not supported by the pricing process. 

 The Water Framework Directive (WFD) is concerned with the maintenance and 

improvement of water quality, including biodiversity aspects. While climate change is not a 

primary focus, it is highly relevant to the core issues and in practice the WFD processes offer 

substantial opportunities to incorporate climate impacts into analysis. 

 The Pitt Review: Lessons learned from the 2007 floods is more relevant to the flooding sector 

(as defined within the CCRA) but nonetheless impacts significantly upon the water sector by 

helping further define companies’ responsibilities for flood prevention. 

 There are also industry bodies that provide services to the industry as a whole. For instance, 

UK Water Industry Research (UKWIR), which is part of UK Water, is able to initiate and co-

ordinate research programmes across the industry. UKWIR has produced an analysis of the 

full range of climate risks in the industry that goes far beyond water supply issues. 

Professional bodies include the Chartered Institute of Water and Environmental 

Management (CIWEM).  

 The Environment Agency, one of the UK’s strongest sources of expertise on environmental 

and climate change issues, has a particularly strong background in the water sector. 

This means that the water sector potentially benefits from an unusually wide set of framework 

conditions that can potentially assist with adaptation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Active 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 

of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 

corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 
 

Both the PACT reviews and our interviews showed that this level of capacity has been fully activated. 
For instance, water security issues have been successfully integrated into companies’ ‘business case’ 
through the 5-year cycle that determines prices in the industry. This means that regulation can be 
expected to lead to a response from companies. This tends to be supported by the fact that capacity 
is highest for the most clearly regulated issues.  
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Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Significant activity, with differences across the sector 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and put in place 

common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to much 

better ability to manage costs. 

 

As shown from the PACT data, we found that this level of capacity is close to being fully activated in 

leading companies (most, but not all, of which are the larger water and sewerage firms) but that it is 

only partially active in the other companies (most of which are water-only companies). 

 

The sector, generally, is strong on awareness of risks and on understanding of the business case for 

action. Programmes lag on learning processes and collaborative working with other stakeholders 

(these weaknesses are evident in several companies and also to some extent among regulators 

reviewed) and (in many water-only companies) also on embedding adaptation in operations and in 

overall programme development. Nonetheless, it is clear that the sector as a whole has developed 

strong delivery processes. 

Breakthrough Projects (PACT RL4): Partially active 

Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

 
 

There is considerable strategic ‘breakthrough’ experimentation being undertaken in this sector, with 

it being mostly directed towards enhancing water security rather than towards finding innovative 

ways to address other climate risks. However it is very unlikely that this level of capacity will be 

solidly embedded in many, if any, companies and regulators, including at the most advanced levels. 

This is because advanced learning processes are crucial in this type of work, as are advanced 

collaborative working approaches, but the sector as a whole (including leading organisations) 

appears to lag significantly on these aspects.  

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5): Some early activity, but not well integrated 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, organisations 

begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's resilience in what is 

likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 

 
 

There is encouraging evidence that several decision-making organisations are beginning work at this 

advanced level. For instance, several of the companies have worked in depth with UKCP09 Climate 

Scenarios and also play a significant role in industry research programmes.  

Awareness, expertise and understanding of the business case are relatively strong but these 

capacities would need to be supported by advanced sector-level leadership, cross-organisational 

learning and programme development, integrating with more wide-spread ‘breakthrough project’ 

experimentation. Although only one company and one regulator are at present close to having an 

integrated strategic adaptation programme, they could nonetheless potentially provide the 

foundation to support a cross-organisational strategic adaptation programme. With strong and 

visionary leadership, this level of capacity could credibly be reached within five years.  
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However, some interviewees told us that their companies had been discouraged from addressing 

longer term risks to supply, because in practice regulators discouraged planning for water security 

beyond 25 years. This had made it harder for them (they said) to ensure top management support 

.  
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2. Health Sector 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

The general framework conditions referred to in Section 5 apply in the NHS – e.g. UKCP09 climate 

scenarios can assist managers in identifying relevant impacts and the Climate Change Partnerships, 

plus UKCIP tools and frameworks, potentially offer support to practitioners. Since the NHS is a 

publicly-owned body, the Treasury Green Book provisions for how public sector investment should 

take account of climate change should particularly apply. 

Important structures for managing climate issues are available through the UK’s emergency planning 

process. This brings together crucial local organisations – including the police and other emergency 

services and hospitals, etc – under the leadership of local authorities to identify risks and ensure that 

plans are in place to address them. 

A  research development is taking place in the De2RHECC (Designing and Delivering a Resilient 

Hospital Environment to Climate Change) programme, in which several hospitals will host research 

teams and managers will get involved alongside them in finding ways of responding to heat stress.67 

This programme aims both to improve operational practices and also to help identify a strategic 

agenda, which is an ideal focus in developing a strategic programme for the sector. This has the 

potential to raise capacity in important areas. However, none of the operational units that we 

reviewed were part of this trial.  

We spoke to a very senior member of the Health Service Regulator, Monitor. That person advised 

that, in future, Monitor did not expect to play any role in (for instance) the detailed specification of 

new facilities. This would, we were told, very likely be driven by agreement between commissioning 

and providing bodies and by the latter’s ability to raise capital from banks. This implies that a crucial 

role in ensuring resilient construction of new facilities might be provided by due diligence within the 

construction and finance sectors. While this was outside the main scope of our review of the Built 

Environment (which was housing), we looked at the extent to which this might be the case in our 

reviews of the banking and insurance sectors. 

Finally, the Statement of Internal Controls, which needs to be signed-off each year by senior 

operational managers in operational units, has been identified by managers in the SDU as potentially 

providing a stimulus to adaptation activity (accordingly, we looked at this in more detail in the PACT 

self-assessment process). 

Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Some activity, but with gaps 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 

of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 

corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 

This level of capacity is largely in place, i.e. front line organisations are prepared to undertake 

actions – provided that they are realistically targeted. This means that statutory emergency planning 

procedures led by local authorities have assisted front line organisations to address current risks 
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such as floods and heat waves for which current operational procedures within the NHS can 

relatively easily be adapted. However, there is a very significant gap indeed even at this level in that 

there are virtually no ‘agents of change’ for climate adaptation reported in the units we reviewed. 

This gap would need to be filled for capacity to improve. 

The statutory Statement of Internal Control is also intended to trigger climate risk assessment and so 

bring these issues to management attention. In due course it may do so, given an appropriate suite 

of supporting tools, but self-assessment reviews at front line level suggest that this request has not 

yet had much, if any, impact. 

Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Active for short term risks, but not for longer term risks 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and to put in place 

common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to better 

ability to manage costs. 

Specialist NHS staff interviewed did not expect us to find an operational delivery system in place for 

climate impacts at local level; nor did we find one specifically identified as being for ‘climate’ 

although existing clinical and emergency planning procedures are incorporating short term risks 

(such as heatwaves) without apparent difficulty in the front line units that we reviewed. We were 

advised that the medical profession regards itself as strong at these and that relatively little 

specifically climate capacity would therefore be needed to respond to these emerging challenges. 

Data from the PACT self-assessments tended to support what we had been told. 

However for longer term risks such as apply to refurbishments or new build the level of activity 

among the areas we spoke to or researched is more or less non-existent. This is potentially a key 

issue, since all the units we examined reported an ongoing capital programme. 

Breakthrough Projects (PACT RL4): Early activity 

Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

It is very unusual to find meaningful strategic breakthrough project activity in place before delivery 

processes have been more strongly embedded. We were therefore not surprised that we did not 

find any such activity during our reviews of the front line units we looked at – the level of 

understanding of risks and of barriers to change, etc, to initiate such activity was simply not present.  

The implication of this is that the capacity to respond to external research initiatives that may be 

seeking breakthroughs in approach, e.g. to programmes such as De2RHECC (Designing and Delivering 

a Resilient Hospital Environment to Climate Change) is unlikely to exist within host organisations for 

some time: it will need to be imported, e.g. from researchers or consultants. 

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5): Not yet active 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, organisations 

begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's resilience in what is 

likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 
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The NHS Sustainable Development Unit recognises that much action is needed on adaptation, 

especially on major capital projects. Indeed this recognition lay behind their willingness to 

participate in this research. There is therefore no surprise that our review concluded that there is 

currently little or no capacity at this advanced level among the areas we examined. 
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3 Business and services sector (banking) 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

We saw little evidence of any attempt to regulate the banks on climate risk, although this seems 

potentially to pose a systemic risk to the economy. In 2010, the Securities and Exchange Commission 

in the USA began to require disclosure of climate risks to investors; however, no such initiative is 

planned in the UK, we understand. Banks were not ‘reporting authorities’ under the Climate Change 

Act at the time of our review. In a response to our inquiry, the Independent Commission on Banking 

told us that it did “not consider climate change as a risk to the sector”.  

Although the Carbon Disclosure Project, which promotes disclosure of climate-related activity in 

companies, has been supported by UK banks, we saw little or no evidence that this has yet affected 

their UK investment decisions. Many banks have supported the Equator Principles (www.equator-

principles.com) but apparently with minimal impact on UK operations as regards adaptation. 

We noted the contrast between the way in which HM Treasury is beginning to take climate risks into 

account through its Green Book procedures and the seeming lack of similar processes to regulate 

risks in the private sector. 

Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Latent capacity, not activated for climate change 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 

of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 

corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 

We see no reason to doubt that banks and other lending institutions would be competent to follow 

relevant climate legislation. However, as noted above, there is currently little climate legislation 

applicable to banks and lending institutions in the UK. 

Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Not active 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and put in place 

common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to much 

better ability to manage costs. 

The people with whom we spoke (who were in relevant roles in major UK banks and mortgage 

providers) all acknowledged that little or no account of climate change risks is currently taken in 

investment decisions in UK banks, whether in mortgage lending or in investment banking. This was 

not only a statement about the industry in general (although this statement was also made) but 

specifically applied to the interviewees’ own institutions. 

One investment bank said that it only considered UK climate risks in one industry (water) and that 

this was entirely customer-driven and had not been integrated into the bank’s wider systems. It is 

always possible that there may be banks that are ahead of the game but we spoke to some very 

significant organisations in the sector and, if so, this is not widespread. 

Breakthrough Projects (PACT RL4):  No evidence of activity 
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Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

Without a base of operational competence (at PACT RL3) or significant horizon-scanning relevant to 

adaptation, it is not surprising that we saw no signs that strategic capacity is developing. For 

instance, we were advised of no strategic experimentation activity being taken by any of the 

companies (or regulators) with which we spoke. As an example of the disconnection between the 

actions of investing companies and the challenge that seems likely to face the sector, only one of the 

people that we spoke to in such companies was familiar with the changes to the mortgage market 

that may potentially follow from the changes to insurance provision linked to the end of The 

Statement of Principles in 2013 (see Section 6.4).  

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5):  No evidence of activity 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, organisations 

begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's resilience in what is 

likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 

We did not find any evidence that any organisation – bank, regulator or other industry body – is 

taking action, or is even close to taking action, to update or to reform the system of banking so that 

it becomes fit for purpose to manage risks in a changing climate.  
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4 Business and services sector (insurance) 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

A powerful set of Framework Conditions relevant to climate adaptation have been developed in this 

market, at least in part independently from Government. 

The industry has developed ‘The Statement of Principles’ to provide a powerful framework within 

which it can act alongside Government and other actors to address the issues that face property 

insurance. This guaranteed that the industry would continue to provide flood insurance provided 

that the Government ensured that appropriate flood defences were developed. The current version 

expires in 2013 and we were advised that there is a significant possibility that it would not be 

renewed. The most common view on the history of this agreement to date is that it has been 

successful in raising the profile of the issue on the agendas of both Government and decision makers 

in the industry and that benefits have resulted from it. However, it creates some significant market 

distortions that are suppressing innovation in the sector and that are also unfair to many customers.  

For instance, the industry’s past practice of continuing to insure properties without discriminating 

against those at greater risk of flooding, while apparently beneficent to the naïve observer, both 

removed incentives to customers to improve the resilience of their properties and also incentives to 

specialist brokers to develop innovative ways of pricing risks. It also involved a cross-subsidy from 

more careful home owners to those who took less account of risk. 

The industry has stated that it will not necessarily continue to provide cover for flood risk to homes 

at risk of flooding after 2013 and it has already begun to differentiate pricing depending on flood 

risk. It has issued guidelines to developers setting out the conditions under which it would offer 

insurance to new developments. 

Industry bodies such as the Association of British Insurers have long been active on the adaptation 
agenda. A significant industry programme, ClimateWise, to which a number of leading companies 
have subscribed, is providing strong guidance to companies that are entering the adaptation arena.68  

Reinsurance companies have a long track record of action on climate change and have, for instance, 
provided much data to Government and other industry actors on losses from climate events. 

Together, these initiatives are creating a potentially powerful framework for action both within the 
industry itself and to co-ordinate activities across industry and sector boundaries. 

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) initiatives on climate change have also been 
strongly supported by the industry.  

We were advised that some processes (e.g. additional ‘compliance’-focused regulation) may be 
required to ensure that climate-related risks are addressed in future by less-developed operators 
when The Statement of Principles agreement with the Government on flood insurance expires in 
2013. This will lead to a need further to develop underwriting competence in assessing and pricing 
flood risks, thereby stimulating an increase in capacity. 
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Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Active, more possible 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 

of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 

corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 

Our interview programme gave us no reason to suppose that the industry would lack the capacity to 

take account of regulation or of requirements of customers, etc. The widespread adoption by 

underwriters of Statement of Principles guidelines provides evidence that this capacity does exist. 

We assume, therefore, that this level of capacity has been activated. 

Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Significant activity 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and put in place 

common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to much 

better ability to manage costs. 

ClimateWise provides a forum to stimulate the development of good practice as the end of The 

Statement of Principles agreement approaches, sharpening the focus on climate risk management. 

The industry includes many people (e.g. in trade associations) with a high level of understanding of 

climate risks. However, those people we spoke to widely agreed that this has not yet been 

sufficiently incorporated into underwriting procedures within insurance companies.  

There was also a view expressed that price-focused competitors did not have the same grasp of the 

climate agenda as more established companies (such as the leading members of industry bodies). 

‘Light touch’ regulation was therefore proposed. Of course, the inevitably limited scope of our 

review meant that we were unable to verify or contradict these claims. 

Breakthrough Projects (PACT RL4): Early activity 

Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

We were advised that, although this was clearly not its intention, The Statement of Principles 

agreement has clearly suppressed significant market innovation on property insurance within the UK 

industry. Why would innovation take place when the market arrangements suppress the benefits 

from doing so? On the other hand, the industry clearly has the capacity to activate this level of 

activity very soon, with leading brokers and the Lloyds Market providing natural hosts for 

experimental innovation.  

We were advised that ClimateWise is putting in place the strengthened learning support necessary 

to support breakthrough innovation. Statements by industry leaders through ClimateWise and in 

other settings show that the strategic challenges to the industry are recognised and so demonstrate 

industry leadership support for change agents. 

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5): Significant activity 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, 
organisations begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's 
resilience in what is likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 
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The industry has many of the components in place to allow it relatively quickly to develop 
effective strategic leadership for resilience. In particular, its understanding of long-run risks 
appears to be relatively high, thanks at least in part to action by reinsurers, by Lloyds of 
London and by other industry bodies over recent years. In many respects, the industry appears 
to be the closest to developing the required high levels of capacity for industry reform 
(although work to consolidate operational capacity remains to be completed). 

ClimateWise seems capable of developing into a strong platform for identifying and addressing 
barriers to change identified as a result of learning from breakthrough activity, provided that 
the systemic barriers to such activity are removed. The industry also shows signs of addressing 
some of the structural barriers to change.  

However, not all such barriers are reliably being addressed. For instance, whilst very widely 
recognised as a concern, perverse consequences from current ‘betterment’ policies, which are 
designed to prevent policymakers from benefiting from damages but which also hinder 
improvement of homes after flooding to make them more resilient, have not been resolved. 

The industry has already begun strategic collaboration with the Government and it claims that 
The Statement of Principles has already stimulated wider adaptive responses on flood 
prevention. It is also engaging with the construction sector, for which it has developed 
guidelines for developers.  

In Scotland, FLAGs (Flood Liaison and Advice Groups) provide a cross-sectoral approach to 
reviewing plans for new development and in the process ensuring that new properties are 
insurable. We were advised that this approach has made non-flood resilient development in 
Scotland very unlikely. The industry had been closely involved in setting these up and it 
remains influential within FLAGs: several interviewees identified this approach as being of 
potentially wider relevance throughout the UK. 
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5 Built environment sector (housing) 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

An unusual situation existed at the time of our review, with very high level and well-regarded 

strategic Framework Conditions having been introduced (albeit challenging to implement) but with 

more ‘entry level’ guidance and regulation appearing to be less well developed. 

 Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 1 addressed both mitigation and adaptation aspects of 

climate change and PPS 25 aimed to ensure that flooding in particular is taken into account 

in planning decisions, requiring that Strategic Flood Risk Assessments be carried out. The 

people we spoke to could recognise the potential value of these. However, they stressed 

that they required a high level of capacity to implement and assess on the part of both 

planners and those who review plans; we were advised there had been frustrations in trying 

to apply them.  

o These planning policy statements have been withdrawn since the 2010 election and 

at the time of our review it was not clear what would follow them. 

 Following the Pitt Review into the 2007 floods, requirements had been placed upon 

developers to incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) into projects. 

 The Environment Agency is a statutory consultee for new developments. It is able to advise 

on the flood risk of projected developments and on the extent to which due process has 

been followed in carrying out Strategic Flood Risk Assessments. Their advice is then 

considered by the Planning Authority but it is not binding upon it.  

 In Scotland, the Flood Liaison and Advisory Groups (FLAGs) discussed in Section 6.4 are said 

to have had a major impact in improving the resilience of new development. 

 Our interviewees in leading developers advised us that Building Standards did not yet 

adequately address potential climate impacts to the level that was needed.  

o This means that a crucial stimulus to adaptive action at the time of property 

refurbishment is missing. 

 Nor, they advised, did the more challenging voluntary Standards, such as BREEAM (Building 

Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) and the Code for Sustainable 

Homes yet fully address adaptation to a sufficient standard, although significant 

improvements have been made. 

 There were no voluntary industry-wide standards for adaptation in the construction sector. 

We were advised that an attempt to introduce these led by one leading company had failed 

because of a lack of support from other construction companies. 

 External Non-Governmental standards are being developed. These include: 

o Voluntary guidelines issued by the Town and Country Planning Association; 

o The Guidelines for Developers that were recently issued by the Association of British 

Insurers (ABI). 

However, it should be noted that these standards are aimed at developers rather than at 

builders and architects who are able to assist families and other homeowners in making 

their properties more resilient. 
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Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

There are significant different segments of this complex sector. We looked primarily at two of them. 

 House-builders and developers. We undertook PACT Self-Assessment reviews of two 

leading house-building and development companies, both subsidiaries of organisations of 

considerable size and both of which have a reputation in the industry for responsible 

environmental management.  

o The adaptation agenda is on both companies’ radar and their average PACT score 

was 2.6.  

 This signifies that, on average, the two companies had begun, but were still 

far from completing, the task of embedding adaptation in management 

systems in a manner similar to ISO14001. 

 Organisations at this level are also likely to require significant assistance in 

‘making sense’ of longer term climate risks, 10 years or more into the future. 

 They are very unlikely to have reached the level of capacity that would allow 

them to begin significant strategic experimentation into how the longer-

term climate risks that are likely to face houses over the next decades could 

be managed.  

o The sample size is currently too small, we believe, to draw meaningful conclusions 

about specific capacity pathways that would benefit from attention. 

o We also interviewed a third developer in depth. The results of this interview were 

broadly consistent with the PACT self-assessment scores above. 

o While the sample size was small, we think it reasonable to conclude that the level of 

capacity in these well-resourced and sophisticated organisations would be above 

rather than below average in the industry, most likely well above average. 

 Planning authorities. Although we were able to speak to a representative of the Department 

of Communities and Local Government (DCLG), we found it impossible to interview people in 

the Planning Inspectorate, for reasons given in Section 6.5.4. We spoke in depth to two 

people from planning departments, also to a developer and to a planning consultant, both of 

whom had considerable experience of spatial planning processes in local authorities: 

o A prime current capacity requirement is the ability to turn challenging high-level 

processes (e.g. the strategic flood risk assessments in PPS 25) into resilient planning 

strategies so as to place clear requirements on developers.  

o In meeting this demand, substantial capacity demands are being placed on all levels 

of the planning process. For instance, there is the need to brief appropriate experts 

and interpret their advice, which can often be highly technical. We were also 

advised of the strain being put on planners to deliver and police new standards.  

o  On average, local authorities that we have reviewed in 2009-10 had an average 

PACT score of 2.6, which is identical to that of the two construction companies 

referred to above. While it should be noted that these scores are averages across all 

activities, there is relatively little variation around this average: we have found that 

it remains rare for any local authority to score higher than 3.0 for any aspect of its 

services. This would mean that the capacity to respond to climate impacts would not 

yet be embedded and that officers would lack the organisational information and 
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processes to handle very strategic demands of the type required in spatial planning 

processes.  

o While we were advised that the need for training on flood risk assessment is widely 

recognised within local authorities, we were also advised that there is an imbalance 

between the numbers that require training and the number of places available.  

o While some sub-regional partnerships have been able to produce and agree plans 

with multiple stakeholders and have them agreed by the Planning Inspectorate, 

many local areas have not been as effective at getting this lengthy and resource 

intensive process agreed. It seems likely that challenges are being experienced at all 

levels.  

o We were advised that there can be much frustration when proposals are delayed at 

the Planning Inspectorate and particularly when they are later overturned. However 

we were unable to obtain a perspective on this issue from the Planning Inspectorate. 

 

It is necessary, of course, to exercise great caution in drawing conclusions in such a complex sector 

from such inevitably limited evidence. However, it appears very possible that the well-targeted 

strategic regulation in place at the time of our review might have been compromised at least to 

some extent by the operational challenges of preparing such assessments and reviewing them.  

This being an issue of some considerable importance, and because of the changes to the planning 
system at the time of our review, we recommend that the experience of implementing Strategic 
Flood Risk Assessments should be reviewed separately during or prior to the next CCRA in order to 
identify and deepen understanding of capacity challenges. 

Conclusions as to levels of capacity in place must necessarily be cautious: 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Significant activity 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 

of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 

corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 

 

Interviewees advised us that any reasonably well-managed construction company will have the 

capacity to implement Building Standards or planning conditions that address climate impacts. For 

instance, they advised that the industry is beginning to engage with the new Sustainable Urban 

Drainage Systems (SUDS) standards.  

 

It cannot necessarily be assumed, however, that this will be the case for all construction companies, 

some of which are very small, nor that Building Control Officers would necessarily have the relevant 

training and resources to enforce such standards, to the extent that they come to incorporate fuller 

adaptation measures. 

 

It should also be noted that many of the initiatives in this sector focus on flooding and water 

management and do not give the same level of attention to the other risks identified in the CCRA. 
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Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Early activity 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and put in place 

common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to much 

better ability to manage costs. 

Discussions with and selected in-depth reviews of three leading developers, two of which are 

subsidiaries of very large corporations, showed that their own delivery capacity is not yet fully 

operationally embedded at this level (although they advised that this could be developed rapidly if 

demand were sufficient). The evidence presented above shows that it is unlikely that many others 

across the industry are much further advanced.  

Evidence from in-depth PACT self-assessments in the local authority sector makes it very unlikely 

that capacity amongst planners is yet embedded at this level, although there is evidence that the 

need is recognised and being taken seriously.  

Breakthrough Projects (PACT RL4): Early activity 

Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

 

Academic research programmes on resilience such as Adaptation and Resilience for Climate Change 

(ARCC) are intended to provide an experimental base to underpin future strategies. Such 

programmes provide a potential focus for such activity. However, it appears very unlikely indeed 

(from the evidence above) that many, if any, construction companies or planners have yet 

developed this level of organisational capacity, meaning that they would not to be able to lead 

strategic projects of this type for some time: most would be likely to require substantial assistance 

to participate effectively in them. 

 However, it is our experience that involvement in such projects can significantly 

accelerate operational capacity, provided that well-targeted support is provided. 

 

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5): Limited early activity 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, organisations 

begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's resilience in what is 

likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 

 

The importance of this agenda is increasingly recognised and some high-capacity mechanisms (e.g. 

PPSs 1 and 25) were in place at the time of our review (although their future was in doubt). But 

these are not supported by strong lower levels of capacity and so are unlikely to be effective without 

very focused support. Nor did we identify clear, fast-acting processes to identify and address the 

many barriers to delivery, so as to direct interventions rapidly to the areas of greatest importance in 

a learning-based programme. In addition, resilient community-level planning would require the 

ability to work with climate scenarios that may extend well beyond 2100, data which are not yet 

available in the UK.  
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6 Transport sector (roads) 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

The Highways Agency plays an important role in setting semi-statutory frameworks within which the 

climate change agenda can be addressed by other UK bodies with responsibilities for roads. Through 

its membership of the European Roads Administration, it has access to technical specifications from 

other nations. It is has the role and scale to engage with the Meteorological Office in order to apply 

UKCP09 scenarios to the road network, for instance. We were advised that its technical standards, 

e.g. for drainage, increasingly take account of climate change. 

Within the UK, Highways Agency standards are used by other bodies – for instance by local 

authorities – with responsibility for the roads network. In larger bodies, such as Transport for 

Scotland, they provide a useful basis from which more location-specific standards suitable for 

differing climatic and other conditions can be developed. 

Asset Management planning is being introduced into some local authorities. We were advised that 

this approach, although not statutory, is proving a further helpful aid to adaptive action on highways 

in local authorities. Emergency planning processes, again led by local authorities, provide a forum 

within which risks to specific ‘hotspots’ in the transport network can be identified and addressed. 

 

Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Active 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 

of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 

corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 

As noted in Section 6.6.6 above, there is a relatively strong framework to support the activities of 

front line engineers and this is also available to support the many highways authorities across the UK 

that could not be expected to carry out the same level of analysis in isolation. 

Previous PACT self-assessment reviews of local authority organisational adaptive capacity suggest 

that they almost always have strongly embedded procedures to log and take action on regulations 

and other relevant framework conditions. We therefore conclude that this level of capacity is likely 

to be active in local highways authorities. 

Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Active (trunk roads), Variable levels of activity (other roads) 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and put in place 

common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to much 

better ability to manage costs. 

Professionalisation of the adaptation agenda is well in hand for trunk roads with, for example: good 

understanding of risks (particularly where these are already occurring); expertise in place; evidence-

based working; top-management support; a prioritised and funded programme of activity, including 

operational standards and networks for practitioners.  
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Previous PACT self-assessments of local authorities suggest that this is the level of capacity that is 

currently being embedded. Interviews and the PACT self-assessments that we undertook suggest 

that the situation for highways authorities varies substantially. Some authorities acknowledge that 

work beyond the compliance stage has hardly begun but with others were able to demonstrate that 

their work is quite far advanced.  

Breakthrough Projects:  Significant activity (trunk roads), early activity (other roads) 

Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

At a national level, activity is increasingly focusing on understanding particular priority risks in depth 

and how best to respond to them, in order to develop a stronger strategic programme. An example 

is investigation into landslide management in Scotland, which shows (we were advised) that highway 

disruption from landslides (one of the risks examined in this research) could be managed for human 

safety during the event, and remedied relatively cost-effectively once it had occurred. This could be 

done more cost-effectively than by taking physical preventative measures. In such cases, we were 

advised, safety of motorists was best ensured by careful monitoring of potential hotspots to identify 

periods of high risk so that traffic could be diverted when necessary.  

The learning from these projects is mainly directed into specification development at delivery level; 

it is less clear whether any strategic implications (e.g. for priorities and barriers to change across the 

road network as a whole) are yet being captured and discussed (i.e. whether this needs to be seen as 

a central organisational challenge or a ‘technical’ or ‘green’ issue).  

Whilst very unlikely to be widespread, we did see evidence of outstanding work at this level in one 

local highways authority, which mentioned it was doing so in collaboration with other leading local 

authorities. 

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5): Early activity (especially for trunk roads) 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, organisations 

begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's resilience in what is 

likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 

The industry has not yet concluded the analysis to allow it fully to develop strategic leadership 

capacity, particularly for non-trunk roads, where it is most needed. In addition, the recognition that 

learning from breakthrough activity is not yet fully incorporated into strategic (as opposed to 

operational) programmes suggests that this level of capacity has not yet been embedded. However, 

there are signs that much of the necessary understanding is developing (e.g. about replacement 

cycles and investment prioritisation) and that the foundations are in place for this level of capacity to 

be developed relatively quickly if desired. 

We also noted that a very strong prioritisation programme based on assessment of risks across the 

local network is developing in one highways authority, in collaboration with others. 
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7 Transport sector (rail) 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

The rail industry benefits from extensive technical collaboration between UK bodies and with 

international counterparts that facilitates the use of UKCP09 and other information about climate 

change impacts in developing industry policy. For instance, the Rail Safety Strategy Board (RSSB) has 

produced a significant technical paper on climate impacts. Network Rail defines many of its own 

Standards, which are widely used as a starting point by the devolved administrations, with variations 

as required to meet local conditions. 

The Steering Group of the rail industry’s Technology Strategy Leadership Group (TSLG) includes 

representatives from the Train Operating Companies, Transport for London (TfL), Transport 

Scotland, the Department for Transport (DfT), the Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB), the Office 

of Rail Regulation (ORR) and Network Rail.  The DfT has funded the TSLG to produce a Rail Technical 

Strategy every five years: the current version looks at the issues associated with climate change 

under the theme heading ‘Whole System Reliability’, noting that its ‘estimate of the combined 

business interruption and material damage costs due to flooding, unless adaptive action is taken, is 

in the range £1-3 billion over the next thirty years’. 

Significant strategic expenditure on the railways was announced in the summer of 2012, giving an 

opportunity for many cost-effective adaptation measures. However this was not known at the time 

of our review. 

Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Active 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 
of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 
corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 

Reporting authority requirements (see Section 5 above) are reported to have had a very positive 
effect in increasing interest at a senior level within the rail industry. At an operational level, Network 
Rail Standards provide a strong basis for work by contractors and we were told that they are widely 
used to assist other organisations in the sector. Wider European Rail Standards are also being 
increasingly used, as a result of increasing climatic alignment. We therefore conclude that this level 
of capacity has appropriately been activated. 

Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Active 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and put in place 
common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to much 
better ability to manage costs. 

Extensive programmes are under way in main organisations to professionalise the adaptation 
agenda, with strong expertise and evidence, top management support, risk identification, a 
programme of activity supported by allocation of resources, development of standards, industry 
networks etc. These are all strong indicators that this important level of capacity is being developed. 
While this is insufficient in itself to drive more radical changes that may be needed, it does help 
ensure that climate change responses are factored into ongoing activity within the rail industry. 
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Breakthrough Projects (PACT RL4): Partially activated 

Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

A number of important strategic challenges are beginning to be identified. Vigorous and well-

resourced project activity is being undertaken to develop understanding of the longer-term agenda. 

For instance, Network Rail has recognised the importance of ‘asset life’ in relation to climate change 

and is recognising that, even in short replacement cycles (e.g. 20 years), it may still need to be 

thinking about temperature increase or other impacts. The RSSB has carried out studies on climate 

change and railways generally, focusing on sea level rise, storms and risks to coastal routes. There 

will be a need to look at flooding more collectively and predictively in order to identify hotspots and 

address flood prevention and management measures. 

The challenge is to use such projects both to improve operations and also to identify any more 

strategic challenges that may need to be incorporated into a strategy for resilience. But we were 

advised that this second stage, although planned, still lies in the future. We therefore conclude that 

this level of capacity has not yet been fully implemented. 

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5): Not yet active 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, organisations 

begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's resilience in what is 

likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 

From interviews and other research, supported by the analysis above, we concluded that the 

systematic appraisal of risks over extended timescales necessary to support a programme that 

prioritises areas of high vulnerability, targeting research and learning onto the biggest challenges 

and realigning interactions with other sectors, is not yet in place.  

Because of the relatively high level of structural adaptive capacity in this sector, we should stress 

that it is possible that sufficiently few high level strategic issues may be identified that the need for 

this advanced level of strategic capacity may be relatively low. The test for this will be the 

embedding of PACT RL4 ‘Breakthrough Project’ capacity as identified above. Embedding that level of 

capacity should therefore be the focus, with a review as to the need for PACT RL5 capacity taking 

place in due course in the light of learning from such projects. 
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8 Biodiversity sector 

Comment on Framework Conditions in place 

There is a particularly complex set of framework conditions that apply to biodiversity. These include 

significant efforts by policymakers to investigate risks and to provide evidence. Natural England, 

Scottish Natural Heritage, the Countryside Council for Wales and the Environment Agency Northern 

Ireland are the regulatory bodies responsible for protecting the natural environment in the relevant 

parts of the UK. Their work interacts closely with that of numerous expert bodies, including the 

Environment Agency, the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency, the National Trust in England, 

Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, the Wildlife 

Trusts, the Butterfly Trusts, the Woodland Trusts, the British Trust for Ornithology, etc.  

There is much relevant legislation including the UK Biodiversity Action Plan, the EU Habitats 

Directive, the Common Agricultural Policy, the EU Water Framework Directive, the EU Birds 

Directive, and the Spatial Planning Process. The current Natural Environment White Paper was also 

in preparation at the time of our review. 

There is considerable ongoing funded research. Recent examples include the BRANCH (Biodiversity 

Requires Adaptation in Northwest Europe under a Changing Climate), MONARCH (Modelling Natural 

Resource Responses to Climate Change) and MACIS (Minimisation of and Adaptation to Climate 

Impacts on Biodiversity) projects. In addition, there have been attempts to put an economic value on 

the UK’s ‘ecosystem services’. 

This research has helped to influence policymaking. Within England, for instance and as noted 

above, the 2010 Lawton Report made a significant contribution to thinking on biodiversity in general 

including on climate risks. The Smithers Principles of 200869 had previously set out management 

principles to support biodiversity in a changing climate. 

We focused in particular on the framework conditions in four areas where decisions are made: 

a) Local Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPS) 

b) Spatial Planning 

c) EU Directives / Natura 2000  

d) Agri-Environment Schemes 

These are quite complex and require some introduction. 

About Local BAPs 

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan, first published in 1994, was the UK Government’s response to 

signing the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit. It was a 

programme for conserving the UK’s biodiversity which also led to the production of 436 action plans 

between 1995 and 1999 to help many of the UK’s most threatened species and habitats to recover.  

Local biodiversity action plans (LBAPs) identify local priorities for biodiversity conservation and work 

to deliver agreed actions and targets for priority habitats and species and locally important wildlife 

and sites.  LBAPs also seek to reflect the values of local people and provide a focus for local 

initiatives and are important elements of the Community Strategies prepared by Local Strategic 
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Partnerships.  LBAPs are delivered through wide local partnerships that involve wildlife 

organisations, local authorities, businesses and other interested parties. 

The functions of LBAPs are: 

 To translate national targets for species and habitats into effective action at the local level,  

 To identify targets for species and habitats important to the local area, reflecting the values 

of local people, 

 To stimulate effective local partnerships to ensure programmes for biodiversity conservation 

are developed and maintained in the long term, 

 To raise awareness of the need for biodiversity conservation and enhancement in the local 

context, 

 To ensure opportunities for conservation and enhancement of biodiversity are promoted, 

understood and rooted in policies and decisions at the local level, 

 To provide a basis for monitoring and evaluating local action for biodiversity priorities, at 

both national and local levels. 

About Spatial Planning and biodiversity 

The fundamental importance of biodiversity and ecosystem services and the exacerbating influence 

of future climate impacts had, at the time of our review, increasingly been recognised in spatial 

planning legislation and policies.  Spatial Planning has a significant role to play e.g. through 

integration of policies across sectors, allocation of land to support long term connectivity for 

ecological networks and enhanced protection of important sites from national to local levels. 

About EU Directives / Natura 2000 

The EU Habitats Directive was adopted in 1992 and protects the most seriously threatened habitats 

and species across Europe. It complements the EU Birds Directive adopted in 1979. At the heart of 

both these Directives is the creation of a network of sites called Natura 2000. The Birds Directive 

requires the establishment of Special Protection Areas (SPAs) to protect rare and vulnerable birds 

because they rely on these areas for breeding, feeding, wintering or migration. The Habitats 

Directive requires Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) to be designated for other species, and for 

habitats. SACs are classified under the Habitats Directive and provide rare and vulnerable animals, 

plants and habitats with increased protection and management. Together, SPAs and SACs make up 

the Natura 2000 network. All EU Member States are required to manage and implement Natura 

2000. This forms a network of sites and is the basis for the Natura 2000 Networking Programme’s 

partnership approach. 

The supposedly static nature of the designation was thought by some of our expert interviewees to 

be a cause for concern: 

‘... the planning process of implementation is very static so the way that designated sites are 

set up, the way that the European Habitat’s Directive’s regulations are implemented is very 

static.  To improve this would require moving away from a site based approach to a 

landscape scale approach ...’ 

Another view from a conservation perspective downplays the difficulties: 
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‘If (with climate change) we’re not likely to have the designated species still there, whatever 

will come in, we’re not going to lose everything. There is a process of review for SAC 

management objectives and that should probably be brought a bit more to the forefront. I 

think the concept of a static site management has been overplayed, there’s lots of flexibility 

in the system and we should be using that’ 

About Agri-Environment Schemes 

Agri-environment schemes (AES), supported through the Common Agricultural Policy and co-

financed by national funds, are currently the main mechanism for environmental management in the 

countryside. This includes funding for the management of Natura 2000 sites, SSSIs and other wildlife 

sites, provided they are not owned by central government or its agencies (but local authority-owned 

sites can receive agri-environment support). The two agri-environment schemes currently available 

in England are the English Woodland Grant Scheme (EWGS) and Environmental Stewardship. 

Initiated in England in 1987, agri-environment schemes for farmed areas of England have been 

progressively improved through a dedicated programme of research and evaluation. The current 

scheme, Environmental Stewardship (ES), is a multi-objective scheme which seeks to conserve 

wildlife as well as to enhance landscape, protect the historic environment, promote public access 

and protect natural resources.  

All agricultural land is eligible for ES, which has two tiers, Entry Level Stewardship (ELS) and Higher 

Level Stewardship (HLS). Together with the remnants of previous schemes these make up 70% of 

utilisable agricultural area (farmland and associated land such as woodland and scrub). The renewal 

rate is 88%. 

 The ELS covers 5.3 million hectares, 5.7 million including the organic version of the ELS 

(OELS). It is a shallow but broad scheme aiming at broad participation on a limited front of 

issues. 

 HLS (0.76 million ha., mostly included within the ELS or OELS) is often considered the single 

most important tool for managing many components of England’s ecological network.  

o It is a targeted ‘narrow and deep’ scheme, designed so that agreements are 

primarily granted in areas that have been identified as important for achieving the 

scheme’s biodiversity or other objectives. Individual agreements are for 10 years 

and each is designed with the input of professional advisers.  

o Significantly for the establishment of a coherent ecological network, options can 

include the restoration and creation of habitat.  

o Its main current limitations are the amount of total funds available and the fact that 

agreements can be quite complicated to set up and require considerable and 

ongoing advice to achieve the best quality agreements. Consequently, due to 

resource limitations, HLS is not available to all land managers.  

 Since HLS can’t deliver everything, the Lawton Report also proposed a simpler, lower-

overhead, scheme that pays more than ELS and can be more precisely targeted, e.g. to 

provide buffer zones, stepping stones, corridors. Such a scheme would need to incorporate 

features designed to ensure environmental effectiveness without detailed one-to-one input 

from an advisor and, as such, could be considered as an ‘ELS-Plus’.  
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Detailed assessment of capacity by PACT Response Level 

Stakeholder Responsive (PACT RL2): Active, but will require ongoing attention 

Organisations recognise the need to understand and comply with a complex and rapidly changing set 

of rules, regulations and financial instruments, while keeping up to date with the needs and 

corporate policy of key customers and other stakeholders. 

The framework conditions discussed in Section 6.8.4 above clearly provide a regulatory, contractual, 

incentive-based framework that can encourage, or sometimes enforce, engagement in base-level 

improvement activity by organisations that may not see the particular relevance of biodiversity 

issues, or – to the extent that they do – may not have the time or other resources to formulate 

improvement activity for themselves.  

The wide take up of Agri-Environment and other schemes, plus the provision of simple guides to 

good practice by organisations such as Natural England, the England Biodiversity Group and the 

Wildlife Trusts, demonstrates that this level of capacity has been activated. 

The main caution is that, at present, such frameworks do not particularly differentiate climate 

change from other biodiversity guidelines; however, the Smithers Principles emphasise that good 

biodiversity practice is itself helpful in responding to climate risks. As understanding of how to 

respond to the particular challenges posed by climate change increases, the framework itself will 

need to adapt, hence the need for ongoing attention.  

To this extent, framework conditions are in place to ensure that many organisations move from 

inaction on biodiversity issues to action. However, the extent to which this action is currently 

sufficient is not clear.  

Efficient Operations (PACT RL3): Significant activity: not fully embedded 

Organisations begin to get a grip on operations, to quantify and prioritise issues, and put in place 
common sense and effective management programmes for improvement. This often leads to much 
better ability to manage costs. 

There is a widespread view that action to promote biodiversity is intrinsically adaptive to climate 
change. There is significant activity in that regard. There are, for instance, guidelines such as the 
Smithers Principles, comprehensive data sets, Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP) partnerships, 
professional networks, ‘best practice’ recognition, project reviews, expert regulators and lead 
organisations (including many in the voluntary sector), funded programmes and many committed 
and recognised champions of change. These all signify that delivery processes are active at this level 
of capacity.  
 

However there are some significant limiting factors that indicate that further work is needed: 

 Co-ordination of actions between locations to deal with, for instance, climate-related species 
migration is widely seen as lacking – an aspect that is challenging but needs to be addressed in 
the context of climate change.  

 There is evidence that practice may be considerably less advanced among decision-makers in 
other sectors who would typically not see themselves as being part of the biodiversity sector but 
whose decisions have a major impact on biodiversity.  

o Our PACT self-assessment reviews of relatively high capacity water companies, for 
instance, showed relatively little engagement with the biodiversity issues that are raised 
by climate change, which indicates that this level of capacity is not fully activated in that 
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industry, which in turn suggests that many mistakes are likely in biodiversity-relevant 
decision-making (see data in Section 6.1).  

o Given the relatively high capacity of water companies, this suggests that extending good 
practice to decision-makers in other sectors is likely to be challenging. 

Breakthrough Projects (PACT RL4): Significant activity 

Organisations begin to see the need to learn fast about strategic threats and to identify possibilities 

for responding to them. They identify surprising new options and put in place the conditions for a 

strategic response. 

Responding to climate risks to biodiversity requires that some complex and longer-term challenges 

be explored through projects that look decades into the future, often on a relatively narrow front – 

i.e. giving ‘narrow but deep’ insights. Beyond the immediate benefits, insights from such projects 

can emerge both as to the wider systemic barriers to change that need to be addressed and also as 

to potential options to address them. Learning processes are essential and need to be carefully 

structured to give strategic insights. 

The capacity for such ‘breakthrough projects’ is clearly present. For instance, agri-environment 

schemes provide opportunities for focused experimentation that can increasingly be targeted at 

climate adaptation issues. The HLS projects of the Agri-Environment scheme clearly have the 

potential to meet this criterion and it appeared likely to us that local BAP projects also have the 

potential to be innovative in the work that they undertake. 

The sector is also able to use detailed climate projections to increase in-depth understanding: 

projects like BRANCH and Monarch have increased understanding greatly and provided valuable in-

depth insights for policy-makers. In this respect, the biodiversity sector may have developed this 

aspect of organisational adaptive capacity further than any other UK sector. However, while the 

intention is certainly there, the challenge of engaging other sectors in these projects remains.  

We concluded that the sector clearly has this level of capacity but that the challenge is now to use it 

in a more targeted way specifically for some of the main challenges posed by climate change – for 

instance for the challenge of linking site-level learning with broader landscape-level insights to 

address issues such as species migration (particularly in the context of a more general shift towards 

the involvement of local communities in planning issues) or the roles of indigenous and of exotic 

species in conservation policy in the context of climate change. However this is clearly already 

happening to some extent: the RSPB Futurescapes Programme exemplifies the type of in-depth and 

sustained partnership working that is needed to build new approaches to a complex issue over a 

large scale. 

Strategic resilience (PACT RL5): Early activity 

As understanding of major threats develops, and as options begin to be identified, organisations 

begin to put in place programmes significantly to improve the organisation's resilience in what is 

likely to be a very different and fast-changing future. 

This level of organisational adaptive capacity aligns and integrates learning from activity at the lower 

levels, especially from strategic ‘breakthrough projects’, to develop an ongoing programme to 

improve climate resilience. In this sector, there is an impressive set of framework conditions in 

place, as identified in Section 6.8.4 above, which indicates that much of the groundwork has been 

done that could allow capacity at this level to develop quickly in due course. For instance, some 
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significant elements are in place (e.g. learning from projects such as BRANCH has been used to 

inform European policy-making). Good progress has also been made in defining broad principles for 

adaptation action in a climate change context, with broad inter-organisational support. 70   

However, the question remains as to how far this has yet been applied to the specific additional 

issues that derive from climate change. For instance, the Lawton Report stated clearly that a 

systematic, long-term understanding of how climate risks will impact biodiversity over extended 

periods was not yet available. The operational guidelines reported above, while widely recognised as 

helpful, do not appear to give advice on whether (and if so, on how) management actions might 

need to change to respond to the challenge of differential speeds of species migration – the 

particular risk that we examine in this review.  

How the localism agenda will affect this also needs to be carefully thought through: while Lawton 

saw undoubted benefits from local involvement, his report also stated that the migration speed that 

is a result of climate change needs to be reflected in local plans. As one of our interviewees put it, 

this needs to be informed by a wider – regional, national and perhaps even global – perspective: 

“I think the importance of having a strategic overview [of the need for species migration 

between locations] and understanding how local communities are contributing to that has to 

be made somehow and a sort of trite example is wind farms, we all know we need wind 

farms but if every community says ‘we don’t want them’ and there’s no overall guidance to 

say we actually need these things otherwise we’re not going to decarbonise our electricity 

supply, how is it going to get implemented?’   

In addressing such issues, challenging questions about what ‘conservation’ means in a rapidly 

changing climate need to be addressed, since the experts we interviewed recognised that the 

practice of conservation needs to change significantly. 

While there is clearly advanced learning in the sector (e.g. through the major projects referred to 

above), processes for integrating them into an ongoing programme to address issues such as these 

were less apparent.  

‘The champion organisation’ (PACT RL6): Challenges increasingly recognised but not yet addressed 

Some organisations choose to go beyond protecting the organisation's own interests and even 

helping society respond to climate change as they seek to slow and reverse climate change itself and 

to mitigate the damage that it might do to societies and ecosystems.  

The challenge of adaptation to a changing climate in the biodiversity sector raises a number of 

challenges that go beyond those encountered in other sectors. Generally, work to improve capacity 

to respond to climate change needs to be focused on adapting socio-technical systems. When 

complex and heavily locked-in, as is the built environment in the UK, then this is already a very 

significant challenge requiring a high level of adaptive capacity (PACT RL5). The challenge of 

responding to climate change in the biodiversity sector, however, is of a different order altogether.  
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As reported above, the Lawton Report recognised that the rate of human-inspired change to the 

climate has probably exceeded the rate of response of natural systems in the UK, implying a possible 

significant loss of biodiversity. His report talks of the risk of a ‘temporal shear’ in the ‘fabric of 

nature’, cutting the interconnections between species in one climate envelope but being unable to 

re-establish them quickly enough in the new climate envelopes across which the threads in that 

former fabric might find themselves scattered. It characterised the changes needed as ‘a step-

change in our approach to wildlife conservation, from trying to hang on to what we have, to one of 

large-scale habitat restoration and recreation, under-pinned by the re-establishment of ecological 

processes and ecosystem services, for the benefits of both people and wildlife.’ (Foreword). 

Several of the experts we spoke to explicitly recognised the challenge, for instance: 

 “It doesn’t matter whether you are talking about biodiversity and agriculture, adaptation 

and agriculture, but I think the speed of change must be a concern, the speed in relation 

to sort of geological time ...” 

 “One of the big things, I suppose, for biodiversity is how permeable the landscape will be 

for things to be able to move with climate change; whether the habitat will be there ... 

whether there are stepping stones and all the various things that are mentioned in the 

Lawton Report that allow species to hop from one habitat to another and adapt and that 

is going to depend greatly on the species that you are trying to focus on, some species fly 

(laughs) .. some species like a lichen on a rock are going to be moving at a much slower 

rate and have a much less opportunity to adapt.  ... So it’s how stewardship can help and 

how it will have to change in the future to cope with the challenges of climate change. 

It’s extremely complicated ...”  

Standing in the way of clear responses lies a dilemma: either intervene still further (albeit cautiously) 

to mitigate harm and to assist natural adaptive capacity, or leave natural processes to take their 

course, recognising the potential for damage not only to other species but in due course to our own 

as well. However, Lawton notes that these questions deeply divide the conservation community 

(p.x):  

‘Furthermore, some of the moral and ethical issues relating to biodiversity conservation (e.g. 

translocation of species, definitions of invasive species) present weighty dilemmas and are 

the subject of ongoing debate. For all these reasons, adaptation action ‘on the ground’ has 

often been constrained within this sector.’ 

There are also many practical questions. It has plausibly been argued that natural systems are 

exceptionally complex: that the inevitability of unintended consequences means that any attempt to 

improve must inevitably make things worse.71 

In the end, this issue was not addressed in the final recommendations of the Lawton Report. Nor did 

that report address the difficulty of speed of dispersal that it identified. Neither did the Smithers 

Principles address the issue. It was clear that policy is not yet clear even to our expert interviewees: 
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 “The Smithers ... Principles funded by Defra are a useful set but basically describe good 

conservation practice. The question is, what is the additionality of climate change? ... 

How much extra would we need to do to adapt to climate change? 

 “At the moment I have to say that from a biodiversity point of view, it’s not really clear to 

me whether we’re trying to be King Canute or trying to be Noah’s Ark, you know, are we 

wanting things to come in or accepting that there may be new things coming in .... I 

don’t think we have really come to a national policy on that ....” 

 “I could do with a guide that is on the table in front of me that says, ‘This is what you 

need to think about.’ I don’t feel confident that I know how we should help biodiversity 

adapt to climate change...” 

We concluded that: 

a) Some crucial biodiversity stewardship questions arise if adaptation to the risk of differential 

rates of species migration is to be advanced; 

b) These questions are widely recognised by leaders in the field; 

c) They have not yet been resolved; 

d) Resolving them will be extremely challenging, with no certainty of success. 

e) Until these questions are resolved, or agreed to be insoluble, an important component of 

adaptive strategies will be missing.  

In the meantime, adaptation to climate change may require generic guidance, tailored as much as 

the evidence base allows, which is regularly adjusted in the light of monitoring the impacts of 

interventions and natural responses – i.e. advanced adaptive learning. 
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